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AUSTRALIA’S TROPICAL NORTH

P ref ac e
The following essentially aims to tell the story of Australia’s Tropical
North.
It picks up on many years of addressing the fundamental question of
why Tropical Australia had historically lagged so badly in development
and what were its future prospects.
Tropical Australia covers a large area. It has been my privilege
through various positions and research tasks to have been able to visit
and become familiar with all the main cities, towns and landscapes
across the North.
However my deepest knowledge is of the Cairns/Far North Queensland
region and this story of Tropical North Australia is most heavily told
through references to what has happened in this part of the North.
Readers will find for their convenience, that the Introduction essentially
provides a brief summary of the main findings and conclusions in the
analysis.
Notes and references are positioned at the end of each chapter.

W S (Bill) Cummings
March 2014
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Special Definitions & Terminology
Outside Earnings – Referring to earnings by a region from outside its boundaries including
exports of goods and services overseas and to other parts of Australia as well as earnings from
sales of services including tourism earnings from residents outside the region.
Resources – Unfortunately, in an effort to replace the use of the negatively perceived word
‘mining’, the use of the term ‘resources’ has come to be narrowly associated with mining activity.
In this analysis, the word ‘resources’ is used more broadly to refer to all types of resources and
‘natural resources’ to refer to the broad range of plant growth potential (agricultural and pastoral)
resources, marine resources, mining resources and importantly these days, natural ‘tourism’
resources, also often referred to as ‘natural attractions’.
Underdeveloped – The term ‘underdeveloped’ is normally associated with meaning countries
and regions with low incomes. It is important to clarify in relation to tropical areas that a
distinction needs to be drawn between:
a) under development due to failure to develop a more efficient economy with consequent
low incomes on the one hand, and
b) under development due to a failure to develop the area’s natural resource potential
usually characterised by low population densities.
Clearly, tropical India and Java fit into the first category and tropical Australia generally fits into
the second. Areas like the Amazon and Papua New Guinea to some extent fit into both.
Tropical Australia – Refers to the area of Australia north of the Tropic of Capricorn which runs
just south of Rockhampton, just north of Alice Springs and south of North West Cape in Western
Australia.
Northern Australia – For convenience of analysis, statistical boundaries are used. In this
analysis, Northern Australia generally refers to the area north of the Tropic of Capricorn with the
following exceptions. The whole of the Fitzroy region (based on Rockhampton that lies on the
Tropic) and the Central West region of Queensland are included, including those sections south
of the Tropic. Those parts of the Alice Springs/Red Centre area south of the Tropic but still within
the Northern Territory, are also included. In Western Australia, only those sections north of the
Tropic in the Pilbara and Kimberley regions are included.
The North and the South – To avoid use of unnecessarily long descriptions, the terms “the
North” and “the South” are generally referred to in this analysis as referring to Northern Australia
as defined above and the part of Australia south of that area.
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Introduction
The celebrated historian Arnold Toynbee in his monumental and ground breaking “Study of
History””1 discounted factors like climate and race as critical for the historical development of
human societies. He set out how major advances came through societies responding to and
overcoming a challenge.
Northern Australia has posed such a challenge to Australia as a nation.
Northern Australia is tropical. It has a very different climate to southern Australia. It
represented an extreme challenge to a society derived from, and initially based on
technology from, North Western Europe.
The following tells the story of the progress made in meeting this challenge, how the
challenge was late in being taken up and how progress was initially slow and hard won.
It tells the story of how despite setbacks and negatives, Northern Australia is now in a ‘catch
up’ phase that is adding a major new dimension to Australia’s economy, and potentially to
Australia’s place in the world.
Australia’s Tropical Challenge and the Tropical Lag
Chapter 1 first traces the pattern of earliest European settlement in Australia up to the
1950s. It particularly tracks how the ability of the settlers to adapt the suite of plants and
animals, housing, clothing and seasonal activity patterns they brought from Europe to the
climatic range of Australia, heavily affected early development.
Strongest early progress was in Tasmania. There was a leap in fortunes when MacArthur
imported to Australia Mediterranean climate adapted Marino sheep of Spanish origin. Initial
development of sub-tropical northern New South Wales and southern Queensland was
slower. Settlement of the tropical North was late even starting. Sydney was over 60 years
old before the pastoral frontier started moving north of the Tropic. However progress would
prove to be slow with some severe early setbacks.
The pastoral industry failed over most of the North, first with sheep and then with cattle as
tick-borne Redwater fever from Asia swept through the herds based on British breeds. The
sugar industry only survived with the protection of an embargo on imports. An early mining
boom faded by the 1920s and by the 1950s, tropical Australia with 40% of Australia’s land
area, supported only about 4% of the nation’s population - something the nation had been
shocked into realising in the dark days of early 1942 when a strategic need to give the area
away as ’indefensible’, was contemplated.
However, in the 1950s, when one looked more widely around the globe’s tropical countries, it
was clear at that time, Australia was not alone in its failures in the tropics. The Australian
situation was just a variation of general global lag in development in the tropics. In
Australia’s common market, white Australians in the North had high living standards, but
there were precious few of them.
All sorts of myths and misconceptions abounded about why this was so, with many believing
that the tropics in general, and in particular tropical Australia, were doomed to failure and not
worth bothering about. Sadly, many of these myths and misconceptions persist to this day.
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Because it is so important to understanding the fundamental prospects of tropical Australia,
Chapter 1.4 explains the geographical, historical and technological transfer factors that led to
the global tropical lag evident in the 1950s and why it was likely to prove to be a transitory
phase.
Appreciating Northern Realities
As a prelude to looking forward from the 1950s, Chapter 2 identifies some of the basic
realities of tropical Australia.
Although populations were and are still comparatively small, the sheer size of Northern
Australia and realities of areas and distances leads to a series of State sized regional areas
with five major hub cities with a capital city relationship to the regions they service. This
strong regional structure is, in many ways, equivalent to the six States that exist across
southern Australia. The regional loyalties and rivalries can be just as strong.
Chapter 2 also sets out how tropical Australia is not poor in underlying resources. The North
accounts for about 60% of Australia’s water runoff. Satellite technology and CSIRO
modelling now tell us that underlying plant growth potential per sq km is not inferior to
southern Australia and is probably superior.
There is hardly any need these days to point out that the North is not poor in mineral
resources or in tourism resources, or for that matter, in potential marine resources.
Chapter 2 also sets out how, by the 1950s, some very important advances had been made
and some of the early health threats had been overcome. Old fears about Europeans not
being able to prosper and work hard in the tropics were proving groundless. With the
backing of a strong basic network of education and health facilities, the North’s mixed origin
frontier population was vigorous, healthy, proud of its special pioneering achievements, had
very strong local government institutions, strong and enterprising business organisations and
a confident belief in the area’s future.
In the 1950s, most of the comparatively large Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
population lived in church run missions with close association with the local non-indigenous
population through the churches and with a substantial number employed on cattle stations.
Torres Strait Islanders were employed on luggers and by the 1960s in building railways
around Australia.
However by the 1950s, it was very clear that tropical Australia was paying a heavy price in
economic and political terms of being an underdeveloped region in a developed country. Its
business community had come to the conclusion that, “If you waited for the government, it
wouldn’t happen.”
Increasing Success – 1960s to the Present
Chapter 3 delves into what has happened since the 1960s. It tells a story of increasing
successes as northern enterprise overcame old problems and seized new opportunities.
The vulnerability of the North revealed by World War II sparked off strong northern
development debates in the 1950s and 1960s. Positive action was taken by the Menzies
Government through the beef roads scheme and water resource development. However
critics and other agendas saw the national interest and impetus wane during the 1970s.
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But largely unrecognised at the time, in the background, four major underlying factors were
fundamentally changing the prospects for the North:

o Growing global economies, especially in nearby Asia, were reaching out for
previously marginal resources;

o Major developments in transport were breaking down old barriers of remoteness;
o Technology was being developed more suited to the area; and
o Success breeds success factors were coming into play.
Despite centralising tendencies in the economy towards metropolitan centres and having to
battle some national policies negative to its progress, tropical Australia would record strong
growth.
The introduction of Brahman stock by northern graziers and other advances including the
opening of the Indonesia live cattle market revolutionised the cattle industry in the North.
Northern Australia now has more beef cattle per sq km than southern Australia.
High wage costs had always been a problem for the sugar industry. Local farmers and
engineering workshops broke through, in the 1960s, to produce the first commercial cane
harvesters. By the late 1980s, the Australian sugar industry became an ‘infant industry’ that
had grown up and become world competitive.
While the super remote Ord scheme was to struggle, the Fairbairn, Burdekin and Tinaroo
dams were successful.
Despite all the negativity about agricultural potential in the North, a whole new agricultural
sector was developed as falling transport costs saw Northern Queensland farmers realise
the area’s superior potential to grow tropical crops and off-season temperate zone produce
for southern markets.
Improved plant breeding and varieties available would see substantial sorghum, cotton,
citrus and wheat growing push north of the Tropic in the Central Highlands and Mackay
hinterlands.
A new dimension would be added to Australia’s fisheries as the extent of Northern
Australia’s prawn and other export fishery potential was developed.
In tourism, improving transport technology over the years, especially the development of
large wide-bodied aircraft from the 1960s on, was breaking down the old barriers of
remoteness. Northern enterprise again came to the fore to realise a major opportunity to use
the area’s outstanding attractions to break into world tourism markets. By the 1990s, Cairns
emerged as Australia’s second largest destination after Sydney for international holiday
visitors. Keith Williams built Hamilton Island and the Northern Territory Government,
especially under Paul Everingham, got Kakadu and the Yularu Resort under way
The advent of bulk ore carriers, growing markets in Asia, and geologist Evan’s famous 1956
remark along the coast of Cape York Peninsula, “If all this is bauxite, there must be
something wrong with it,” set a process in motion that saw the North’s major sedimentary
and iron ore deposits developed. Bauxite at Weipa and Gove led, followed by iron ore in the
west, coal in Central Queensland and gas in both States. The base metal deposits in the Mt
Isa region, not discovered until the 1920s, would be fully developed.
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Inexorably, the proportion of Australia’s export income represented by the North rose to
recent levels of 50%. This opened up a whole new dimension for the Australian economy,
enabling it to break out of its past inward-looking protectionism.
Not surprisingly, against this background, the North’s cities grew rapidly. The North’s older
pastoral port cities of Rockhampton (and its outport Gladstone) and Townsville, would grow
with universities being established, and in Townsville major defence bases.
Agricultural expansion, tourism and hinterland coal, would lead to Mackay catching up with
Rockhampton in population. The two Far Northern gateway cities of Cairns and Darwin
would grow even faster; Darwin especially under the influence of government expenditure on
defence bases, a university campus and expansion of tourism, cattle, mining and gas
production.
Cairns would outstrip all under the influence of agricultural development, fisheries, tourism, a
navy base and growing international links. On the way, it would pass seven other regional
cities and leap almost ten-fold from 16,000 in 1947 to 50,000 in 1976 and over 150,000
today.
The North’s regional capitals would move from being remote ‘hardship postings’ to ‘desired
places to live’.
Coming from a very small base, population growth rate across the North would outstrip that
of most non-metropolitan regions of the South by a long way, to grow almost four-fold from
about 350,000 to 1.2 million.
A wider global scan would indicate, almost predictably, that China, one of the few temperate
zone countries not to have industrialised, would rise once open market policies were
adopted. The widely observed sub-tropical “sunbelt” phenomenon in the southern states of
the USA, southern China, southern Brazil and northern New South Wales/southern
Queensland would be of great significance in heralding the movement of industrialisation into
the tropics.
In fact, a closer observation of what was occurring in the tropical countries would indicate a
turnaround taking place with an agricultural revolution leading the way. “The Green
Revolution” would pave the way for major industrialisation to take place. Today, India, South
East Asia, Mexico and Brazil have turned a corner and are on their way up.
In tropical Australia, as around the globe, it became increasingly clear that a “tropical
turnaround” had occurred. Provided countries adopted sound governance and an open
market economy, the ‘tropical lag’ was on its way to being a passing phase in world history.
Looking Forward – Underlying Factors
Chapter 4 indicates that the major factors underlying the North’s growth in export earnings
identified in Chapter 3 are set to continue.
On the growth trajectory of the past decade, about a third of all the world’s economic growth
over the next 20 years will take place on the North’s doorstep in Eastern, South Eastern and
Southern Asia. By 2032, this area is set to account for almost 40% of the global economy.
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Continuation of the past trajectory will see almost 30% of all global growth take place in the
tropical zone over the next 20 years with proportion of the world economy rising to about
22%.
Although the rate of progress in transport technology seems likely to slow and emphasis
pass to developing more links with the North’s major growth markets, the rate of
development in communication technology will hold out new opportunities of accelerating
contact between tropical countries and the rate of transfers of technology specifically related
to the tropics.
Problems for the North’s regional economies of lack of local markets and lack of
infrastructure, including social infrastructure, are likely to diminish. On the trajectory of the
past 20 years without any acceleration, the North’s population will double by 2050 to 2.3
million with cities of Townsville, Darwin and Cairns moving up to the range of 350,000 to
450,000, ie. to be cities the current size of Canberra and larger than current Wollongong.
While the services sector will continue to account for the majority of jobs, the major drivers of
growth will come from expanded outside earnings in mining, primary industries and tourism.
While world prices for minerals and energy have been moderating as supply catches up with
demand, there seems little prospect of a 1920’s type major collapse in demand. Expansion
and diversification of mineral and energy exports can be expected over the coming decades
but at a pace slower than the frenetic race over the past decade.
With rising world food consumption and ABARE predictions of a need for Australia to
increase agricultural exports by 140% by 2050, there is a real potential for substantially
increased exports of primary products from tropical Australia. The underlying plant growth
potential and water resources compared with southern Australia are such, that with the right
technology and infrastructure, value of production could be increased 5 to 12-fold to reach
equivalent ratios to plant growth potential and water resources currently achieved in
southern Australia.
Currently only a very narrow range of tropical crops are grown and there is a major mismatch
between plant growth potential and almost non-existent agricultural production in Cape York
and the Top End/Arnhem Land areas. Other parts of the tropical world in similar latitudes
and with similar temperature and rainfall are massive producers of agricultural products.
Current water resource development in the North is a fraction of southern Australia and
involves only a fraction of water resources available.
However agricultural development will require a great deal of attention to research and
technology, markets, transport and infrastructure of roads, ports and supporting service
towns.
Fishery resources are similarly
aquaculture/mariculture identified.

underdeveloped

with

major

new

potential
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With China now starting to become a major source of international visitors, a major new
wave of tourism development is on its way over the next ten years, the extent of which is
being foreshadowed by the proposed $8.0bn Aquis development near Cairns that alone has
prospects of raising international visitor numbers by over 1 million a year.
The North’s growing economy and population will provide increased markets for
manufacturing and service developments with special supply/service markets developing to
its near north in Papua New Guinea and Pacific/Indonesia areas. There will be special
opportunities to grow the maritime servicing, aviation servicing, mining supply and education
services sectors.
There is a potential developing for tropical Australia to play a special role in relation to the
development of tropical technology and expertise around the globe including in research,
education and design services.
It can be expected that the North will continue to play a special role in Australia’s defence
and border services.
Policy Needs
Chapter 6 identifies major policy needs in seven fields to keep the progress going.
Technology - There is a major need for governments to provide a framework, in which further
technological breakthroughs related specifically to the tropics can occur and be adopted.
There is a continuing need to overcome the technological lag that has so affected the
development of tropical Australia and the tropics generally around the globe.
Governance – Past governance structures relating to an underdeveloped tropical Australia
have been proving a major hindrance as progress accelerates. There is an urgent need to
remodel and adapt government structures to meet the needs of a growing North including a
major need for widespread land tenure reform.
Infrastructure – There are major inadequacies in the North’s infrastructure that must be
addressed if the potential new dimensions for the Australian economy are to be realised.
Concepts and Images – There is a need for a better understanding of tropical Australia in
southern Australia, to correct a whole range of poor economic thinking and concepts and to
help remove some of the old outdated images of the North and the tropics still prevalent in
southern Australia.
Indigenous Progress – With indigenous population representing from 15% to 30% of total
population in the major regions across the Far North and responsible for large areas of land,
it is absolutely vital to the North’s future that real progress is made in bringing the indigenous
population through to full economic and social empowerment and economic participation.
National Economic and Industry Policy Settings – National economic policy as it affects
wages, taxation, interest rates, exchange rates and industry support can have a substantial
impact on the North’s progress. If the North’s potential is to be realised, the setting of these
policies needs to take into account the importance of the North’s future progress to the
national economy.
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International Engagement – With the North’s regions sharing international boundaries and
growing economic and social links with Asia Pacific areas to its immediate north, with
expanding direct economic links with a developing Asia and with the prospects of playing a
special role in relation to the globe’s tropical areas, there is a special need for stronger direct
Commonwealth engagement with the North’s regions and its major gateway cities.
Benefits to Australia as a Nation
Finally, Chapter 7 spells out how the major expansion of exports from Northern Australia has
already played a major role in improving Australia’s economic prospects and living
standards. It identifies the need however for Australia to broaden its export earning
dependence from minerals and the major role tropical Australia can play in this.
This chapter also spells out how the increasing exports from, and population in, the North
generates a major demand for manufactured goods and higher order services from southern
Australia helping provide important economies of scale that bolster their international
competitiveness..
Finally it identifies the role a link between an increasingly successful tropical Australia and an
emerging developmental zone around the globe’s tropical areas can play in adding a new
dimension to Australia’s place in the world.
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1.
1.1

THE TROPICAL CHALLENGE
The North in Australia’s Development Until the 1950s
When the British government decided to establish a penal colony on the east coast of
Australia following the loss of the North American colonies, they based their decision on
accounts by Captain James Cook and selected Botany Bay.
By 1788, the British, along with other western European countries of Spain, Portugal,
Holland and France, had very substantial experience in developing colonies in both tropical
areas in the Americas, Africa, India and South East Asia and in the temperate zones of the
Americas, Asia and Africa.
The tropical areas were highly attractive as a source of products not grown in western
Europe such as sugar, spices and cotton. However almost everywhere, production was
based, either on farming carried out by non-European native population with the Europeans
acting as traders, or on a plantation system with Europeans acting as owners and
organisers. In both cases, most of the work was carried out by cheap non-European labour
including imported slave labour.
The experience in the temperate zone areas in the Americas had been different with
European settler farming colonies being established, mainly using a suite of plants and
animals brought from Europe. Low indigenous populations were generally pushed aside.
The tropical areas of Australia were obviously not suitable for a plantation system based on
cheap native labour. As a tropical area, Northern Australia was not particularly attractive.
The native population was not large, were hunter gatherers, not farmers1. They were not
likely to provide a suitable workforce for plantation agriculture.
The subsequent European settlement of southern Australia was based on the same model
as the settlements of North America. In southern Australia, convicts laid the foundations for
free European farmer settlers to follow.
Not surprisingly, the most immediately successful settlement in economic terms was
Tasmania lying at latitudes equivalent to southern France and providing climatic conditions
closest to and most suited to the plants and animals upon which farming in the British Isles
had been based. (See Box 12.)
Apart from easy adaptation of farming, the climate and seasonal patterns of Tasmania
required very little by way of adaptation of clothing, houses and social calendars.
The Mediterranean climate of much of southern Australia posed some challenges of
adaptation for settlers from the cool temperate zone British Isles. However MacArthur made
an early breakthrough by bringing in Merino sheep from South Africa which had originally
been bred for the conditions of Mediterranean climate Spain.
For more than a century, southern Australia’s economy ‘rode on the sheep’s back’, as the
Merino sheep converted the area’s vast plant growth potential into fine wool, a high value
commodity with an indefinite shelf life that could stand the high cost and long duration of
transport to markets in Europe.
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Settlement was already well advanced when gold discoveries from the 1850s on, provided a
further impetus to population growth and development.
In the late 1800s, a further major impetus came from the successful development by Farrer
and others of wheat varieties suited to the area, especially the western slopes of New South
Wales. With the introduction of steamship technology, major reductions in transport costs
led to Australia becoming a major exporter of wheat to overseas markets.
Development of refrigerated transport enabled a further expansion of primary product
exports to include beef, dairy products and fruits. Tasmania became the “Apple Isle” and a
major supplier to Europe under British Empire preferential arrangements.
Based on these export earnings, southern Australia’s economy grew steadily. Cities
developed, along with manufacturing and higher order services – another Great Britain was
being built on the other side of the world. (See Box 2)
As might be expected, the sub-tropical areas of northern New South Wales and southern
Queensland represented a greater challenge and initially lagged in development. However
as Table #1 illustrates, by the period 1921 to 1954, sub-tropical Queensland and New South
Wales were outpacing Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania in growth.
Table #1: Comparative Growth of Population, Eastern Australia, 1921 to 1954

Sub-tropical Queensland
New South Wales
Victoria
South Australia
Tasmania

1921

1954

Increase

Number

Number

Percent

755,972
2,100,371
1,531,280
495,160
213,780

1,318,259
3,423,529
2,452,341
797,094
308,752

77%
63%
60%
61%
44%

Source: Queensland Year Book 1959, Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Qld Office P33.

Tropical Australia presented an even greater challenge. The developmental story would be
very different and the further north into the tropics the greater the difference.
Settlement of tropical Australia was late getting underway. As will be set out in greater detail
in later Section 2.2, it was a challenge made more difficult by the fact that much of Northern
Australia, like much of southern Australia, is comparatively marginal in terms of rainfall and
soils.
Visions of establishing trade with South East Asia led to attempts to establish port
settlements on the northern coast of Australia closest to South East Asia. A settlement on
Melville Island in 1824 was abandoned in 1828; one on the Coburg Peninsula lasted from
1827 to 1829; the Port Essington settlement of 1838 that Leichhardt reached after his major
exploration trip into and across the North was abandoned in 1849; Escape Cliffs lasted from
1864 to 1867. Finally after four previous attempts, a settlement was established at Darwin in
1869 that was to last3.
In north eastern Australia, it was over 60 years after the founding of Sydney that the pastoral
frontier started pushing across the Tropic of Capricorn in the 1850s. Pastoral settlement
accelerated strongly after Queensland became a separate colony in 1859. Map 1 shows the
rapid advance of the pastoral frontier across the North to reach the Kimberley region in the
1880s.
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Box 1 – Tasmania Leads the Way

Although the first settlement was made at Sydney, not surprisingly, it was the settlement of
Tasmania that was most immediately successful. As Rimmer points out in a chapter on the
Economic Growth of Van Diemen's Land 1803 - 1821 in "Economic Growth of Australia
1788 - 1821"2, "Early in August 1821 Robert Dixon, a recent immigrant, wrote home to his
mother from Van Diemen's Land: (This country for the short time it has been inhabited far
surpasses Sydney and in the course of a few years will be a place of consequence). Rivalry
between the two colonies inspired many such comparisons. With only a quarter of the
population, the satellite dependency of Van Diemen's Land after seventeen years of
settlement had half as many cattle, half as many acres under wheat, and half as many
sheep again as the parent colony. Wentworth's estimate of 'average income of upwards of
£32 per head, adults and children' was twice that of New South Wales, and imports ran at
a third of the New South Wales level. These developments in the ten years since 1810
were attributed to several factors.
In contrast to the situation in New South Wales, fertile land was abundant and easy to
obtain. Droughts and floods were almost unknown. River highways provided producers
with cheap access to local markets. Farmers could sell their surplus grain and meat at
Sydney. The temperate climate and the easy farming conditions of the country were
familiar to people from Britain. Indeed, Van Diemen's Land may be partly considered as
the most truly English country in the world, out of Europe. It is, in most respects, another
England, only with less refinement, elegance and convenience."

Box 2 – Favourable Winds

As Blainey has pointed out (Blainey, 19914), another factor came into play, and that was
the superior location of the south coast of Australia for access to and from Europe in times
when sailing ships were the main means of sea transport. The fast clippers made record
journeys by sailing down to the southern Atlantic to catch the westerlies of the 30’s and
40’s latitudes for a fast ride from Capetown to southern Australia. To return, they used the
westerlies again around Cape Horn and back into the Atlantic. While steamships and the
development of the Suez and Panama Canals tended to break down this advantage, for
some time, Melbourne maintained a distinct transport advantage.
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Map 1 – Advance of the Pastoral Frontier 1860s to 1900

Source: J Macdonald Holmes, Emeritus Professor of Geography, University of Sydney, “Australia’s Open North – A
Study of Northern Australia Bearing on the Urgency of the Times”, Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 19638.
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However major problems soon occurred that had not occurred in southern Australia. Sheep
were being pushed well beyond their normal climatic range. Only on the magnificent open
Mitchell grass downs country of western Queensland did sheep prosper and then only up to
about 20° south latitude.
When they were pushed beyond the open Mitchell grass plains into savannah woodland
country, they encountered a major problem with a prevalent tropical grass called ‘spear
grass’, the seed of which lodged into the sheep’s fleece and then worked its way into the
sheep’s flesh.
Cattle were not affected by spear grass and were introduced into the savannah woodland
areas. However until refrigerated shipping became available, there was no overseas market
for beef. The local market was very small and southern Australia had its own supplies.
Townsville was initially established as a location for ‘boiling down’ works with the cattle
industry output shipped in the form of tallow and hides.
On top of this, the British based cattle breeds being pushed up from the South did not fare
well in the tropical conditions. In the 1890s, a further major setback occurred. Tick-borne
“Redwater” fever introduced into the Darwin area from Asia spread quickly right across the
North into Queensland. The British based breeds were highly susceptible and something
like half of the herd was wiped out within four years. Graziers were still reporting in the postWorld War II period that number had still not returned to the 1890s’ levels5.
To combat the spread of ticks, cattle from north of the ‘tick line’ at about 20° south latitude,
were required to pass through chemical dips, something that imposed an extra cost on the
industry.
The magnificent houses of pastoralist families that dot the country side in southern Australia
were not to be repeated in Northern Australia. In the North, graziers became “Kings in Grass
Castles”6.
In the North, mining came quickly on the heels of pastoral settlement. In an atmosphere of
late Victorian optimism (see Box 3), gold rushes occurred to places like Charters Towers,
Georgetown and the Palmer River and mining of base metals at places like Mt Morgan,
Cloncurry, Herberton, Chillagoe, Mt Garnet, Halls Creek and Tennant Creek. However the
mining boom was short lived and petered out by the 1920s. The only major long term
‘stayers’ proved to be Mt Isa (discovered in the 1920s) and Mt Morgan near Rockhampton.
The higher rainfall areas along Queensland’s east coast were obviously suitable for tropical
agriculture. Typical of approaches elsewhere in the tropics, early moves involved setting up
plantations with the use of imported ‘indentured’ labour from the Pacific Islands for the
production of sugar.
For a period, banana growing was established in the Cairns/Far North region for shipment
south by steamers. Fledgling coffee and tea plantations were established.
However the use of imported ‘indentured’ labour proved unacceptable to the Australian
people and the “White Australia” policy adopted following Federation saw most ‘indentured’
workers repatriated. A deal was struck to protect the sugar industry with controls on imports.
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Box 3 – Old Palmer Song

THE OLD PALMER SONG
1.The wind is fair and free, my boys,
The wind is fair and free;
The steamer's course is north, my boys,
And the Palmer we will see.
And the Palmer we will see, my boys,
And Cooktown's muddy shore,
Where I've been told there's lots of gold
So stay down south no more.
Chorus: So, blow ye winds, heighho!
A digging we will go,
I'll stay no more down south, my boys,
So let the music play.
In spite of what I'm told,
I'm off to search for gold,
And make a push for that new rush
A thousand miles away.
2. I hear the blacks are troublesome,
And spear both horse and man,
The rivers all are wide and deep,
No bridges them do span.
No bridges them do span, my boys,
And so you'll have to swim,
But never fear the yarns you hear
And gold you're sure to win.

3. So let us make a move, my boys,
For that new promised land,
And do the best we can, my boys,
To lend a helping hand.
To lend a helping hand, my boys,
Where the soil is rich and new;
In spite of blacks and unknown tracks,
We'll show what we can do.

Note: The Palmer rush occurred in advance of pastoral settlement with disastrous consequences
and loss of life as European and Chinese ‘new chums’ clashed violently with a large Aboriginal
population in the area. (See H. Holthouse “River of Gold”7.)
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In the Federation referendum, the small population of a defence conscious North, also
induced by promises of protection of its fledgling tropical agricultural industries, voted
strongly for Federation, carrying Queensland into the Federation by offsetting a mildly
negative vote in southern Queensland8.
The North’s sugar industry moved to a pattern of central mills supplied by small farmers who
often owned the mill under ‘cooperative’ arrangements. In the coming years, the sugar
industry was to move through to being a mainstay of support of much of the population
located in the North.
Unfortunately for the North, the proposed protection of coffee and tea production did not
eventuate and the fledgling industries petered out. High costs of coastal shipping also led to
the demise of the pre-Federation banana industry to be replaced by banana growing in
northern New South Wales.
The altitude and rich volcanic soils of the Atherton Tableland behind Cairns provided an
opportunity to establish a dairy industry and some other mixed farming to supply local
markets. A tobacco industry was established around Mareeba under protection of a
concessional ‘by law’ entry scheme that required the local crop to be taken up before imports
were allowed.
On the marine frontier, an early pearling rush developed in the Torres Strait and around
Broome. But the resource became depleted and the subsequent move to harvesting trochus
shell for button manufacture was put out of business in the early post World War II period by
the rising use of plastic for buttons.
A growing economy mainly based on expanding sugar production was seeing the
development of a local and regional manufacturing and service structure. Although
populations were low, the realities of areas and distances saw the growth of a series of
distinct economic regions with port capitals of Darwin and Cairns in the Far North and
Townsville, Mackay and Rockhampton down the Queensland coast. (This regional structure
is discussed further in Section 2.1.)
With the central west sheep country being a major force in early economic development,
railways were built deep into the interior from the old pastoral industry ports of Rockhampton
and Townsville located in the drier coastal belts. These cities became defacto service
‘capitals’ for provision of government and commercial services to Central and Northern
Queensland.
As Table #2 illustrates, the two cities located in the higher rainfall belts of Mackay and
Cairns were slower to develop and in 1947 were recorded as being half the size of
Rockhampton and Townsville.
Table #2: Comparative Population, Queensland Regional Cities, 1947 Census
Cairns
Townsville
Mackay
Rockhampton
Bundaberg
Maryborough
Toowoomba

16,644
34,109
13,486
34,988
15,928
15,162
35,194

Source: Queensland Year Book 1959, Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Qld Office.
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The east coast rail from Brisbane was finally linked through to Cairns in 1924 at Daradgee
near Innisfail.
A system of distribution evolved of goods coming north from Brisbane being redistributed at
Rockhampton west to Longreach and north to Mackay and to Townsville. At Townsville
redistribution took place west to Cloncurry and north to Cairns where a further redistribution
took place by rail to the Tablelands and through to Forsayth and, as Cairns was the northern
terminus of the rail and road system, north by ship to the Peninsula, Torres Strait and Gulf
area with some links with Papua New Guinea (see Map 2). Costs of transport were high.
The passenger rail trip from Cairns to Brisbane (1043 miles) took 48 hours. Large sections
of the Bruce Highway linking Cairns to Brisbane remained unsealed and very subject to
being cut by floods during the wet (monsoon) season.
In the Northern Territory, the railway line from Adelaide reached Alice Springs in 1929. A
line was built south from Darwin to Larrimah. With a gap in between and no railways built
linking from Perth to Pilbara and the Kimberley region, transport of goods from the South to
the Pilbara and Kimberley regions and to Darwin was mainly by coastal shipping out of Perth
and the east Coast.
Protected by transport costs however, local manufacturing developed including breweries
and brick works in the cities of Rockhampton, Townsville and Cairns.
The advent of commercial use of aircraft following the rapid development of aircraft
technology in World War I and its aftermath came as a ‘boon’ to the North with its lightly
spread population and poorly developed ground transport infrastructure.
Queensland’s central western downs country had played a special role in giving Australia the
song of “Waltzing Matilda” and the birth of the Labour Party following the “Great Shearers’
Strike”. In the 1920s, Queensland’s central west was also to bequeath to the nation its
national carrier, Qantas, born in Longreach and Winton as the “Queensland and Northern
Territory Aerial Services”. The “Royal Flying Doctors’ Service” was developed and in Cairns
the “Aerial Ambulance”. Cairns pioneer aviator, Tommy McDonald, commenced coastal air
services from Cairns south to Brisbane in the 1930s.
World War II suddenly saw the North vaulted from a remote backyard to a threatened front
door. Thousands of Australian and American troops were staged through the area to the
New Guinea battle fronts resulting in a heightened awareness of the North’s vulnerability.
Darwin was bombed and became a front line of defence threatened by Japanese occupation
of the Netherlands’ East Indies.
The war left a legacy of improvement of roads, seaport and airport infrastructure, but also of
importance, advances in health. Health was a matter of major concern from the earliest
days of settlement, especially in the higher rainfall areas. Malaria and Dengue fever were
rife along with hookworm and tropical ulcers. The debilitating impact of Malaria on military
personnel in New Guinea and the islands during World War II led to a major concentration
on ways to combat the disease. In Cairns’ city centre is a memorial to local Doctor Edward
Koch who had played a role in identifying the importance of mosquitoes as a vector. What
was to revert to being Cairns North School after the war, was converted to being a hospital
and a special centre for Malaria research. Locally in Cairns, swamps were drained and
fogging used to control mosquitoes.
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Map 2 – Freight Distribution Patterns in Central and North Queensland in the 1950s
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In a book to mark the centenary of Queensland in 1959 written by Sir Raphael Cilento and
Clem Lack and titled “Triumph in the Tropics”11, a major theme was how, over the century,
tropical diseases had been brought under control. Although the impact of the “White
Australia Policy” on the North’s economic development had been controversial, a side
benefit had been to illustrate that, without being surrounded by a dense low income
population with low hygiene and health services, high standards of health and life
expectancy could be achieved by a European origin population in the tropics.
At an even more fundamental level, as generations of settlers survived and prospered,
doubts being expressed in academic circles about the ability of a European origin population
to work hard and live productive lives in the tropics were being proven wrong (see quote,
Section 1.3).
The Word War II experience had resulted in a heightened awareness of the North, that it was
not a desert, that healthy and vigorous (if small) communities had been established in the
area and its under population represented a threat to Australia’s security.
Professor Macdonald Holmes, a geographer from Sydney University, was to encapsulate the
spirit of his times in his book “Australia’s Open North – A Study of Northern Australia Bearing
on the Urgency of the Times”8. The book’s meticulous maps showing the 1950s’ layout of
many of the North’s towns and cities (examples Maps 3 & 4), illustrate how small these
centres were at the time.
After what had been a late start and a slow and faltering beginning (see Box 4), the reality
was that in the 1954 Census, almost 100 years after European settlement had begun,
population in Northern Australia was still only about 4% of Australia’s total, living in about
40% of Australia’s land area (see Table #3).
However the global reality was that Australia had not been alone in its lack of success in the
tropics. Examination of the situation around the world’s tropical areas indicated a similar
picture of comparative lack of success compared with the temperate zone regions; that
development in the tropical areas was lagging badly.
Table #3: Population Distribution, Australia, 1954 Census
Tropical Queensland
Northern Territory
Pilbara, Kimberley & North West Western Australia
Total Northern/Tropical
Remainder Queensland
Remainder Western Australia
New South Wales
Victoria
South Australia
Tasmania
Australian Capital Territory
Total Non-Tropical Australia
Total Australia
Percent Tropical Australia

301,725
16,469
10,413
328,607
1,016,534
629,358
3,423,529
2,452,341
797,094
308,752
30,315
8,657,923
8,986,530
3.7%

Note: The figures for the North would be understated due to undercount of the indigenous population.
Actual percentage would be more like 4%.
Source: Queensland Year Book 1959, Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Qld Office & ABS
Cat 2108 Part V Vol 1.
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Map 3 – Size & Layout of Darwin in the 1950s

Source: Australia’s Open North, J Macdonald Holmes, 1963.
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Map 4 – Size & Layout of Cairns in the 1950s

Source: Australia’s Open North, J Macdonald Holmes, 1963.
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Box 4 – Late Beginnings and a Faltering Start

The northern cities were late being established. Towns like Goulburn in New South Wales
already had a railway link to Sydney by the time Cairns was established in 1876.
As the following table illustrates, by the first Commonwealth Census in 1911, the northern
cities were a fraction of the size of Bendigo, Ballarat, Hobart, Geelong and Launceston.
The population of Darwin at the time was miniscule. Population count for the whole of the
Northern Territory in the 1911 Census was a mere 3310. (Census counts at the time did
not include full blood Aboriginals.)
The following table illustrates that over the next 36 years to 1947, the population of
Queensland’s northern cities would grow only marginally faster from their small base than
most of the regional cities of the south. In this period, the gold cities of Bendigo, Ballarat
and Kalgoorlie would tend to stagnate.
Even by the 1954 Census, the whole of the Northern Territory still had a population of only
16,469, the Kimberley 3,543 and Pilbara 2,650 (not including full blood Aboriginals).
Population Northern Regional Capitals and Major Regional Centres
in Southern Australia, 1911 Census & 1947 Census

Darwin
Cairns
Townsville
Mackay
Rockhampton
Bundaberg
Toowoomba
Lismore
Newcastle
Wollongong
Bathurst/Orange
Albury/Wodonga
Wagga
Bendigo
Ballarat
Geelong
Launceston
Hobart
Kalgoorlie

1911 Census

1947 Census

na
5,164
10,636
5,141
15,456
5,516
13,119
7,381
51,942
4,660
15,296
6,309
6,419
36,127
40,153
26,554
20,754
39,937
19,605

na

Growth
(times)
na

16,644
34,109
13,486
34,988
15,926
33,290
15,214
127,138
18,116
25,651
14,412
15,340
25,651
40,181
44,561
40,449
76,534
22,376

3.22
3.21
2.62
2.26
2.89
2.53
2.06
2.45
3.89
1.68
2.28
2.39
0.71
1.00
1.68
1.95
1.92
1.14

Source: Queensland Year Book 1959, Commonwealth Bureau of
Census and Statistics, Qld Office & ABS Cat 2108 Part V Vol 1.
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1.2

The Wider Global Tropical Lag
The decade commencing 1490 was a momentous one in world history. It signalled the
commencement of European expansion around the globe. In 1492, Columbus discovered
America. In 1498, Vasco de Gama appeared off the coast of India after a remarkable
voyage of about 19,000km around Africa. Four hundred and fifty years later, the decade
1940 to 1950 was equally momentous. In 1942, Japanese troops marched into Singapore
and by 1947, India was once more independent of European control.
It was a remarkable four hundred and fifty years. In a frenzy of creativity, Europe made
dazzling progress. An eruption of Europeans with cross, sword and plough, and later, with
bible, gun and steam engines, poured forth to build new Europes across the sea. In
temperate zone North America, their accomplishments lifted world technological
achievements to new heights. Across the Eurasian steppes, and through the Siberian
forests, the Russians pushed their way to the Pacific. In South Africa and southern
Australia, the land was pioneered, settled and new industrial societies established in the
image of their parent cultures. In Argentina, Uruguay and Chile, the picture was much the
same. The middle-eastern world of Islam was shaken to the core, submerged in colonies or
protectorates or in the case of Turkey, goaded into westernisation. Only in eastern Asia,
where strongly entrenched civilisations stood and refused entry to the western ‘barbarians’,
did Europeans not come to dominate. But even in East Asia, Japan, after a 200-year
attempt to close the door, was prepared to change and a western style industrial society
emerged.
Thus by the 1950s, with a few exceptions in Asia (especially China), European technology
had triumphed around the temperate zone latitudes.
But in the tropical areas, the situation was entirely different. By the 1950s, nowhere in the
tropics had a European type industrial society really blossomed. In 1951, in the “Journal of
Farm Economics”, prominent American Economics Professor and former US Ambassador to
India, J.K. Galbraith9 wrote ".......if one marks off a belt of a couple of thousand miles in width
encircling the earth at the equator, one finds within it ‘no’ developed countries. The industry
such as there is, is extractive - tributary to the economies further north or south. The
agriculture, excepting a substantial amount of plantation agriculture, is also primitive.
Everywhere the standard of living is low and the span of human life is short. Surely all this is
not an accident."
In the 1960s, W.W. McPherson & Bruce F. Johnston in “Agricultural Development and
Economic Growth”10 made the following comments, "The less highly developed countries of
the world are concentrated to a striking degree in tropical or sub-tropical regions. Countries
lying entirely or mainly in the tropics or sub-tropics contain about half of the world's
population but account for less than 15 percent of the aggregate gross domestic product.
Only three tropical countries had per capita incomes in 1958 above $476, the weighted
average of all countries for which UN income estimates are available."
As the previous section indicates, even in tropical Australia where settlements with high
living standards had been established, the picture was simply a variation of the wider tropical
failure. In the Australian tropics, the settlers had high living standards but had failed to
achieve close settlement in all but a few very favourable areas. Over much of this section of
the continent, the predominant population remained Aboriginal and Islander living on
reserves and mission stations at relatively low living standards.
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Table #4: Population Distribution, Income Variations & Consumption of Inanimate Energy,
Selected Tropical & Non-tropical Areas, 1963*
% of Total
Population†

Area

Gross Domestic
Product

Inanimate Energy
Consumption,
Coal Equivalent

% of Total

Per Capita $

% of Total

Kg Per Capita

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Non-Tropical

39.7

84.0

1,009

88.7

3,552

U.S. & Canada

10.4

49.6

2,275

53.2

8,060

New Zealand

0.1

0.3

1,281

0.2

1,960

Western Europe

16.3

27.8

815

28.9

2,879

Argentina & Uruguay

1.2

1.2

457

0.9

1,143

East Asia

6.8

3.3

232

4.5

1,065

West Asia

4.1

1.5

174

0.9

324

North Africa

0.8

0.3

156

0.1

128

Mostly Non-Tropical

3.8

3.0

383

3.5

1,390

Australia

0.5

1.3

1,211

1.4

4,070

South Africa

0.8

0.7

431

1.5

2,710

Chile & Paraguay

0.5

0.4

353

0.3

805

North Africa

2.0

0.6

146

0.3

263

Mostly Tropical or Sub-tropical

35.4

7.3

98

5.0

217

Mexico & Brazil

5.3

2.9

263

2.0

549

Africa

1.5

0.3

112

0.2

224

Burma & Taiwan

1.6

0.3

74

0.2

221

India & Pakistan

27.0

3.8

66

2.6

147

Tropical

21.1

5.7

129

2.8

199

South America

2.1

1.5

350

1.2

878

Middle America & Caribbean

1.6

0.9

277

0.6

515

Southeast Asia

9.5

2.0

99

0.7

117

Africa

7.9

1.3

77

0.3

54

100.0

100.0

476

100.0

1,543

Total or Average

* Based on population and energy estimates in UN, Statistical Yearbook, 1963 (New York, 1964); and
income estimates in UN, Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics, 1963 (New York, 1964). The
U.S.S.R., Eastern Europe, Mainland China, North Korea, North Vietnam, Outer Mongolia, and other areas
for which income estimates were not available are excluded. Population and income estimates relate to
1958; the estimates for energy consumption are for 1962.
† The total population of the areas included represents approximately 65 percent of total world population.
Source: McPherson & Johnstone - See reference10.
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1.3

Resulting Myths and Misconceptions
Against this background, theories, myths and misconceptions abounded about the lack of
suitability of the tropics for development of efficient economies and high living standards.
Frustratingly many of these myths and misconceptions persist to this day.
A climate argument postulated that the heat of the tropics led to torpor, lassitude and lack of
activity. In short, the cooler temperate zone was more suited to human activity.
As Cilento & Lack11 record, "In England from which they had come, even educated people
believed: that the world was divided rigidly by lines of latitude into geographical sections,
each suited only to a particular race of men who became progressively lighter-skinned as
they got further away from the equator; that the white man progressively deteriorated as he
approached the equator; that heat, cold, and sun-intensity governed character, intellect and
the destiny of nations; that skin colour was a sure guide to intellect and trustworthiness darkness went with dullness and deceit."
US historian Ellsworth Huntington12 had concluded that the temperature ranges and climatic
conditions of his native New England were ideal for the functioning of the human brain and
reasoning power. Sir Robert Menzies, Australia's great post war Prime Minister, had a
variation of the theme when he spoke of the bracing climate of temperate zone Europe
forcing its inhabitants to industriousness compared to the indolence permitted by a less
rigorous climate.
Even Queensland University authors of the 1960s wrote in their opening words to the book,
“Queensland's Industrial Enigma”13 1962, "Queensland has always been a land of unfulfilled
promise. Its very vastness eroded the vision of unlimited resources it engendered, its wealth
has been hard to win and much of it has proved illusory, and yet faith in its natural
endowment has dominated economic thought and policy throughout the hundred years of its
existence. More than half of the State is in the tropics, but it is not simply lassitude or moral
torpor induced by the heat that lie behind its failure to meet the expectations it has aroused:
over the years it has become more and more a victim of its geography and its pride." - (our
underlining).
Throughout the tropical colonies and even in Northern Australia until relatively recently, there
was a widespread belief that colonial administrators and public servants needed a periodic
trip back to the European or the southern Australian climate to recuperate.
However the great historian Arnold Toynbee in his monumental "A Study of History"14 rejects
climate as a factor in the development of advanced societies. Indeed, examination of the
world's distribution of advanced technology and cultures before the European expansion
soon exposes the myth of natural superiority of temperate zone for human activity and
progress. The least technologically and culturally advanced societies reported by the
European explorers were not in the tropics. They were in the temperate zone extremities of
South America, Australia and South Africa, especially the very isolated Tierra del Fuegians
and Tasmanians.
In sub-Saharan Africa, the highest technological and cultural levels and population densities
were in the tropics. In Australia, Aboriginal population appears to have been densest and
culturally more advanced in the tropical North.
Australia's outstanding Aboriginal
cave/gallery paintings are in the North, especially in the Kimberley region, Northern Territory
and Cape York.
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In the Americas, the situation was similar. The two major areas of advanced technology and
culture were in the tropics in Peru and Central American/Southern Mexico area. Compared
with their Aztec and other Mexican neighbours, the Indians of the current USA, Canada and
the temperate zone regions of South America were culturally less advanced. Even on the
Eurasian continent, the home of the major temperate zone technological and social
advances, advances had extended to tropical southern India and thence to Cambodia, and
had crossed the equator to Java (as the temples of Angkor Watt and Borobudur witness).
Clearly, in the world before the European expansion, the historical evidence indicates that
climate was not a bar to the development of technology and cultural advancement. The
second category of myths about the tropics gave racial reasons for the tropical lag. It held
that only Europeans were capable of creating highly efficient industrialised economies. The
meteoric rise of an industrialised Japan and the fall of Singapore had put that myth to rest by
the 1960s.
A variation of the climate myth however, was that Europeans could not successfully live and
work hard in the tropics.
In the 1930s, in "White Settlers in the Tropics", Grenfell Price of University of Adelaide
published by the American Geographical Society15 sets out the history of Europeans in the
tropics with a heavy emphasis on the northern Queensland experience, but also giving data
on isolated groups in Costa Rica and the Caribbean where white settlers did not depend on
a non-white population for outdoor labour. After a 60 to 70 years’ settlement experience,
Grenfell Price concludes about northern Queensland, "All things considered, this chapter on
the white settlers of north-eastern Queensland must end with a question mark. Up to the
present, with an adequate living standard supported (and justly so) by the whole Australian
nation16, the progress of this tropical penetration has been excellent. But past successes are
no certain proof of further advances, and the people of Australia who are making substantial
contributions toward one of the most important experiments in world history, should see that
while the national government treats north-eastern Queensland with sympathy and kindness,
it at the same time subjects the area to continuous and vigorous scientific research." (our underlining).
A further 60 years down the track, there is no doubt about the success of generation after
generation of the European origin population in Northern Australia.
A further set of arguments related to resources.
It was argued that the basis of industrial societies was coal and that the tropics were
deficient in coal reserves. Significantly in looking at Australia, the massive coalfields of
central Queensland were not shown in the maps of Australia's coal resources. At that
time, the extent of these reserves was not widely known. Recent discoveries and
development of massive gas reserves in the North West Shelf, Timor Sea and Papua New
Guinea, are now being referred to as an Arc of Energy.
In a variation of the same argument, tropical soils were classed as poor and rainfall regimes
a problem (see Gourou17). Davidson's 1965 book, "The Northern Myth"18 sets out how crop
yields in Northern Australia made the development of unsubsidised agriculture uneconomic.
As one of Xavier Herbert's characters said in "Capricorn" (1937), "Ain't it significant that
rabbits don't live here? Why don't they? 'Cos the blunny place is always a desert or a lake.
Rabbits 've got more sense than them blowbags that write in the southern papers."
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Of course, it reflects the Eurocentric/southern Australian view of the world, to believe that the
measure of an area’s productive potential was whether European rabbits would prosper
there19.
One has only to look at modern satellite based maps that by measuring rates of absorption
of carbon into plants provide an indication of plant growth, to see that underlying plant
growth potential is not a tropical problem (see Map 5).
The final myth related to health. The tropics were greatly feared as an unhealthy place with
disease more prevalent than in the temperate zone climate.
Author Jared Diamond in his book “Guns, Germs and Steel”20, indirectly identifies some of
the shortcomings in previous thinking. Diamond identifies the degree to which many
diseases in humans originate from animals. He identifies the degree to which the advanced
urban societies in Europe with highly developed livestock industries were hot beds of
diseases but to which Europeans had developed a degree of immunity (like influenza).
When Europeans made contact with native populations in other parts of the world that had
not been exposed to these diseases, the outcome was disastrous. Contact was followed by
major epidemics and large reductions in native populations in the Americas, the Pacific
Islands and Australia.
In Asia and Central Africa to some extent, there was a mixed situation with Europeans
bringing new diseases that affected local populations, but with the Europeans themselves
succumbing to local diseases. Arising especially out of experiences in Africa and Asia and
ignoring the evidence of the reverse effect of Europeans on other populations, the tropics
came to be viewed as “the white man’s grave”.
As recorded in the previous section, by the 1950s, the situation reached in northern
Queensland was clearly demonstrating that with normal high standards of hygiene, vector
control and health services, achieving high levels of health and lifespans equivalent to
populations in the temperate zone, was not an insurmountable problem.
As Cilento21 and Lack record in "Triumph in the Tropics"11, 1959, "----medical authors
convinced themselves and the public that the catastrophic loss of life in newly annexed lands
was not due to any lack of medical knowledge in themselves, but that their efforts were
frustrated by the deadly "climate"; the "intense sunlight"; the "miasmata," i.e. the "vapours"
from swamps or newly-turned soil ("humus") or "mephitic odours from the bowels of the
earth"; or-turning the tables on the unhappy patient - by his own recalcitrant "constitution,"
that reacted against the medicines provided!"
As set out in Section 1.1, Cilento and Lack go on to outline the successes against tropical
diseases in Queensland. Cilento & Lack put the outstanding progress made in tropical
Queensland by the time of the State's Centenary (in 1959), down to a number of factors:
1. The absence of any large surrounding native populations with endemic diseases.
2. The capacity (due to isolation) to control introduced diseases.
3. The increasing capacity to develop high standards of living and associated high
standards of public health and hygiene.
4. A constantly increasing proportion of population born in Queensland and hence
acclimatised and immune.
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Map 5 – Indications of Global Plant Growth Potential

Note: NPP (Net Primary Productivity) means the rate of absorption of carbon into plants.
Source: University of Montana, Numerical Terradynamic Simulation Group from Modis Satellite Data.
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To sum up the degree to which evaluation of climate, resources and people changes over
time, we can turn to the pronouncements of Tacitus, writing in Rome in 98 AD on Germany
and Germans22.
On Germany, "The country in general, while varying somewhat in character, either bristles
with woods or festers with swamps. ---Though fertile in grain crops, it is unkind to fruit trees.
It is rich in flocks, but for the most part they are undersized. Even the cattle lack the splendid
brows that are their natural glory. ----Heaven has denied them gold and silver ----. But I
would not go so far as to assert that Germany has no lodes of silver and gold. Who has ever
prospected for them?"
On Germans, "They have no corresponding power to endure hard work and exertion ---". "-- they spend some little time in hunting, but more in idling, abandoned to sleep and gluttony.
---while the care of house, hearth and fields is left to the women, old men and weaklings
of the family."
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1.4

Understanding the Real Underlying Causes
Today the real reasons for the ‘tropical lag’ are not hard to identify. Once they are identified,
it is easy to see that it is a phenomenon that is likely to be transitory and eventually become
a relic of history, both in Northern Australia and around the globe.
At the heart of the tropical lag is the interplay of four factors:

o The importance in achieving economic progress, of developing technology to modify
and use the environment.

o The importance of human contact through social activity, trade, migration or invasion
in spreading technology and ideas.

o The ease with which environment related technology can move along latitudes with
similar climates and the difficulties of transfers across latitudes into different
environments.

o The geography of the continents.
It is very important to understand that the rise of industrial society in North Western Europe
depended on the prior development of a great deal of environment oriented technology.
Agricultural technology played an especially important role. If 80% of a society's workforce is
tied up in just feeding itself, there is little hope that it can achieve rapid industrialisation and
economic growth. The agricultural revolution in North Western Europe in the 1600s and
1700s is well documented. There was an intense interest in plant and animal breeding and
agricultural techniques by landowners. It was a time of Alexander Dumas' "Black Tulip".
Goldsmith's "Deserted Village" and Grey's "Elegy in a Country Churchyard" speak eloquently
of the changes that the agricultural revolution brought to the rural British Isles and North
Western Europe as farm productivity soared and as labour was released from rural pursuits
to move to the industrial towns.
The industrial revolution that subsequently occurred could not have happened without the
prior agricultural revolution.
The difficulties of transferring technology across latitudes and the ease of spreading along
latitudes can be illustrated by the fact that clothing, housing, equipment and technology used
by Eskimos in the Arctic to survive and catch food under ice flows is of great value to the
Innuit of Northern Canada. But it is of little direct relevance and value to, say, a Papua New
Guinean living in a tropical jungle environment. European techniques and plant stock to
grow prize roses is of value in temperate zone northern China, North America, southern
Australia and Argentina. But it is not much use in tropical areas with a different climatic
regime of temperatures, rainfall, and day length patterns that roses are not adapted to.
Transfer of technology related to the environment is more likely to flow rapidly along latitudes
and between similar climatic zones, than up and down the latitudes and between different
climatic zones.
Biologist/historian, Jared Diamond in his “Guns, Germs and Steel” 199820, gives an
explanation of the geographical reasons for the development of the ‘tropical lag’ in his
chapter “Spacious Skies and Tilted Axes”. Map 6 derived from Diamond’s book illustrates.
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Map 6 – Orientation of the Earth’s Continents

Derived from Jared Diamond’s “Guns, Germs and Steel”20.

In the ages before development of ships allowed intercontinental travel, almost all contact
was by land. The largest continuous land mass is that of Eurasia and Africa, although the
point where they join is very narrow. The earliest advanced societies developed around that
area (Egypt, Mesopotamia and Syria).
To the south, spread of the agricultural technology was blocked by desert. To the north, the
technology spread across the latitudes of the northern Mediterranean, Persia, northern India
and via the Silk Road into northern China.
Over the coming centuries, the Hellenic advances of the northern Mediterranean were
pushed north into the forests and severe winters of North Western Europe. The northern
India advances spread south into tropical India, and eventually with advances in ship
building, spread to South East Asia. Faced with a hostile environment to the north, much of
Chinese history records the southward push into sub-tropical southern China.
The significant fact about the Eurasian continent is that it has a vast continental area
stretching along similar latitudes. It is possible to move on land continuously along the
same latitudes some 12,000km from Portugal to Beijing - something that Marco Polo's
journeys illustrate. The history of the Eurasian civilisations is full of impacts of Europeans,
Arabs, Persians, Indians and Chinese on one another.
Simkin describes in, "The Traditional Trade of Asia"23, the process of trade and contact
between the early civilisations of Egypt, Mesopotamia, the Indus and China, including the
important role of nomads and the advent of horses and camels, "---the Ayran's horses and
camels so quickened communications that by the fifth century BC, China's previous
technological lag behind west Asia was overcome."
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However in the tropical zone, as the French Geographer Gourou17 has pointed out, the
continental areas are separated and isolated from one another. The tropical Americas,
Africa and the Indo/Pacific tropics are separated by vast distances of sea. In the equatorial
latitudes, distance between Africa and Sumatra is about 4400km; Africa to South America
4800km; South America to Papua New Guinea 10,800km. While southern India's tropical
civilisation spread into South East Asia, and had some contact with tropical Africa24, there
seems to have been no direct contact with the Mayas, Aztecs and Incas who had developed
a relatively high level of civilisation with no wheel, no horses and an almost unknown new
staple grain – maize25.
In comparison with the tropics, the civilisations across the Eurasian continent were able to
reinforce one another's technology, reaching its recent highest culmination in North Western
Europe.
Clearly North Western Europe owed a great deal to the prior adjacent Hellenic advances
which in turn had drawn from the Syriac, Egyptian and Sumeric advances. As has been
observed in an earlier section, some of the least advanced peoples encountered by
Europeans in their expansion around the globe, were in the extremities of South America,
Tasmania and South Africa - the remotest of peoples with the least opportunity for contact
and interaction with others.
The importance of agricultural technology in the explanation of the ‘tropical lag’ was set out
in 1968 by Southworth and Johnston, "Agricultural Development and Economic Growth"10.
"The high levels of agricultural productivity that have been achieved in the economically
advanced countries have been made possible by the accumulation of a vast body of
scientific and technical knowledge relevant to soil management and crop and livestock
production in the temperate regions. There is growing evidence that the research
techniques and general principles underlying the agricultural achievements of the temperate
regions can be used to develop knowledge and a similarly productive technology applicable
to the tropical areas. But because of substantial differences in light, temperature, and soil
conditions, the specific technology evolved in temperate regions can rarely be applied
directly in the tropics.
Much research is required specific to tropical
devoted to agricultural research in the tropics
concentrated on export crops. These crops
interests in temperate-zone countries, either on
production by small holders".

conditions, but up to now the resources
have been extremely limited and largely
were developed primarily by commercial
foreign owned plantations or by promoting

Similar views were expressed in 1965 by Dr Randolf Barker of the International Rice
Research Institute26, "Rising output per acre in the agriculturally advanced countries is not
really difficult. Capital for investment in agriculture and the requiring techniques are
relatively adequate, moreover the farmers of these countries are literate enough to
understand the implications of the new technology and the incentives to adopt it are usually
there. By contrast, the situation in the less developed regions in Asia, Africa and Latin
America is far less promising. With one or two exceptions, there is no evidence of yields in
these countries. By and large, the basic research has not been done. In particular a
technology for tropical agriculture is lacking."
But while agricultural technology was probably the most important of the environmentally
oriented technologies in the development process, it was not the only one.
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Clothing, housing, disease control and adjustment of customs and activities to the timing of
seasonal variations are important.
Bates, in his book "Where Winter Never Comes"27, makes some interesting comments on
the role of the invention of the hearth, grate and chimney played in the rise of North Western
Europe from the 13th Century onwards (see Box 5).
Box 5 – The Invention of the Heath and Chimney and
the Rise of North Western Europe
"Where Winter Never Comes - A Study of Man and Nature in the Tropics" by Marston Bates Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1952 and S F Markham "Climate and the Energy of
Nations", Oxford University Press, 1947.
"As S.F. Markham has pointed out, "It was three innovations, the chimney, the grate, and
the use of coal, combined with new developments in architecture, which changed the whole
history of mankind." Unfortunately, little is known about the early history of the hearth and
chimney, though the earliest known chimney pieces date from the 12th century. The spread of
more efficient methods of building, heating and lighting - and artificial lighting is necessary
for much reading or writing during the northern winter - coincided with the rise of Western
civilisation in Europe after the 13th century, and it can be plausibly argued that these
developments, leading to the control of the unfavourable climate, were a prime cause of that
civilisation." Bates, Page 121.

The French geographer, Gorou17 summarises the situation this way, "One thing is certain,
that the development of the tropical world has been much delayed since the industrial and
scientific revolution. Progress in the conquest of infectious diseases and in the maintenance
of soil fertility has been realised in the temperate zone, through the agency of research
workers born and living in the temperate zone; such discoveries have been but slowly
transferred to the tropical zone, because the natural conditions are there so different.
Scientists of tropical origin have been rare, and those from the temperate zones have
needed much time to accustom themselves to the conditions of the tropics."
To understand how tropical Australia fared from the 1960s onwards, it is first necessary to
understand some of the basic realities of Australia’s northern regions.
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2.
2.1

APPRECIATING NORTHERN REALITIES
Realities of Areas & Distances and the North’s Regional Structure
Any analysis of the developmental history and prospects of Northern Australia needs to
recognise that Northern Australia covers a large area. Tropical Australia cannot be regarded
as one homogenous area any more than a similar analysis of southern Australia.
The area covers about 40% of Australia’s land area and although populations are relatively
small, as with southern Australia, realities of areas and distances has led to a series of very
distinct regions, regions that are equivalent in area to the states in southern Australia (see
Map 7).
With the exception of the Pilbara and Kimberley regions which have very small populations,
each of these major regions has a capital city – a regional hub city with a typical capital city
relationship to the area it services (see Table #5). Each of these regional capitals provide a
centre for delivery of manufacturing, transport, distribution, government and non-government
services to its region.
Table #5: Historical Population Relationship between the North’s Regional Capitals
and their Service Areas (estimated residential population 1976)
Darwin
Northern Territory

Number
44,200
101,400

% Capital of region
44%

Cairns SSD
Far North Queensland SD

49,590
125,210

40%

Townsville SSD
North & North West SDs

90,540
191,800

47%

40,750
78,060

52%

72,900
144,050

51%

Mackay SSD
Mackay SD
Rockhampton/Gladstone SSDs(1)
Fitzroy & Central West SDs

Note: Rockhampton’s port is about 100km away at Gladstone.
The other cities are co-located with their port.
Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics Cat 3204.3.
(1)

There are four such cities and regions in central and northern Queensland as follows.
Rockhampton – servicing the immediate Fitzroy region and the central west.
Mackay – servicing the Mackay/Whitsunday area.
Townsville – servicing the northern region and west to Mt Isa.
Cairns – servicing the far north region, west to the Gulf and north to the Papua New
Guinea border.
Darwin commercially services the top end of the Northern Territory. Populations in the Red
Centre, Kimberley and Pilbara regions have been very small and while Darwin is the nearest
regional capital and politically services the Red Centre, its commercial influence has been
weak and the Red Centre has largely been commercially serviced out of Adelaide. Similarly
the Pilbara and Kimberley regions are, in most part, commercially as well as politically
serviced out of Perth.
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Map 7 – Commercial Regions & Regional Capitals, North Australia

Note: Overlaps especially occur due to the influence of Perth in the Pilbara and Kimberley as against
Darwin. There is no regional capital city in these areas. There is an overlap between Darwin and Adelaide
in the Red Centre area. There are overlaps in Queensland in services in the Bowen area (Mackay and
Townsville), Boulia area (Townsville and Rockhampton) and Gulf region (Cairns and Townsville).
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One of the key indicators of the cohesiveness and strength of these state sized regional
structures is that each has its own major daily newspaper that dominates daily newspaper
circulation in the region as against the metropolitan dailies – the Northern Territory News,
The Cairns Post, Townsville Bulletin, Mackay Mercury and Rockhampton Daily Mail1.
As Map 8 shows, the smallest of these servicing regions, the Mackay region, has an area
equivalent to that of the smallest of the southern states, Tasmania. The largest of the
Queensland regions, the Cairns/Far North region, has an area about 1½ times the size of
Victoria, is as deep from north to south as the State of New South Wales or the rest of
Queensland. In European terms, the Cairns/Far North Queensland region has an area
equivalent to the British Isles. In North American terms, the Cairns/Far North region is
almost equivalent in size to the State of California.
Distances between the major cities down the Queensland coast (about 350km), come near
to the distance between London and Paris2. The distance between Cairns and Darwin is the
equivalent to the distance between Cairns and Sydney.
The length of coastline of the Far North Queensland region from Cardwell north to the tip of
Cape York, south and around to the Northern Territory border, approaches length of coast
from Brisbane to Adelaide. From the Northern Territory border up and around the Top End
and through to Port Hedland is about equivalent in distance from Adelaide around via Perth
to Shark Bay.
Against this background, it can be a mistake to think of these regional cities and the regions
they service as comparable with the regional cities in New South Wales and Victoria.
Although there are some similarities in population sizes, the northern cities have very
different histories and prospects.
It is also important to recognise that although there are common threads in their
development due to a tropical location, each of the regional capitals has its own distinctive
regional economic and social structures and community ethos. In many ways, the six
regions across the north, four along the east coast and two across the centre and the west,
can be regarded as the equivalent of the six states across southern Australia. Again four in
the east and two across the centre and west.
In any analysis of the past development and potential of the north, it is also important to
recognise the extent and strength of each region’s underlying resource base in terms of plant
growth potential, marine and mineral resources and importantly these days, in tourism
resources. While each region has its strengths, it is important to recognise that al are
multifaceted regions. While Rockhampton might be the beef capital of Australia, Mackaysugar, Townsville-mineral processing, Cairns-tourism, Darwin-defence, it is a mistake to
think of them in such simplistic terms. Each of these cities and regions have elements of
agriculture, mining, tourism, manufacturing and government services in their economies.
The following review indicates that while in the 1950s the area’s population and level of
economic development remained low, the area was clearly not poor in underlying natural
resources.
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Map 8 – Comparison of Regional Areas
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2.2

Appreciating Northern Realities of Underlying Resources
2.2.1 Rainfall, Temperatures and Plant Growth Potential
Major climatic differences between Australia’s north and south relate to rainfall levels and
patterns, and temperatures. Australia straddles the desert zone latitudes that are generally
found around the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn. Southern Australia has a Mediterranean
winter rainfall climate, the northern a tropical Monsoon type climate of summer rainfall (the
‘Wet Season’3).
While tropical Australia accounts for 60% of Australia’s water runoff with 40% of its land
area, temperatures are also higher and that means higher evaporation rates. On the other
hand, absence of very low temperatures rarely provides a limitation to plant growth in the
North. Any assessment of agricultural potential also needs to take into account rainfall
seasonality, variability and soils. All these combine to produce actual ‘plant growth’.
Maps 9, 10 & 11 show summer, winter rainfall and average rainfall for Australia illustrating
the high levels especially in the North East, Cape York Peninsula and the Top End.
By and large, most of the North experiences a winter drought. Only on the east coast, where
the angle of the coast to the prevailing winter south east Trade Winds and high mountains
results in sufficient winter rain, are there conditions to sustain year round plant growth and
rainforests.
Map 12 gives runoff by river basins illustrating the high intensity of river basins like the
Mitchell in the Cairns/Peninsula region.
Map & Table #6 gives proportion of runoff of Australian Drainage Divisions. Some 60% of
mean annual runoff occurs in the North. Table #7 gives some comparisons of mean annual
runoff for some of the major river basins in the North compared with some in southern
Australia. It is notable that the largest river basin in the North, the Mitchell, has a total runoff
just a fraction below the whole Murray Darling basin. The Cairns/Far North Queensland
region records 26% of Australia’s annual water runoff and four times the water run off of
Victoria.
Table & Map #6: Mean Annual Runoff, Australian Drainage Divisions

Source: AATSE 1999
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Table & Map #6 Cont’d: Runoff, outflows and diversion from each drainage division

Drainage division

Mean
annual runoff
(GL)

Percent mean
annual runoff
(%)

Mean annual
outflow
(GL)

Volume
diverted
(GL)

73 411

19.0

69 580

3 182
1 825

North-East Coast
South-East

Coast1

42 390

10.9

40 366

Tasmania2

45 582

11.8

45 336

451

Murray-Darling1

23 850

6.2

5 750

12 051

952

0.2

787

144

South-West Coast

6 785

1.8

5 925

373

Indian Ocean

4 609

1.2

3 481

12

Timor Sea

83 320

21.5

81 461

48

Gulf of Carpentaria

95 615

24.7

96 066

52

8 638

2.2

n/a

7

546

0.1

-

<1

1 486

0.4

n/a

387 184

100

South Australian Gulf 3

Lake Eyre
Bulloo-Bancannia
Western Plateau
Total

1
18 147

1

South-East Coast and Murray Darling Division. The volume diverted represents the sum of available data
(New South Wales has not reported water use for unregulated surface water management areas)
2 Tasmanian Division. Volume diverted does not include the HYDRO scheme diversions.
Source: Australian Government Land & Water Resource Atlas.
Table #7: Annual Runoff of Some Major Northern Rivers Compared

Mean Annual Runoff Selected Northern Rivers
Queensland Far North, Tropical Coast,
Peninsula & Gulf

River Basin

Megalitres

Mitchell

22,957,000

Archer

7,010,000

Staaten

6,851,000

Johnstone

5,065,000

Gilbert

4,375,000

Ducie

4,050,000

Holroyd

4,036,000

Flinders

3,857,000

Other
Regional Total
Northern & Central Qld
Timor Division
Cf Murray Darling Drainage Division

47,243,000
105,438,000

Burdekin

8,170,000

Fitzroy

5,380,000

Ord

4,700,000
23,850,000

Source: Australian Government Land & Water Resource Atlas.

Map 13 gives variability of rainfall illustrating a generally higher variability in the North.
Map 14 gives average annual temperatures illustrating as might be expected higher levels in
the North.
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Map 9 – Average Summer Rainfall Australia
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Map 10 – Average Winter Rainfall Australia
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Map 11 – Average Rainfall Australia
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Map 12 – Water Runoff by River Basins
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Map 13 – Rainfall Variability
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Map 14 – Average Annual Temperatures
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Fortunately today, satellite technology is starting to provide measures of how this all
combines into indications of actual plant growth. Map 15A shows satellite derived estimates
by the University of Montana of NPP (Net Primary Productivity), a measure of the rate of the
absorption by plants of carbon from the atmosphere, from data supplied by the Modis
Satellite System. The map indicates that plant growth potential in the North is not evenly
distributed. It is highest in Queensland especially in the Cairns/Far North Queensland region
including the Far North tropical coast and Cape York Peninsula. There are substantial areas
of moderate to higher levels in the Northern Territory Top End.
Map 15B gives CSIRO estimates of NPP based on a different methodology. It indicates that
NPP in tropical Australia, at an average of 0.9585 gC/m2/day, is on average substantially
higher than 0.6956 gC/m2/day south of the Tropic.
Map 16 compares the satellite derived NPPs as an indication of plant growth potential of the
Cairns/Far North region with Victoria indicating quite similar levels. Based on the
comparative areas of different colours and their NPP measure, the indications are that the
overall levels of plant growth potential in Victoria is about the same as the Cairns/Far North
region. Comparisons using the CSIRO estimates indicate NPP for the Far Northern region is
probably higher.
Plant growth potential in the Cairns/Far North Queensland Peninsula area is obviously
similar to Peninsula India which lies in similar latitudes5.
Comparison of the whole of tropical Australia against southern Australia indicates that with
40% of the land area and 60% of water runoff, the tropical areas are probably recording NPP
levels on average about as much or higher than Australia south of the Tropic.
Overall the fundamental conditions for rain grown crops and pastoral production seems to be
about the same and possibly more favourable than southern Australia. It was clearly very
much larger than the comparative level of agricultural production that was being achieved in
the 1950s. Based on the data in Table #8, value of agricultural production in tropical
Australia at the time was about 9% of the Australian total.
Table #8: Gross Value of Agricultural Production, Queensland, 1957/58
Statistical Division
Rockhampton/Fitzroy
Central Western
Far West
Mackay
Townsville
Cairns
Peninsula
North West
Total Central & Northern Queensland

$m
$25.4 m
$33.6 m
$17.2 m
$31.0 m
$25.6 m
$51.4 m
$1.2 m
$27.8 m
$213.4 m

Total Queensland

$430.6 m

cf Total Australia

$2256.9 m

Note: The above figures for Queensland include areas in Central Queensland, Central West and Far West
not in the tropics, but do not include what would have been very low figures for Northern Territory, the
Kimberley and Pilbara. Indications are that gross value of agricultural production north of the tropic at the
time was probably around 9% of Australia’s total.
Source: Cummings Economics from Queensland Year Book 1959 P208; Australian Year Book P675.
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Map 15A – NPP (Net Primary Productivity), Australia – Satellite Derived

Source: University of Montana from Modis Satellite Data, 2000 - 2006
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Map 15B – NPP Australia Wide, CSIRO Data
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Map 16 – NPP Far North Compared with Victoria and Peninsula India

Source: University of Montana from Modis Satellite Data, 2000 - 2006
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2.2.2 Marine Resources
The resources tend to fall into five major groups, with the extent of exploitation heavily
affected in the past by remoteness and high costs of operation.
1) The estuaries;
2) The shallow coastal waters;
3) The coral reefs;
4) The ocean fisheries.
Map 17 indicates major locations of marine resources.
The Estuaries
The northern coast with its large rivers has a substantial estuary environment including
large areas of mangrove swamps. The crocodile industry located especially in the
Cairns/Far North and Darwin/Top End has moved from shooting to farms. Barramundi
and mud crabs have been other species commercially fished/trapped, again mainly in
areas like Princess Charlotte Bay in the Peninsula, the Gulf and Top End.
The Shallow Seas
The extensive shallow seas inside the Great Barrier Reef, in the Gulf, and off the Top
End and Kimberley coast, have large high value prawn resources. There are large
stocks of lower value species such as mackerel.
The Coral Reef Areas
The coral reef areas of the Torres Strait and off Broome produce pearls, one of the
world’s most valuable marine products.
The Torres Strait and especially the far northern areas of the Great Barrier Reef have
numerous species that over the years, have been commercialised or sought to be
commercialised, including tropical rock lobsters, trochus shell, beche-de-mer, sponges,
giant clams. Highly prized reef fish like coral trout would prove to be a resource for the
very high value live fish trade to Asia, as well as being an important part of the tourism
product of the region. The reef would also prove to be a source for high value aquarium
fish for commercial aquariums around the globe as well as households.
The Ocean Fisheries
Offshore from Cairns is the very large tuna fishery resource in the Coral Sea and further
afield that today supports large scale commercial fishing and canneries in the Pacific
Islands.
Key centres that especially relate to the North’s fish resources are Cairns, followed by Darwin,
and the smaller centres of Bowen, Cooktown, Thursday Island, Karumba and Broome.

The prolific author and writer about the North, Ion Idriess4, points to the marine environment
being of great potential for development of the North in his last book published in 1969,
“Challenge of the North – Wealth from Australia’s Northern Shores”.
However, by the 1960s, as with mining, after an initial flush, the sector was at a low ebb.
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Map 17 – Marine Resources (diagrammatic)
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2.2.3 Minerals
Today there is no argument about Australia’s North being rich in minerals and the location of
major deposits is well known.
Map 18 is a diagramatic map showing approximate locations of main mineral resource areas
in Queensland, the Northern Territory and the north of Western Australia.
The map shows the great concentrations of base metal deposits in North West Queensland
and into the Northern Territory. It shows what has become termed the North East Mineral
Province behind Cairns and Townsville and some lesser deposits around Tennant Creek in
the Northern Territory and south of Darwin. Most early mining was concentrated on these
areas. The major deposits at Mt Isa were not discovered until the 1920s.
By the 1950s, the extent of the great sedimentary deposits in the North was only just being
realised – the coal reserves in Central Queensland, bauxite at Weipa and Gove, silica sand
at Cape Flattery and iron ore in the Pilbara. The extent of LNG resources in the North West
Shelf and in Papua New Guinea was only realised more recently.
2.2.4 Tourism
Tourism resources of Northern Australia tend to be concentrated in the following regions
(see Map 19).
Cairns/Far North Tropical Coast and Tableland – The Great Barrier Reef close to the
coast and easily accessible backed up by the rainforests and scenery of the wet
tropics and Outback Savannahland.
Whitsunday Islands/Mackay Region - Island scenery, the Great Barrier Reef and
rainforest scenery.
Alice Springs and the Red Centre – Although Alice Springs is on the tropic and Uluru
is south of the tropic, its desert scenery and the monoliths of Ayers Rock and the
Olgas are heavily connected with the tourist industry of Northern Australia.
Darwin/Top End – Especially the wetlands of Kakadu and Katherine Gorge.
Queensland Central West – The Waltzing Matilda country with its vast open Mitchell
Grass plains and historical associations with opals, the great shearers’ strike, the
writing of Waltzing Matilda and the birthplace of Qantas.
Broome and the Kimberley Region – with attractions including pearling, the
Kimberley mountain-scape, Boab trees, the Bungle Bungles and Lake Argyle.
While there are other attractions scattered throughout the area including Cape York 4WD
adventures, the Torres Strait, the Keppel Island coast, the gem fields, and Lawn Hill Gorge,
the location of natural tourism resources mainly relate to the regional centres of Cairns,
Mackay, Alice Springs, Darwin and Broome.
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Map 18 – Mineral Resources (diagrammatic)

Note: This is a general map indicating the approximate areas of main mineral resources. For further details,
see State/Territory Resource Maps.
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Map 19 – Major Tourism Resources & Major Domestic
Tourism Air Routes that Developed in the 1970s
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2.3

The Price of Underdevelopment
By the 1950s, tropical Australia was paying a heavy price for its underdeveloped status
economically and politically.
Economic Weakness
While regional areas on Australia’s eastern seaboard, from about Bundaberg south, could
become locations for manufacturing and service industries catering to state and national
markets, locations in the North with very small local markets and badly off-centre to national
and state markets were out of the question as locations for this type of activity.
Although the North’s sugar and tobacco industry benefited from protectionist policies, the
major subsidisation involved in tariff protection aimed at stimulating manufacturing industries
weighed heavily on cost structures in the North.
Even though the North was closer to Asia, it was mainly bulk export trade was going through
northern ports. Imports of manufactured goods were via southern ports to be redistributed
back northwards. Because of this factor, northern centres had a problem with general cargo
shipping services. The whole system based on imports, warehousing and distribution out of
southern centres was not very amenable to supply chains being reversed with goods coming
into northern ports being redistributed southwards. Incredibly these very entrenched
distribution systems with major warehouses in the South, at times led to northern products
being disadvantaged by having to be delivered to warehouses in the South, only to be
redistributed back North for local sale.
Political Weakness
At a political level, almost all decision making was directed from the South. At a national
level, this was from Canberra and at a state government level from Brisbane and Perth, and
in the case of the Northern Territory from Canberra.
Only in Queensland, did the northern areas have any substantial political impact. The
political structure of the Coalition in southern Queensland was similar to the southern states
with Liberals being the dominant party. Support from Queensland’s under-developed
northern annexe for the Country/National Party made Queensland the only state in Australia
where the Country/National Party was the dominant party in the Coalition.
At federal level, the special needs of the North in policy and types of infrastructure were to
be often swept aside in the adoption of uniform ‘national’ policies to meet the majority needs
of southern Australia. Votes of minority groups in southern seats would, at times, be
courted, by overriding the interests of the North.
The situation described by Galbraith in Section 1.2 of the economies of the tropics being
tributary to those to the North and to the South very much applied to Northern Australia’s
economic and political tributary status to southern Australia.
Recognising a Developmental Paradox
Against the background of a nation pursuing a policy of lessening its reliance on primary
industries and commodity exports by building up a manufacturing sector under protectionist
policies, the North’s regions faced a developmental ‘paradox’. Clearly the North’s regional
economies were very heavily dependent on their primary industries and commodity exports
and had very weak manufacturing and service industry structures.
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But the problem the northern regions faced was not that they had developed too much
primary/commodity export industries and failed to develop stronger manufacturing and
industry service sectors. What needed to be recognised was that the northern regions had
failed to develop enough primary/commodity export industries upon which to base a stronger
manufacturing and services sector.

2.4

Critical Human Resources
Examination of the population demographics of the northern regions in 1961 indicates a
pattern of:
1) A majority indigenous population across the Far North from about 15° south latitude
northwards, but extending south to the Gulf areas and through the Northern Territory
and Kimberley Pilbara area.
2) A dominantly non-indigenous population in the Queensland farming and pastoral
districts, but with outliers of Mt Isa, Alice Springs and Darwin.
The non-indigenous population was dominantly of British Isles origin but by that time, mainly
of families who had been in Australia for a number of generations including a number of
generations in the North.
The northern communities were far from being populated by degenerates who had gone
‘troppo’ in the sun. Certainly the ‘grog’ had got some and some had become loners. But the
majority were the descendants of frontier settlers with a high level of practical skills, a
pragmatic approach to life, a pride in their ability to endure hardship and the enterprise to try
new ways of doing things.
The young men had served with distinction in two world wars at Gallipoli, on the Western
Front, Palestine, Tobruk, Milne Bay and Buna. Remoteness had led to strong retention of
late Victorian era attitudes to family and social relationships.
The communities had an ability to look to themselves for creative entertainment. In northern
Queensland, Welsh miners had bequeathed one of Australia’s most vigorous regional
eisteddfod competitions. Cultural and sporting activities were well developed.
The business communities were enterprising and active with strong Chambers of
Commerce. There were strong local governments with an attitude that if you waited for State
and Federal governments to do things, they would not get done. They were communities
proud of their achievements and with a faith in their future.
There was also a pride in the community’s multiracial composition. Chinese had played a
major role in the development of the region with large numbers flocking to the early
goldfields. Most of the market gardens in the North were owned by Chinese families. The
first sugar mill in the Cairns area had been built by Chinese. Japanese and Malays (from
Indonesia) had played a major role in pioneering the marine industries. Indian families had
become respected cane farmers. Children of British descent shared class rooms with
children of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander descent, of Chinese, Malay, Indian descent,
of Italian and other European descent, but all with a strong consciousness of being very
much part of the British Empire and the Australian Commonwealth.
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At that time, most of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island communities lived in church run
missions. The main northern communities had a close relationship with the missions and the
individual missionaries, through their respective churches.
Thanks to the network of State and church schools, excellent basic education was available
although aspirations for higher education meant long train journeys to southern capitals.
Thanks to the strong basic education system, children of Asian background were very much
up with those of European descent in educational achievement.
Large post war influxes of Italian and other European families into northern Queensland
were, via the schoolyards, rapidly integrating into the community. Over the coming fifty
years, they would make an outstanding contribution in the sugar and farming industry, with
many moving through to the professions.
Young people from the North could move through to the top levels of Australian government
and businesses in the South with no feeling that their primary and secondary education had
been defective. They often had an advantage in an increasingly multicultural Australia.
They had already grown up in a multiracial/multicultural environment.
As one Queensland government minister from the North remarked, “You learn to respect an
Aboriginal when you get dumped by one on a football field.”

Notes and References – Chapter 2
1.

It is significant that these regional dailies dominate readership in each of their areas. There is very
little cross readership between the regions, except along the regional boundaries. Unlike many of
the regional areas in southern Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria, there is very low
readership of the metropolitan dailies.

2.

Direct distance London to Paris is about 20% more than Cairns to Townsville. (Cairns Townsville
350km, Townsville Mackay 390km, Mackay Rockhampton 340km.) Usual drive time is about four
hours for each leg. Eurostar travel time London to Paris is about 2 hours 20 minutes.

3.

These winter “Trade Winds” are similar to the North East Trade Winds in the northern hemisphere
that results in the wet and dry sides of the Hawaiian Islands and those of the Caribbean and the
winter rains along the east (Carnatic) coast of Peninsula India.

4.

Estimates derived from these maps indicate the total NPP of Victoria is about 79% of the total
NPP of the area shown for the Cairns/Peninsula/Gulf region. Given the smaller area covered,
average NPP per sq km in Victoria is estimated to be similar to the average for the
Cairns/Peninsula/Gulf region shown.

5.

An examination of annual water runoff indicates very similar levels between the two areas.

6.

Ion L Idriess, "Challenge of the North - Wealth from Australia’s Northern Shores", Angus &
Robertson, 1969.
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3.
3.1

INCREASING SUCCESS FROM THE 1960S TO THE PRESENT
The Northern Development Debates of the 1960s
Against a situation where World War II had exposed the lack of development and
vulnerability of Northern Australia, a vigorous debate occurred in the post war period about
the potential of the North and the need for policies to accelerate its development.
The Institute of Public Affairs published “Northern Australia – Task for a Nation”1, 1954.
Imminent geographer, Professor MacDonald Holmes of the University of Sydney, brought his
students north each year and mapped the economic structure of the northern towns that is
set out in his book, “Australia’s Open North”, with the sub title “Bearing on the Urgency of
Our Times”2. In northern Queensland, local authorities formed the “People the North”
committee and employed journalist, Larry Foley, to lobby the North’s case.
The Tinaroo Dam on the Barron River behind Cairns would be completed in 1956. The
Menzies Government launched a positive policy that included the “Beef Roads” scheme and
the funding of the Ord River Dam in the Kimberley region and the Fairburn Dam in Central
Queensland. The Burdekin Dam in the Townsville region would follow. Lavarack Barracks
Army Base was established in Townsville and small naval patrol bases were established in
Cairns and Darwin.
However the impetus at a government level was short lived. The election of the Whitlam
Government saw the “Beef Roads” scheme scrapped. Commonwealth funding would be
mainly aimed at national highways linking the capital cities and the Bruce Highway from
Brisbane to Cairns.
In his widely publicised book, “The Northern Myth”, B R Davidson argued that agricultural
expansion in the North was uneconomic and that the crops being canvassed could be
produced more economically south of the tropic. In his book, “Australia Wet or Dry” he
argued an economic case against building dams and irrigation schemes as against
expansion of non-irrigated farming.
But unrecognised at national level at the time, a number of underlying factors were already
starting to underpin a strong lift in the rate of development of the northern regions
Despite all its economic and political disadvantages (some of which would get worse rather
than better in the coming decades), northern enterprise and these important underlying
factors would see North Australia’s underdeveloped resource potential being progressively
realised across a broad spectrum. The area’s growth started to greatly outstrip that of
regional areas in southern Australia. The impact on Australia’s economic structure and
policies would be profound.
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3.2

Underlying Factors Leading to Progress
Over the decades since the 1960s, there have been four major underlying factors that have
been progressively leading to a greater realisation of the potential of the North’s resources
based on primary, mining and tourism industries:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Global economic growth
Transport developments
Development of technology suited to the area
Success breeds success factors

The following outlines these factors. Their impacts are spelt out in greater detail as the
different industries are considered in more detail in the following sections.
The first has been the general growth of the world economy reaching out for resources that
were previously economically marginal to exploit. The fact that much of this global growth
has taken place in eastern Asia to the immediate north of Australia has been especially
important to the tropical north; first in Japan, Korea and Taiwan, in Singapore, Malaysia and
Thailand, now dominantly in China, but expected in the future to also increasingly include
India and Indonesia.
The rise of North East and South East Asia has not only opened up markets for minerals, it
has opened up markets for agricultural products, marine products and tourism.
The second major underlying factor has been developments in transport technology that
have broken down previous cost barriers of being a remote backyard in a part of the globe
previously remote from major global markets.
Much of the economic history of Northern Australia since the 1960s can be written in terms
of:
o

The impacts of bulk carriers in opening up markets for the North’s major deposits of
coal, iron ore and bauxite.

o

The impacts of improved roads and road vehicles in opening up markets for tropical
agricultural product in southern Australia and the impact of road trains and livestock
carrier vessels on the cattle industry.

o

The impacts of road development, family cars, caravans, improved coaches and
finally wide bodied jets on the tourist industry along with impacts of increased
international airfreight capacity on the fishing industry.

The third major underlying factor has been the development of technology suited to the area
again across a broad spectrum:
o

the introduction of improved animal breeds suited to the tropics, superior cane
varieties, invention of cane harvesters and the scouring of the world for improved
tropical fruit varieties and ornamental plants.

o

the application of superior boat design to transport visitors to and from the reef
without getting seasick, the development of semisubmersible reef viewers, and the
application of cableways to rainforest viewing.
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Importantly, there has also been the development of a whole range of new technology that
has greatly reduced some of the negatives of everyday living in the tropics to expose the
very strong advantages. This has included the advent of and widespread introduction of airconditioners, improved tropical cyclone warning systems, superior housing and building
design for the tropics and simple things like motor mowers to keep wet season lawn growth
under control, jet sprays, superior detergents to control wet season mould, superior paints
and superior insecticides.
Finally ‘success breeds success’ factors have been kicking in. As population and
infrastructure builds up, more sophisticated services become viable in fields like university
campuses, better hospitals and specialist medical services, museums, art galleries, theatres,
sporting facilities and the like. This has been making the area a more comfortable place in
which to live. Once regarded as a hardship posting, requiring higher wages and extended
leave periods to recuperate, northern cities are now being regarded as desired places to live.
Importantly, better living conditions, infrastructure and services also reduce costs of
production and doing business, in turn making previously marginal types of activity viable.
However not all was positive, and the following section records some of the retarding factors.

3.3

The Dark Side – Retarding Factors
While the four major factors outlined in the previous section would underpin strong progress,
some major factors would retard progress.
While transport developments enabled the North to exploit its advantages in fields like
minerals, tourism and production of tropical fruits, falling transport costs would lead to the
loss of some local manufacturing and services previously protected by transport costs from
competition from larger units enjoying economies of scale in the South.
As in most non-metropolitan areas of Australia, if you don’t go forward and expand regional
export earnings, you go backwards.
As the later Section 3.7 on manufacturing and services sets out, local breweries and brick
works would be among activities to go. While the fledgling southern Australian economies
had been able to erect tariff barriers to competition from overseas, the North would be in no
position to protect its industries from imports from southern Australia. Those seeking
development in the North would just need to ‘wear it’ and get on with positive moves to
expand export and outside earnings.
However a greater threat to the North’s progress from the 1960s onwards, would prove to be
the growing environmental movement throughout Australia and around the globe.
Initially northern Queensland benefited from the associated ‘hippie’ movement as young
people hitched their way north to settle in the rainforests of the Daintree and around
Kuranda. .One of the region’s successful tourist attractions, “The Kuranda Markets”, was to
grow out of this lifestyle movement.
However the reality of the North was that failure to achieve development on a scale achieved
in southern Australia had left large areas relatively unmodified by human activity.
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The clashes between the northern needs for development and southern and overseas based
environmental movements were inevitable and ongoing.
One of Australia’s great environmental clashes occurred in 1983 when work started on a
long held local dream of pushing a coastal road north from Cape Tribulation to connect with
the road south from Cooktown to Bloomfield. The steely resolve of the Bjelke Petersen
Government saw the local shire council win and the environmentalists lose. The road was
built. However subsequent changes in government in Brisbane and Canberra would see the
North become a victim of its underdeveloped status. The pursuit of green votes in the south
would override the economic interests and majority opinion in the northern regions to impose
developmental constraints and loss of jobs in the name of the environment.
The period from the 1980s to the present would see an underdeveloped North and its
offshore waters overlaid with national parks, environmental reserves, marine reserves, wild
rivers legislation, tree clearing prohibition and the like on a scale well beyond similar
constraints in southern Australia and the needs and desires of the local population (see Box
6).
While indigenous leaders for some time tended to be convinced to go along with the
environmental restrictions, this has been followed more recently by a realisation that a
‘second wave of dispossession” was occurring.
Box 6 – List of Some Environmental Protection Impacts on the
Cairns/Far North Queensland Region Since the 1980s
o

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park – World Heritage Listing. (Local support was strong,
especially for those areas of great tourism importance.)

o

Wet Tropics World Heritage Listing – Closure of the logging industry and almost all
sawmills. (Substantial local opposition and ongoing criticisms of failure to control feral
animals and weed incursions that then affect local farming properties.)

o

$400m Tully Millstream Hydro Electricity stopped due to environmental pressure. (Despite
strong local support and its potential to produce cheap non-fossil fuel energy generation for
peak load needs.)

o

Numerous new National Parks Cape York Peninsula. (Not a significant local priority –
substantial ongoing local criticisms of failure to properly administer and control feral
animals.)

o

Great Barrier Reef Marine Green Zones. ($200m compensation cost to the Commonwealth
and loss of business for Cairns marine industries servicing and ship building hub.)

o

Queensland Tree Clearing Prohibition. (Mainly affected Central Queensland at the time but
closed the door on potential further north.)

o

Queensland Coastal Fishing Zones. (Further loss of fishing and impact on Cairns marine
industries servicing and ship building hub.)

o

Wild Rivers Legislation, Cape York. (Closing off potential development in Cape York – now
reversed by the Queensland Government.)

o

Proposed Coral Sea Reserve and Marine Reserves in the Gulf of Carpentaria. (Impacts
identified by industry indicated a present (discounted) value of losses to the regional
economy in direct income, growth and opportunities foregone of towards $1 billion over a
30-year period including impacts on Cairns marine servicing hub.)
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3.4

Progress in Primary Industries
3.4.1 The ‘Achilles Heel’ of Northern Development
In many ways, the limited success achieved up until the 1960s in the agricultural and
pastoral industries had been the ‘Achilles heel’ of northern development.
As a previous section indicates, the tropical areas had far from reached levels of production
comparable with underlying plant growth potential.
While not as spectacular as advances in some of the other major sectors, the achievements
over the past fifty years in the primary industries have been much greater than have been
publicly realised and generally credited, and had a strong influence on growth of population.
There have been three major stand out achievements.
3.4.2 Sugar - From Protected Industry to World Technological Leader
The first relates to the dominant crop, sugar.
The heavy back breaking work of harvesting sugar had long posed a challenge to the
industry’s viability. The search for suitable labour had seen the industry go through an early
pre-Federation period of importation of ‘indentured’ Pacific Island labour. Federation and the
“White Australia” policy stopped that. However under a regime of protection by an import
embargo, the industry entered a period in which highly paid cane cutters working in gangs,
seasonally brought in the crop from June to December. This was the era (depicted in Ray
Lawler’s 1950s play and movie starring Ernest Borgnine, “The Summer of the Seventeenth
Doll”), of ‘gun’ canecutters whose fame and exploits in local folklore rivalled the ‘gun’
shearers. It was an era of British and Italian cane cutting gangs, of cane barracks that still
dot the landscape of the North’s sugar districts, and of the power of the AWU.
By the 1960s, the difficulties of recruiting labour for cane cutting and the pressure to
mechanise had become intense. Attempts to develop machines had been widespread. But
it fell to Lawrence Mizzi, the son of an immigrant from Malta “The George Cross Medal”
island in World War II, to work with Massey Ferguson to produce the first commercially
successful harvester (see photo).
The development of hydraulics at that time played a major role in delivering the power
needed to cut and handle the heavy loads of cane harvesting. Within almost a decade,
virtually the whole crop was being mechanically harvested.
This was paralleled by moves to do away with labour intensive shipping of raw sugar in
bags. The move to bulk handling from mill to new bulk sugar terminals and shipment in bulk
sugar ships and the introduction of mechanical harvesting saw production costs of Australian
sugar tumble. An industry that had long complained about having to compete in export
markets with sugar produced using cheap labour in underdeveloped countries was facing
complaints in world forums from underdeveloped countries about those countries having to
compete with Australia’s cheap mechanically produced sugar.
Within a further decade, the complaint from southern Australia that it was having to subsidise
the North through paying more than world price for sugar had gone. In a land mark event for
Northern Australia’s agricultural development, the import embargo was dropped in 1989.
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Photo – Mizzi Harvester

Photo – Latest Harvesters
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From that time on, the North’s major agricultural industry would stand on its own feet in world
markets. After a period of dreadfully low prices in the early 2000s (following the devaluation
of the Brazilian Real from about $1.40 Australian to 0.48¢ Australian), the industry has, in
recent years, been back in an expansion phase.
Productivity increases since the 1950s have been immense. If there is one example of the
‘infant industry’ argument for protection paying off in the end, it is the sugar industry.
In retrospect, the sugar industry provides some lessons in understanding the economics of
development of the North and the ways forward. The sugar industry emphasises the
importance of ‘developing technology more suited to the area’. It also illustrated the
difficulties Australia’s North has faced in being part of the Australian common market and as
a result facing high wage costs. But in developing the technology to overcome high wage
costs, it illustrated that Australia was pretty much alone, among the tropical countries, in
having to face up to these high wage costs. The Australian industry had to pioneer the
mechanisation of sugar harvesting itself.
In giving this gift to the world however, Australia failed to capitalise on the manufacturing
opportunity. After a period in which the building of cane harvesters in Bundaberg by Massey
Ferguson and Toft prospered and machines were exported, the initiative seems to have
been lost3.
The mechanisation of sugar brings out a further point of importance to northern development
policies. Especially in its early development, work on mechanisation drew heavily on small
engineering works dotted through the sugar districts. Mechanisation breakthroughs would
not have taken place without them. Modern agricultural expansion needs to be supported by
a diverse backup of local services. The easy part is to layout and create farms. Probably
the hard part, if it is not there already and easily accessible, is the creation of that back-up
service sector. (See further discussion, Section 3.4.5, in relation to the Ord.)
3.4.3 Adapting the Beef Industry to the Tropics
While the wool industry in the central west of Queensland had been the mainstay of the
North’s early pastoral development, it was its poor cousin, the beef industry, that after all its
early tribulations (see Section 1.1), would come to dominate the North’s pastoral industries.
The pushing of sheep into the Queensland western plains would prove to be something of a
‘tour-de-force’ extending the species to its climatic limit. With wool production stagnating
against competition from synthetic fibres, the early pastoral boom towns based on wool
production in the western plains area tended to stagnate and like many of their counterparts
in rural southern Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria experience a decline in
population as improving transport conditions saw services increasingly delivered from the
larger regional and metropolitan centres.
However, by the 1960s, there was a widespread belief that beef production could be
expanded strongly across the North. At that time, cattle production in much of the North
could be described as little more than ‘cattle hunting’. Cattle ran wild with limited fencing in
place, to be rounded up, ‘mustered’, seasonally by stockmen (often Aboriginal) and with
‘drovers’ then taking herds to railheads.
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The northern cattle were mainly regarded as ‘stores’ to be sent south east to fattening areas
especially on the coast and in central Queensland and thence to meatworks located in
centres like Mareeba, Townsville, Bowen, and Rockhampton, typically, producing hamburger
grade beef for United States markets.
This included cattle from the Northern Territory and even from the Kimberley region involving
prodigious droving feats such as recorded in Charles Chauvel’s 1946 film “The Overlanders”
starring Chips Rafferty. To provide a closer outlet for Top End and Kimberley cattle,
meatworks were established in Darwin (see Baz Luhrmann’s 2008 film, “Australia”).
Much of the optimism in the 1960s about expanding the beef industry was based on the
possibilities of introducing a pasture revolution as had occurred in southern Australia, in the
North’s cattle industry based on Townsville stylo. (See Kelly, “Beef in Northern Australia”4.)
The 1960’s optimism about the potential to increase northern beef production led to the
Menzie’s Government “Beef Roads” program.
On the walls of the Australia Hotel in Boulia are photos of some of the early moves to use
the superior trucks and trailers becoming available, to develop what would become a modern
symbol of Outback Australia, the ‘Road Train’. The concept of the “Beef Roads” program
was to replace costly and time-consuming droving to rail heads by road transport (see Map
20 for those located in Queensland).
While the “Beef Roads” program was to assist the beef industry, it was to do much more as
set out in later sections on the fishing and tourism industries. More recently, the functions of
the “Beef Roads” would reverse from movement south to fattening areas and meatworks to
facilitate movement in the opposite direction north and west to ‘live cattle’ export ports such
as Karumba and Darwin.
However, the improvement in technology available to the industry through widespread
introduction of Townsville stylo proved something of a disappointment5. In fact, it would be
another ‘technological’ improvement that would prove more important.
The most important and fundamental of improvements related to the growing realisation of
the suitability of Brahman cattle breeds (Bos indicus) for the area; a revolutionary move of as
much importance to the North’s cattle industry as Macarthur’s importation of Spain’s Merino
sheep to Mediterranean climate southern Australia over 150 years earlier.
One may well ask why it took so long. The answer seems to lie in cattle breeding.
British breeds like Herefords were well known for their superior ‘grow out’ capacity of quality
beef. In India, cattle had not been subject to the intensive breeding of superior stock for
meat production that had occurred in Europe. Significantly one of the earliest moves was
the importation of superior stock from Texas of a Brahman/British cross breed, the Santa
Gertrudis, into central Queensland. Significantly the first Brahman stock were also imported
from Texas where they had been subject to breeding improvements. (Box 7 from the
Australian Brahman Breeders Association tells the story in more detail.)
While Santa Gertrudis were attractive, northern graziers soon learnt that the pure breed
Brahman stock with their superior heat and tick resistance were better suited to the climate.
Concerns about quality of the meat and docility of the breed were soon overcome.
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Map 20 – Beef Roads Program
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Box 7 – Australian Brahman Breeders Association Ltd – About Brahman Cattle – A Brief History
Australian Brahman beef cattle were developed by innovative north Australian cattlemen who
appreciated the economic value of a beef animal which could adapt to harsh tropical climatic and
environmental conditions.
Initial evolvement of the Australian Brahman began in Queensland, north of the Tropic of
Capricorn. Today the breed influence covers Australia with stud and commercial live cattle
exports to many overseas countries – a clear indication of the breed’s adaptation over a wide
spectrum of climatic conditions.
The Brahman breed originated in the United States of America in the early 1900s where it was
developed from progeny of four Indian cattle breeds with some infusion of British-bred cattle.
Early Australian importations of Brahman-type cattle can be traced back to the turn of the century.
However, it was not until 1933 that significant numbers were imported by a syndicate of
Queensland cattlemen in conjunction with the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, later
to become the CSIRO. Further imports of US bloodline Brahmans recommenced in 1982 with the
opening of the Australian Government’s Cocos Island Quarantine Station facility. Our Australian
Brahman breeders have welcomed this new genetic material. To early 1987, US and Brazilian
blood Brahman imports through Cocos Island have topped 300 head with further shipments in the
pipeline.
The Australian Zebu Breeders’ Society was formed at Mareeba, North Queensland, in 1946. The
name was changed to the Australian Brahman Breeders’ Association in 1954. Practical cattlemen
realised that traditional British breeds were unable to withstand the ravages of north Australia’s
cattle ticks and drought. Within the last 30 years, the Brahman bloodlines have alleviated the
continual struggle for economic survival of many graziers.
The growth and development of the Australian Brahman has been described as the greatest
livestock revolution in history. It has transformed the northern beef industry from near bankruptcy
to an efficient and highly profitable enterprise which contributes millions of dollars annually
towards domestic and export income. Vast areas of previously unproductive land have been
pioneered and developed into profitable beef enterprises using Brahman cattle.

The establishment of stud properties dedicated to the breed led to superior stock becoming
available. Today the cattle industry of Northern Australia is a world leader in quality stock for
tropical conditions.
As with the sugar industry, the cattle industry also faced labour problems of high cost, but
also of availability, especially after court rulings on pay for Aboriginal stockmen made their
employment uneconomic.
Technology came to the rescue in the form of trail bikes replacing horses, and helicopters
being used for mustering. Superior four wheel drives facilitated the ability of grazing families
to reduce costs of isolation from local towns.
From the 1990s on, the factor of ‘expanding global markets’ came in to play. A major new
dimension for the industry came in the form of export of young live cattle to the Philippines
and Indonesia for local ‘grow out’ and fattening. The need for the beef roads was reversed.
Much of the industry swung over to turnoff of young cattle for live export.
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The cost efficiencies that came from better cattle breeds, beef roads, road trains, trail bikes
and helicopters along with the opening up of new live cattle export markets made it
worthwhile for the industry to invest in improving carrying capacity through establishing more
farm dams and stock water points and managing properties through installation of fencing.
From frontier “Kings in Grass Castles”, the cattle industry has emerged from ‘cattle hunting’
to being a modern, mechanised, highly efficient primary industry.
As Chapter 5.2.2 records, beef cattle numbers in Northern Australia now account for 45% of
the Australian herd, more per sq km than southern Australia.
What had happened came to be symbolised at Rockhampton, Australia’s ‘beef capital’,
located right on the Tropic. In the median strip of the Bruce Highway south of the city, was a
life size statue of a British breed bull looking south to the temperate zone. In the median
strip of the Bruce Highway leading north was and is to this day, a life size statue of a
Brahman bull looking north into the tropics.
In a further symbolic move, the British breed bull has now been moved to a park at the side
of the highway. In pride of place in a roundabout at the southern entrance to the city, is an
even larger, more than life size, Brahman bull.
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3.4.4 Creating New Agricultural Industries
The development of communities based on the pastoral, mining and sugar industries had
resulted in some local farming development to supply fruit and vegetables, dairy products,
chicken and eggs to local communities. Production was often under unfavourable and high
cost conditions and as the transport network developed, much of this tended to be replaced
by imports from other areas more favoured for this type of production often from the South.
In this pattern however, the superior growing conditions provided by the Atherton Tablelands’
rich volcanic soils at altitudes behind Cairns, resulted in much of this type of production
being concentrated in that area.
By the 1960s, the Tableland’s dairy industry was boasting “the largest milk run in the world”
to Townsville, thence west to Mt Isa and Darwin and even, it seems at one stage, to Broome.
Plant breeding by Ian Martin and others of the Department of Primary Industries resulted in
superior maize varieties being developed that resulted in yields being lifted dramatically.
Maize growing flourished, mainly to supply feed to the dairy industry, but apart from a few
shipments of short-term surpluses, failed to develop as an export industry.
However, the Far North’s ability to produce potatoes and other fruit and vegetables during
the winter months led to a substantial trade developing to southern Australia. While the
railway links to the south were important, the 1960s and 1970s were seeing a rapid
improvement in road links and the development of more efficient semi-trailer vehicles.
The dominant flow of goods was from the South. Achieving a ‘back-load’ would be a bonus
for truck operators. Semi-trailers had the advantage of being able to go right to the farm to
load, complete the trip to markets in the South faster than rail, and deliver right to the
customer’s door. Falling transport costs relative to costs of production opened the door for
offseason temperate zone type fruit and vegetables from the Tablelands, watermelons and
pumpkins from the coast, melons from the Burdekin, and tomatoes from Bowen. However,
of even more importance, falling transport costs, relative to other costs, opened a door for
the region to exploit a major growing advantage in tropical fruits.
Davidson’s assertions in his book, “The Northern Myth” (see Box 8) were to be proved
wrong within a decade of writing.
Among the produce finding its way south were superior Kensington mangoes, locally known
as Bowen Specials. Extensive plantings started to take place of mangoes, but also of
lychees, rambutans and longans, avocadoes and macadamia nuts. Enterprising local
orchardists sensing an opportunity, set out to scour the world’s tropics for better varieties of
the well-known tropical fruits, but also for types not previously grown in the north such as
durians, mangosteens and sapodillas (see photo Cairns Rare Fruits Council display). A
growing trade of tourists eager for new taste experiences and of Asian populations in the
major southern cities provided an expanding market.
The hunt was not only for fruits but also for exotic types of vegetables and also for
ornamentals. Northern nurseries developed as a growing and wholesale supply centre for
indoor plants for southern Australia. The North and especially the Cairns area was to
become a leading world centre for the collection of tropical plants and knowledge about
them.
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Box 8 – The Myths in “The Northern Myth”
Economist, B R Davidson, published “The Northern Myth” in 1965. In it, he attacked schemes to
expand agriculture in tropical Australia as being uneconomic
He drew attention to the fact that the sugar industry was protected by an import embargo, tobacco by
a conditional bylaw entry scheme (tobacco could be imported duty free once the Australian crop had
been taken up). He claimed that tropical fruit crops could be more economically grown in northern
New South Wales and South East Queensland closer to major markets.
History has proven Davidson wrong on most of the major points he was making.
In the first place, he was writing at a time when the sugar industry was going through a period of
major mechanisation including the pioneering development of cane harvesters, the development of
bulk raw sugar terminals and shipping (prior to that it was shipped in bags) and introducing major
efficiencies to sugar mills including computerised process control.
The revolutionary change in the structure of the Australian sugar industry in the 1960s/70s and into
the 1980s was to see the industry progress through to compete internationally without the protection
of an embargo in domestic markets.
The industry has been responding to more recent high prices by expanding with a new cane growing
district with a new sugar mill established near Mareeba west of Cairns.
By contrast, the tobacco industry, despite various attempts, was unable to achieve a high degree of
mechanisation. When protection was withdrawn in the 1990s, the industry located in northern
Queensland, southern Queensland and Victoria faded away.
It is notable however that the most affected district, Mareeba Shire, has replaced tobacco with a
range of other crops and continues to be one of Australia’s fastest growing rural districts.
Davidson’s claims that tropical fruit crops could be grown more economically in southern
Queensland and northern New South Wales closer to major markets, also proved wrong.
For the largest tropical fruit crop, bananas, northern New South Wales and South East Queensland do
not provide efficient growing conditions. In these areas, bananas need to be grown on slopes to
avoid frosts making fieldwork very inefficient with workers having to scramble around hillsides with
spray packs to control weeds and lump heavy harvested bunches up or down slopes to load onto
vehicles. By contrast, bigger and better bananas not affected by cold weather could be grown on the
rich alluvial and volcanic soil flats in the Tully, Johnstone and other coastal river valleys in the Far
North with tractors operating weed control devices and trailers for harvesting between the rows.
With improved roads and trucks leading to a fall in transport costs relative to other costs during the
1970s and 1980s, the industry has shifted from northern New South Wales and southern Queensland.
Today almost all Australia’s bananas are grown in the Cairns/Far North Queensland region.
With transport costs down, a whole range of other tropical fruits – mangoes, lychees, rambutans,
longans, durians, limes are now being grown in the North to supply Australia’s markets. Only
pineapples remained in South East Queensland but production has now moved into the Yeppoon area
just north of the tropic.
Unfortunately what Davidson failed to recognise was the lag that had occurred in the development of
technology suited to tropical crops (including in mechanisation to reduce the impact of high labour
costs) and that previously high transport costs to southern Australian markets would come down with
improvements in roads and road transport vehicles.
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Photo – Cairns Rare Fruits Council Display

Tropical landscape gardening, spurred on by demand coming from new tourist resort
developments and need for public gardens, flourished, to start rivalling Singapore and
Hawaii in level of expertise. Home gardening across the North with a major infusion of new
planting material available also flourished with gardens in the North starting to win national
awards.
But the most significant development occurred when the Mackay family recognised that they
could grow bananas of better quality, cheaper and year round, along the Tully River
offsetting the extra cost of transport to southern markets. By the 1970s, substantial
acreages were being planted.
Today the Cairns/Far North region produces almost all of Australia’s bananas. Growing has
spread along the coast on the Tully and Johnstone Rivers, onto the Tablelands and now
north to the Cooktown district.
Today the Cairns/Far North region ships of the order of 400,000 tonnes of bananas and
other produce a year to southern markets. This is supplemented by quantities from the
Burdekin and Bowen districts. Sporadic seasonal shipments of fruit, especially mangoes,
have been air freighted to Hong Kong.
New varieties of mangoes have been bred to extend the fruiting season. Plantations near
Georgetown in the Gulf area and at Katherine capture an early market. Under the influence
of these crops, the Mareeba district once dependent on a protected tobacco industry has
survived the withdrawal of that protection, and prospered.
And what was behind it? What triggered it off? It is very simple. It was the upgrading of the
Bruce Highway and sealing of the last link in 1973.
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Development of mechanical harvesting overseas for coffee and migration of experienced
coffee growers from Africa would see the reestablishment of the coffee industry in the Far
North that had failed after Federation. Today, there are five coffee plantations in the
Mareeba district with production mainly being marketed as a specialty coffee and to visitors.
A new tea industry would be pioneered around Innisfail. Local Doctor Allan Maruff, based on
experience in India and with the technical support of a former tea plantation manager from
the Netherlands East Indies, developed a plantation at Nerada. The initial planting stock
would come from bushes gone wild after failures of the early plantations.
Merchant company Burns Philp would purchase it but fail. A group of Innisfail businessmen
would take it over and succeed. Although the experienced British tea planters who had been
brought in as managers knew tea growing well and the processing side well, they had come
out of an environment where the tea was handpicked. They experienced trouble with the
machinery. The new owners using farmers with local machinery experience soon had the
harvesting machines working well and improved on earlier designs. Rather than sell the tea
wholesale on the world market, the new owners would decide to retail the tea directly starting
in the North, using new cardboard carton technology, then being used for milk and juices as
packaging. A packaging plant was established on the new State Government Industrial
Estate at Innisfail. Subsequently as the marketing succeeded and expanded southwards to
state and national levels, packaging would be moved south to Brisbane with conventional tea
packaging introduced. Tea growing would be expanded to plantations at higher altitude on
the Tablelands, to Cape Tribulation and to northern New South Wales.
However not all agricultural expansion into new crops would be in Far North Queensland.
In the 1960s, sorghum growing would expand strongly into the Central Highlands area lying
on the Tropic of Capricorn and wheat growing would push into the area. The building of the
Fairbairn dam would bring major cotton growing and citrus industries into the Central
Highlands.
Rice production would start in the Burdekin Irrigation Area with the Department of Primary
Industry research station playing an important role. When a superior long grain variety
developed in Texas called Blue Bonnet was brought to Australia, it was trialled in the
Murrumbidgee and the Burdekin. Long grain rice tends to be a tropical type. It did not yield
well south of the Tropic in the Murrumbidgee but performed brilliantly in the Burdekin. The
opportunity was there to grow a variety that would command a high price in the market that
would offset the higher costs of growing in the North and of transport to markets. The
challenge was taken up by local farmers and two storage and milling facilities were built.
Attempts to grow the rice at Ingham under natural rainfall conditions failed due largely to
difficulties of getting harvesters onto paddocks in the wetter conditions. But a sub production
area developed under irrigation at Mareeba. The industry however was not to be sustained.
Expanding production of long grain rice in Thailand, a dip in world prices at a time when
sugar prices were high, saw Burdekin farmers revert to the better financial returns from
sugar.
Today the northern regions grow and sell much more than beef and sugar. Davidson’s
pessimism about introducing new crops into the North on an unsubsidised basis proved to
be not justified (see previous Box 8). However not all would be successful. Despite
successes of the Tinaroo, Burdekin and Fairbairn dams, agricultural expansion on the Ord
encountered many difficulties.
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3.4.5 Agricultural Technology & Economics and the Lessons of the Ord
When you visit the Ord River Dam, it is very easy to see why it was built. The main dam is a
rock fill structure not much larger than the Tinaroo Dam on the Atherton Tablelands. It is a
fraction of the size of the great dam on the Kaveri River in India. But when you stand on the
hill next to the dam, the water stretches back so far you can see the earth’s curvature in it.
During the late 1980s, visitors were being informed that at the rate the water then stored by
the dam was being used, and if it didn’t rain another drop, it would take sixty years to empty
it. The plains the dam commands are a mix of fertile heavier and lighter soils. It was such a
superlative dam site, the engineers “couldn’t keep their hands off it”.
Its history exposes many of the challenges faced by Australia in developing agriculture in the
tropics.
Examination of Map 15 indicates that the Kimberley area is not particularly high in plant
growth potential. In fact, as earlier Table #6 indicates, the Ord River basin is relatively small
in water runoff compared with many of the North’s rivers.
Prior to the dam being built, the only industry in the area was sparse cattle grazing. (The
legendary Argyle Station family, home of the Durack family of “Kings in Grass Castles” fame
had to be shifted to make way for the project.)
The nearest service town with any semblance of agricultural industry support infrastructure
was Katherine 510km by road to the east in the Northern territory. To the west, although
there was the old mining town of Halls Creek and further along, the very small Fitzroy
Crossing, you had to go 1000km by road west to Broome and Derby to reach a sizeable
centre.
The tiny port of Wyndham 100km to the north had been the district centre and at one time,
site of a meatworks, but the port was small, very tidal affected and limited. The nearest
substantial general cargo port was over 800km away at Darwin. The nearest railhead
connected to the national rail system was either over 1000km away over the Tanami Desert
road to Alice Springs or 1600 km away via the bitumen.
Apart from laying out and building the farms, an agricultural industry support centre needed
to be built. Everything from fuel, fertilisers, chemicals, machinery, building materials and
labour was going to be expensive. Accessing spare parts in case of machinery breakdowns
would be time consuming. Export of output would be potentially expensive unless sufficient
volumes could be produced.
However, all that could have been borne, if high yields of crops could be achieved and this is
where the technological lag problems came in.
Earlier experiments of rice growing at Humpty Doo in the Northern Territory had failed. One
of the reasons publicly reported was that the area of crop was relatively small in the
surrounding landscape and every magpie goose for miles around descended on the
welcome new food source. But underlying the failure was lack of a high yielding variety
suited to the area and mechanisation of planting and harvesting.
The high yielding rice varieties developed for the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area could not be
expected to produce the same outstanding results at twenty degrees of latitude further north.
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For the Ord, cotton was chosen as a founding crop. Cotton is a crop that thrives in the
tropics. In the sub-tropical southern states of the USA, it had provided the major foundation
for the economy. Over the years, high yielding varieties had been developed that were able
to be transferred directly into similar latitudes and climatic conditions in northern New South
Wales and southern Queensland to provide the basis for establishing the industry in those
areas.
Of course, those varieties were not likely to perform well on the Ord. Excellent high-quality
tropical varieties were available from places like the Sudan that would grow well in the Ord
climatic conditions. But there were problems. In other tropical countries, the varieties were
handpicked. For Australian economic conditions and especially those of the Ord, cotton
needed to be machine harvested. Hand picking would involve the workforce passing
through a field a number of times to pick the cotton that was at its best maturity, leaving that
which was not for a later picking. If cotton was left past optimum maturity, sunlight started to
break down its quality. The American varieties initially used in southern Queensland and
northern New South Wales were already adapted to machine harvesting but not to the Ord’s
climatic conditions6.
Further pest problems developed in a new farming area with insects requiring heavy and
costly application of insecticides. Disastrously in the Ord’s very high cost situation, the
cotton crop had fatal quality and yield problems that would take years of plant breeding to
overcome.
A further factor would come into play. Farmers in well-established farming districts, where
capital investment is paid off and debt levels are low, can often ride out periods of low prices
in fluctuating commodity markets. Queensland’s sugar industry in the early 2000s, when
prices dropped to around 5 cents US per lb, is a good example. The Ord farmers were not in
that position. An abandoned sugar mill in the heart of the Ord district attests to this.
The subsequent history of the Ord is one of farmers becoming very adept at trying new crops
when prices were high but getting out and trying something else when prices fall.
The history is also one of finding crops that suit the area. For instance, the Queensland
banana industry can suffer heavy losses from occasional cyclones. The industry learnt a lot
from Cyclone Larry in 2006, and early action to prepare, minimised damage and disruption
from Cyclone Yasi in 2011. The industry’s spread up to the Tablelands and Cooktown is
helping limit susceptibility. Bananas to supply the Perth market were an obvious target for
the Ord. However, it was found that the quite violent electrical storms that occur each
summer were accompanied by high winds that caused annual damage.
Peanuts were tried on the Cockatoo soils. Leucaena, a bush yielding high protein leaves for
cattle, was trialled. Recently sandalwood has become the major planting.
Value of crop production on the Ord is given in Australian Bureau of Statistics’ figures as
$28m in 2010/11 with the cattle industry in the area recording a further $37m7.
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3.4.6 The Marine Industries
As indicated in Section 1, by the 1950s, the marine resource industries were at a low ebb.
The very early beche-de-mer era had passed, the pearling rush had ended and the trochus
industry had been put out of business by plastic buttons.
However, Tacitus’s “who had ever looked” factor of AD98 applied. (see Section 1.3). A new
era was about to begin based on another high value species that could stand the cost of
operating in a remote area. The story goes that some in CSIRO worked out that the shape,
depth and latitudes of the Gulf of Carpentaria were similar to the Gulf of Mexico, home of
America’s great ‘shrimp’ fishery (Forest Gump’s great post-Vietnam business venture).
When they looked, the ‘prawns’ were there – in great abundance. (Although it has been
remarked that if someone had asked the local Aboriginal population, they would have told
them they were there.)
What occurred next was something of a ‘gold rush’. At the small settlement of Karumba at
the mouth of the Norman River in the south east corner of the Gulf, a Lodge had been
developed and used as a staging post for the Empire’s flying boat service from Australia to
Europe and subsequently as a tourist fishing lodge. Sydney based merchant firm Craig
Mostyn acquired it. The first public bar was established under the Lodge and a processing
works next door.
Boats poured into the Gulf seeking their fortunes, even according to accounts, a converted
tug, the “Empire Peggy”, under the command of a young Englishman of aristocratic stock
and with a Lord’s title. They were rip roaring days. When a new hotel was built, the public
bar would be dubbed “The Animal Bar” and the salon bar the “Suave Bar”.
Initial catches were mainly of banana prawns. The fishery was to be extended to also
include substantial catches of Tiger prawns and Endeavour prawns. By the late 1970s,
value of landings at Karumba reported to be around the $40m per annum level and
exceeding the value of cattle turnoff in the Gulf region8. The extent of the resource across
the North was progressively realised with operations extending west throughout the Gulf,
across the top of the Northern Territory and into Western Australia waters and up the Gulf to
the Torres Strait and down Queensland’s east coast.
Of great benefit to the new industry in the Gulf, a sealed beef road had been built under the
‘Beef Roads’ scheme north from Cloncurry to Normanton and was soon extended via a
circuitous 70km route to Karumba itself. Karumba became and remains the only point on the
whole Queensland Gulf coast where a bitumen road link from the national highway system
reaches the sea.
In the first place, prawns were brought back to the nearest port where processing facilities
were set up. The prawns were deheaded, and at times deshelled and crumbed, and the
finished product then transported to markets. Prawn processing plants sprang up at various
ports across the North including Karumba, Thursday Island, Cairns, Babinda and Townsville.
Within about a ten-year period, all the prawn processing plants had gone. High cost of
labour in remote areas had taken its toll. It was realised that the prawns could be bulk
packed into cartons on board and shipped for processing in the market place, overseas and
in the south.
Fishing boats having to steam back to ports to unload and take on fuel and supplies was
expensive and inefficient.
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To service the Torres Strait, Gulf and northern prawn fishery, a system developed of mother
ships operating out of Cairns and Darwin that would take fuel and supplies to boats at sea
and take on their catches for return. In this, northern family companies operating coastal
shipping out of Cairns and Darwin would play a major role.
The excessive rainfall that brought extreme floods to Brisbane in 1974 also brought floods in
the Gulf. Karumba, built on sand ridges along the mouth of the Norman River, was almost
wiped off the map. After a period of hesitation when abandoning the town and the industry,
was even contemplated in government circles, the repair work got underway and the town
survives today as a base for a much diversified Gulf fishery, as a tourist centre, as a port for
the shipment of about $700m (2007/08) of zinc and lead annually, delivered by pipeline from
the Century Mine, as a port for live cattle shipments and a port for boats supplying the
Mornington community and fishing resorts on Sweers and Mornington Islands.
However, the early rush had tended to overfish the resource that was found to be quite
variable depending on the strength of the wet season and the run generated in the rivers
where the prawns bred. With restrictions imposed, the number of boats in the fishery has
declined.
However, while prawn production was coming back to more sustainable levels, the opening
of Cairns airport to international traffic for tourism was opening up a range of other marine
industries. The tropical rock lobsters found in the Torres Strait are a high value product that
could stand the cost of airfreight to overseas markets. Bob Lamason set up his tuna fishing
operation in Cairns with chilled product being flown especially to Japan. A live fish trade
developed to Hong Kong mainly of Coral Trout sought by the restaurant trade helping
sustain Cathay Pacific’s service that recently celebrated its 20th year of operation into and
out of Cairns. With international air access available, local firms carved a niche as important
suppliers of aquarium fish around the world.
Across the North, Barramundi fishing and mud crabbing developed for southern markets.
The completion of the sealing of the Gulf Developmental Road from Cairns to Karumba in
2000 and the lowering of costs in Karumba saw other lower value species such as mackerel
being fished. The pearling industry continued on in the Torres Strait and based on Broome
but in the form of mariculture farming.
Northern enterprise saw barramundi and prawn aquaculture projects develop along with
redclaw (a freshwater cray) and for a time clam farms. A Commonwealth Government
funded initiative aimed at creating indigenous employment to farm turtles in the Torres Strait
failed but its efforts to farm crocodiles at the Gulf community of Pormpuraaw (Edward River)
was sustained. In fact, the Australian saltwater crocodile high quality skins are among the
most sought after by the world’s fashion leather trade. In Queensland, eggs had to be
produced in captivity for incubation. In the Northern Territory, eggs could be taken from the
wild. In nearby Papua New Guinea, hatchlings could be caught in the wild for grow out.
Ex American serviceman, George Bransford, would recognise similarities with Florida and
the likelihood of record size Black Marlin, the king of game fish, seasonally frequenting
waters along a narrow corridor between the reef and deeper waters off Cairns. In the 1960s
and 1970s, with celebrities like Bob and Dolly Dyer and Lee Marvin involved, game fishing
became a high-profile adjunct to the region’s growing tourism industry.
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However, increasingly the sector would become the target of conservation restraints at a
cost to the North’s regional economies and the Australian taxpayer (as outlined in Section
3.3 Box 6), causing its size of the sector to be curtailed especially over the past decade.
3.4.7 Forestry
Most forest activity in the North has traditionally been in the high rainfall rainforest and wet
sclerophyll forest areas of the Cairns/Far North region and to a lesser extent the Mackay
Whitsunday region. Limited sawmill activity occurred outside those areas based on
hardwoods of the savannah woodlands. Cypress in the Northern Territory provided a
resource. Very substantial timber resources in Cape York remain untapped due to costs of
remoteness.
Tropical rainforests are typically composed of many different species in a given area, in
strong contrast to the great single species forests of the temperate zones. However, among
the variety of species are beautiful cabinet timbers of red cedar, maple, mahogany, black
bean, silver ash and the like that command high prices, especially when sliced for
incorporation into plywood. In the 1950s, top grade ply was being shipped from Cairns. One
of the customers was Yamaha pianos in Japan.
Some of the earliest European activity in the Cairns region had been involved in ‘cedar
getting’. Over the years, practices had been developed, restricting the trees that could be
taken, to ensure long term sustainability. Many local roads, including those into tourist
attractions, started as logging roads.
An axe fell on the industry with the blanket banning of all logging activity as part of the Wet
Tropics World Heritage area in the late 1980s. Numerous direct and indirect jobs were lost
and Australian taxpayers footed a bill in compensation.
In southern Australia by the 1970s, large areas were going over to reafforestation. Highly
developed Radiata Pine species long grown in the United States were brought into the
similar climatic zone of southern Australia and Slash Pine (Pinus elliottii) into South East
Queensland from the southern states of America. By the 1960s however, Queensland
Forestry had identified an American species Caribbean Pine from Honduras that would suit
the tropical north. Just as significant, as plantings started taking place in the North, moves
were being made in the Federal Parliament to stop any further reafforestation around
Australia on the basis that there were already sufficient areas planted. These moves did not
succeed.
However, in the event, quality problems were experienced with Caribbean Pine. Cyclone
Yasi in 2011 devastated maturing trees in the main plantings area around Ingham and
Cardwell. Managed forestry schemes in the area of Red Mahogany plantings, were also
devastated. While the Red Mahogany species grew locally, plantings were reported to be of
a faster growing species from Papua New Guinea that was outside the cyclone belt and
susceptible to wind damage. Asian teak plantings fared better.
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3.5

Progress in Mining
By the 1960s, scattered through the northern bush behind Cairns and Townsville, south of
Darwin and around Halls Creek, were the rusting relics of old mining towns, their names
spanning the alphabet from “Angor to Zillmanton”9.
For many, all that was left were rows of upturned bottles that marked the former garden
edges, the odd bit of concrete, sheets of rusting iron and ubiquitous ‘Chinki Apple’ thorn
bushes. Those towns that had survived were shadows of their former glory. Most of their
timber and tin houses had been transported to the coastal cities and towns that were
prospering through agricultural expansion. Often all that was left was the pub and the
general store, perhaps a memorial to family sons who had fallen in the Great War, a
scattering of houses and empty blocks overgrown with weeds. The towns’ largest number of
inhabitants would be the herds of goats that feasted annually under the big old mango trees.
The early boom in gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, tin and wolfram had passed. While in
times of high prices, mining throughout these old mineral fields would flare up and make a
valuable contribution to the local regional economies, by and large, the deposits tended to be
relatively small and quickly mined out. The major exception was in remote North West
Queensland. Mt Isa’s incredibly rich copper, lead and zinc deposits had not been discovered
until 1923 and major expansion was helping underpin Townsville’s growth in the 1960s.
High prices would see a further major upsurge of exploitation of deposits in the Mt Isa region
throughout the following decades.
However by and large, leadership in mining development was passing to development of the
North’s massive sedimentary type deposits and iron ore.
Tacitus’ comment in 98AD on Germany being poor in minerals but, “Who has ever looked?”
resonates down the millennia to the comments by geologist, Henry James Evans, when he
sailed along the west coast of Cape York in 1955 and remarked, “If all this is bauxite, there
must be something wrong with it.” There was nothing wrong with it. It would be identified as
the largest commercial deposit of bauxite in the world. But, “Who had ever looked”.
Locals knew that there was coal under a great belt of country in central Queensland. (Gun
teacher, Vera Basket, was telling her scholarship level students at Cairns Intermediate
School this in 1952 at a time when there was little public recognition of its potential
significance.) On the other side of the continent, local grazier, Lang Hancock, was trying to
get a Commonwealth Government export embargo on iron ore lifted; an export embargo put
in place in the belief that Australia had limited iron ore resources and they were needed to
support the Australian steel industry.
The North was about to produce a sustained fifty years’ surge in mineral and energy exports
that would carry through to the current day and have a profound effect on Australia’s
progress as a nation. (See further discussions, Section 3.14 Impacts on the National
Economy.)
Standing behind the economic viability of exploiting these large remote deposits however
was the post war development of bulk shipping.
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Table #9: Value of Mining Output, Northern Australia, 2010/11
Queensland (Northern and Central)
Northern Territory
Western Australia (Pilbara, Kimberley, Offshore)
Total Northern Australia
Total Southern Australia
Total Australia

$
$33,376 m
$3,530 m
$81,524 m
$118,430 m
$48,121 m
$166,551 m

%
20%

2%
49%
71%
29%
100%

Source: Cummings Economics from State Department of Mines publications.

First off the rank in the 1960s was the development of the bauxite deposits at Weipa in Cape
York Peninsula and at Nhulunbuy on the Gove Peninsula in Arnhem Land. Weipa bauxite
was to be carried partly overseas, but mainly to supply the new alumina refinery at
Gladstone. The alumina was then available to supply the aluminium smelters at Bell Bay in
Tasmania and Bluff at the southern tip of New Zealand, both located because of the
availability of cheap hydro-electricity. At Gove, apart from mining, an alumina refinery was
established using imported fuel oil for power supply, something that over the years, has
made it vulnerable to sharp rises in oil prices.
In Cape York, massive silica sand deposits started being mined by Japanese company
Mitsui and shipped to Japan from Cape Flattery north of Cooktown. Silica is used for glass
making but also in foundries. The deposit is world class in size and quality and can last
indefinitely into the future. A similar scale and quality of deposit exists further north at Cape
Grenville.
The major demand for Queensland coal came initially from a rapidly industrialising North
East Asia, Japan, Korea and Taiwan, to be followed in recent decades by China and more
recently India.
The development of the coal deposits in central Queensland has been one of progressively
expanding west and north from early development at Moura with coal shipped out of
Gladstone. Then came the deposits in the Blackwater area being shipped out of Gladstone.
Exploitation of the deposits west of Mackay required the building of a new rail to the coast
and the construction of Hay Point. Exploitation of the northern areas of the Bowen Basin has
led to the extension of the old Collinsville railway line southwards to feed a port north of
Bowen at Abbott Point. Development of the Galilee Basin further west will lead to railway
lines being built north to Abbott Point.
In recent years, as incentives have encouraged the use of gas that burns cleaner with less
CO2 emissions than coal, emphasis has switched to tapping coal seam gas in the area with
facilities being developed at Gladstone to produce liquefied natural gas LNG.
In the west, Lang Hancock got his change in government policies. Iron ore exports have
climbed over the years, again, as rapid industrialisation in Japan, Korea and Taiwan has
been joined by China. The reserves proved to be massive. Despite Australia’s high costs of
labour, Australia has remained competitive, especially though application of superior quality
controls to deliver consistent grades to steel works. Railways have been built, ports
developed, new towns established and mega fortunes have been made.
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Growing global demand for gas led to a second major parallel development of the massive
offshore gas reserves in the North West. The existence of the offshore gas in the area north
to the Timor Sea was being explored as early as the 1950s. Major development would
commence offshore from Port Hedland and progressively extend northwards with Darwin
being the most recent focus of onshore processing.
These developments were all resulting in strong benefits to the North with new towns being
developed, or old ones expanded, for the workers required and their families – towns such
as Port Hedland, Karratha, Tennant Creek, Nhulunbuy, Weipa, Mt Isa, Mary Kathleen,
Moura, Blackwater, Moranbah and Glendon.
But in the mid-1990s, the then Federal Government decided that the subsidised housing
provided to workers would attract the new fringe benefits tax.
From that time on, virtually no new mining towns for residential workers and their families
have been built in remote areas. Virtually all new mines have been established with a flyin/fly-out workforce. Added to the incentive for companies to go towards a fly-in workforce,
has been an avoidance of demands being placed on companies to also pay for government
services like schools, hospitals and access roads. Governments would meet the cost of
providing these facilities in the source communities from which the fly-in workforce was
derived, but seek to avoid it in new mining towns. For companies, there was also an
incentive of avoiding development of tightly unionised local workforce. Added to the mix of
factors in decision making, was improving aircraft technology leading to lower air transport
costs. Accommodation at the mines would become single (mainly men’s) quarters with
messes and recreation rooms. A new acronym FIFO (fly-in/fly-out) would become part of the
Australian vocabulary.
Most of the growing workforce needed for expanding coal and gas developments in
Queensland and for iron ore and gas developments in the Pilbara/North West would come
out of Brisbane and Perth respectively.
Further north, the situation was mixed. Weipa, Gove and Mt Isa were residential mines and
remained so. Distances from Brisbane and Perth were further and the existence of the
larger northern cities of Darwin, Cairns and Townsville provided opportunities to draw FIFO
workforce from those centres. New mines in north west Queensland would primarily draw
their workforce from Townsville and Cairns, but significant numbers would also come for
some mines out of Brisbane. In the Kimberley region, the Argyle diamond mine would be
FIFO out of Perth. The gold mines along the Tanami would jointly draw out of Perth and
Darwin, McArthur River would draw out of Darwin and sporadically Cairns, and Groote
Eylandt out of Cairns and Darwin.
For Cairns, the opportunity extended further with direct flights developing by 2010 to some
sixteen mining related centres across Northern Australia and into Papua Indonesia and
Papua New Guinea (see Map 21). Although a number of these links were more to service
corporate needs for movement of stores and personnel in and out rather than for regular
FIFO workers. (See Sections 3.8 and 3.10 for further discussion.)
By 2010/11, mining production in the northern regions had reached $118bn, accounting for
71% of Australia’s total (see Table #9). In addition, the far northern cities especially Cairns
and Townsville have had opportunities to supply goods and services to mining operations in
Papua New Guinea (where value of production in 2010/11 was about $5bn) and FreeportMcMoRan’s operations in Papua Indonesia of the order of $9bn per annum.
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Map 21 – Air Links to Mining Centres from Cairns, 2008

Source: “Mining & Industrial Services Opportunity Study - Cairns and Far North Qld, 2010 Update”,
Cummings Economics for Queensland Department of Employment, Economic Development & Innovation,
May 2010.
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3.6

Progress in Tourism
All the four underlying factors identified in Section 3.2 of growing global demand,
developments in transport technology, development of technology suited to the area and
success breeds success, were to lie behind the spectacular growth of tourism in Northern
Australia since the 1960s.
However, none of these factors have been more important than developments in transport
technology.
The world class combination of natural attractions of the Great Barrier Reef and the
rainforests of the Wet Tropics around Cairns has been there since modern settlement began.
Ayers Rock (Uluru), the Olgas (Kata Tjuta), and the desert-scapes of the Musgrave Ranges
around Alice Springs are timeless.
But both areas were remote from major markets within Australia let alone from major global
tourism markets. The history of their development can largely be written in terms of breaking
down barriers of remoteness, of cost in money terms, and cost in terms of travel difficulty
and time. It was a similar story for other major tourism attraction areas of Northern Australia
such as the Whitsunday Islands, the Waltzing Matilda country, Kakadu, the Kimberley region
and Broome.
The case of Cairns is classic. The wonders of the Great Barrier Reef (in the Cairns area
close to the coast and readily accessible) and the ‘giant scrubs’ (rainforests) were
recognised right from the earliest days of settlement. In the winter months, visitors would
come up the coast in passenger ships like those of Adelaide Steamships’ the “Manunda” and
the “Manoora”. They would take a trip to Green Island, to walk among the exposed corals at
low tide, and take the rail trip to Kuranda to visit “Paradise”. Cruise ship traffic is still part of
Cairns’ tourism mix today.
The year 1924 saw the linking of the railway from Brisbane. A new era began of the
“Sunshine Express”, the formation of what is now Tourism Queensland as a division of
Queensland Rail, the annual arrival of groups of Young Australia League visitors, and of
visitors being taken by “White Car Coaches” to see the Tablelands’ Crater, Waterfalls, Lake
Barrine and the Curtain Fig Tree. Visitors using rail are still part of the area’s tourism mix
today.
The post war era of the family car, improving road links from the South, caravans and tour
coaches, ushered in a new era of road-borne traffic that is still a major part of the region’s
tourism mix.
But before the final stretch of bitumen was put into place in 1973, another wave was starting
to develop that would come to dominate all, and open up global opportunities – the air-borne
visitors.
Sensing the opportunity, northern enterprise took over. The Cairns regional economy had
become heavily dependent on the sugar industry that was subject to ups and downs in world
sugar prices and facing a crisis of labour costs (see Section 3.5.2).
With the efforts and success of the Gold Coast under the leadership of its dynamic Mayor,
Bruce Small as an example, efforts were being made during the 1960s to develop an
organisation that could reach out to promote the area’s attractions in distant markets in
southern Australia.
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Box 9 – Understanding Tourism
To understand the growth of tourism in Australia, it is first necessary to recognise, that while
tourism is classed as a service industry, in the Australian context, like agriculture, it is an industry
based on ‘resources’. in the case of tourism, often referred to as ‘attractions’.
It tends to be located where natural ‘attractions’ occur. Although man made attractions can be
very important in world tourism, most are not created for tourism.
When an attraction has an appropriate infrastructure and transport access applied to it, it becomes
a tourism ‘product’. Only relatively few attractions and almost none of Australia’s major tourist
attractions of international appeal were specifically created for tourism.
An important aspect to understand about tourism is that while most industries create a product
that is transported to consumers in distant markets, in the case of tourism, the consumers come to
the product.
However the elements in the supply chain are remarkably the same – retailers, wholesalers,
export agents (inbound travel agents), transport, processing and storage (sugar mills and bulk
terminals in the case of the sugar industry, hotels in the case of tourism), field transport (cane
trains to mills for sugar, tour buses or ferries to the reef in the case of tourism). The ultimate
source in the case of the sugar industry is the canefield, in the case of tourism, the ultimate
destination is the ‘attraction’.
Tourism might involve mainly travel for ‘leisure’, but globally it is a hard edged highly
commercialised industry. As one tourism savant explained to a local rainforest tour operator,
“The structure of the tourist industry is as ‘byzantine’ as your rainforest.” It is important to
recognise the complicated industry structure and the many market segments involved.

But the effort was fragmented and weak. By the early 1970s, it was clear that to succeed:

o If you waited for the Government, it would not happen:
o The effort had to combine the resources of local government and bodies like the
Harbour Board and Electricity Board, the existing tourist industry itself and the
business community.

o The effort needed to involve the whole region and not just Cairns.
o The effort needed to be in partnership with the state and national tourist
organisations and in the process, get them to realise and promote the area’s
potential.
Under the leadership of the then Chairman of Johnstone Shire, Cr Roy Dickson, the
organisational structure was put in place.
In 1971, the Australian National Travel Association was invited to send in a team of experts
to advise on potential. Spurred on by the report, a major fund raising effort using
professional fund raises was put underway that raised the then princely sum of $250,000 to
enable the employment of professional tourism promotion personnel over a five-year period.
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With the assistance of the airlines, promotion teams were soon travelling to the major cities
of southern Australia. The region was making its presence felt in the major tourist industry
annual travel show ATE (Australian Travel Exchange). The Queensland Tourist Bureau and
Australian Tourism Commission were regularly sending with confidence, domestic and
overseas travel agents and travel writers to the region for ‘familiarisations’.
During the 1970s, Cairns’ tourism growth was skyrocketing. But there was one major
bottleneck to it achieving its objectives, especially of tapping into growing international
markets. A major report commissioned by the Australian Tourism Commission from Pannell
Kerr and Forster, Hawaii, had identified Australia’s great triangle of international tourism
appeal – Sydney, the Red Centre and the Great Barrier Reef – the reef, the rock and the
opera house – the entry point and heartland Australia of blue skies and wheat and sheep,
Australia’s arid interior and desert scapes and the lush, profuse nature of Australia’s tropics.
By the 1970s, an air-link had been put in place by Cairns based Bush Pilots and Northern
Territory based Connair between Cairns and Alice Springs. Following Connair’s demise, the
route was successfully taken over by TAA. When jets were put on the route in 1976, it never
looked back.
The questions were:

o Could this triangle be turned into the “Great Boomerang” for visitors, with
backtracking to Sydney avoided and visitors flown direct into and out of the Great
Barrier Reef area?

o Could the then growing Japanese traffic be flown into Cairns and then back home
through Sydney or Brisbane, saving a great deal of backtracking?
Cairns airport became a major focus of attention. By 1979 with the region’s comparative
population and visitor traffic swelling numbers, Cairns airport had passed that of Townsville
to become the leading passenger airport in Northern Australia. The existing runway needed
to be extended to take the wide-bodied jets then coming onto domestic routes, such as the
Boeing 727s, direct to Melbourne. The existing terminals of TAA and Ansett were
substandard.
Again, it was a case that if you waited for the Government to do it, the upgrade would just
not take place. Requests for the Commonwealth to upgrade the airport were met with a
statement, that upgrading of Sydney airport was next and Cairns was well down the list. In a
series of moves, the problem would be resolved.
The region’s tourist organisation invited the Pacific Asia Travel Association to send in a team
of experts to report on the region’s international tourism potential, a necessary precondition
for convincing international airlines to fly into the area.
The regional tourism organisation worked with Air Niugini, that since independence in 1975
had been linking Port Moresby with the Australian air services network, to put arrangements
in place to use the 707 flights Air Niugini had established to Kagoshima (subsequently to
Fukuoka) to bring Japanese tour groups down to Cairns via the Port Moresby link, as well as
visiting Papua New Guinea.
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The leading community organisations; Councils, Harbour Board, Electricity Board, Promotion
Bureau and Chambers of Commerce met together at the instigation of then Chairman of the
Harbour Board, Mick Borzi, and decided to accept a Commonwealth offer to hand the airport
over to ‘local ownership’, but with one condition, that the airport be first upgraded to take
wide bodied jets to Melbourne, a requirement that would also enable Boeing 747SPs to fly to
Honolulu.
After a furious internal debate about whether the Council should take the risk, a parochial
scrap with Townsville who opposed the move and heavy lobbying at Federal level, some
$30m was allocated by the Federal Government to upgrade the airport with the local Port
Authority to take over ownership and running of the airport.
On 31st March 1984, a Qantas 747SP took off for Honolulu. It would usher in a new era for
tourism in the North and in Australia. It would be one of the most rewarding $30m of
investment in infrastructure the Commonwealth Government would ever make.
From 400,000 passengers in 1983, Cairns airport now handles over four million a year.
Today, hotel rooms in the Cairns region stand at over 10,000, ahead of the number in
Adelaide and about on a par with Perth and Brisbane. In 2014, for the first time, Australia’s
landmark tourism event ATE (Australian Tourism Exchange) will move out of the southern
capitals to be held in Cairns.
However northern determination and enterprise was not only to be seen in the creation of
tourism organisations and taking over ‘local ownership’ of its airport. Challenges of
transporting visitors to the reef and back and viewing the reefs in comfort was met through
world leadership in application of technology to tourism. The construction of an underwater
observatory at Green Island in the 1950s was a world first. The region led in the
development of large fast catamaran type vessels built by local shipbuilding firm, NQEA, to
transport visitors to the reef quickly and in comfort. Semi-submersible reef viewers were
designed and built locally.
The Chapman family took a dream of tourism leader, Gordon McKauge, to reality, by
introducing cableway technology to viewing rainforest. The first four-wheel drive coach to
tour into Cape York was a backyard-built Toyota coaster mounted on a four-wheel drive
chassis and called “The Beast”. The second one was called “The Brute”.
But while the leading story in tourism was taking place around Cairns, the tourism growth
story was taking place right across the North.
Young people were being invited to ‘get wrecked’ on Great Keppel Island, Keith Williams
was building Hamilton Island with airport to link to Cairns and Brisbane. In western
Queensland, local enterprise was building the Stockman’s Hall of Fame at Longreach, the
Waltzing Matilda Centre at Winton and the Min Min Light Centre at Boulia. Gerry Collins
began tours of the geological wonders of the Undara Lava Tubes and Tex Battle was
opening up a fishing lodge in the Gulf.
In the Northern Territory, under the leadership of Chief Minister, Paul Everingham, promotion
efforts were being stepped up, the Yulara Resort built at Ayers Rock (Uluru) and Kakadu
was being developed to international fame.
More recently the profile and visitor numbers to Broome, the Kimberley area and the Bungle
Bungles have been stepped up.
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The North has become a very essential part of Australia’s international tourism attractions.
As the following table indicates, number of hotel/motel rooms across the North (including the
Red Centre) about equals the combined total of Tasmania, South Australia and the southern
part of Western Australia.
Table #10: Room Numbers in Tourist Accommodation for Selected Regions, June Quarter 2013
Region(a)

Rooms (b)

Tropical North Queensland (TR)

10,940

Central Queensland (TR)

4,180

Northern (TR) (Qld)

3,149

Whitsundays (TR)

2,677

Mackay (TR)

1,903

Outback (TR) (Qld)

1,171

Australia's North West (TR) (WA)

3,801

Northern Territory

7,469

Northern Australia total

35,290

Southern Queensland

37,748

Southern Western Australia

18,285

New South Wales

70,758

Victoria

43,449

South Australia

12,823

Tasmania

6,713

Australian Capital Territory

4,998

Southern Australia total
Australia

15%

194,774

85%

230,064

100%

Note: TR = Tourism Region. (a) Regions are based on ASGS 2011 and Tourism Regions defined by ABS. Some areas
have been renamed to distinguish the different levels of geography. (b) Includes hotels, motels and serviced apartments
with 15 or more rooms only
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Tourism Accommodation, Small area data, Australia, June Quarter 2013 (Cat No.
8635.0)

3.7

An Increasing Role in National Defence & Security
Japan’s military threat to Australia during World War II exposed both the vulnerability of the
North with its miniscule population and the key role it needed to play in Australia’s security
arrangements. Concern was further heightened by the turmoil that took place in South East
Asia during the post war period: the emergency in Malaysia, Indonesia’s war of
independence, confrontation with Malaysia and takeover of East Timor, the war in Vietnam
and the ‘domino’ theory.
Developments in the post war period up to the 1960s included:

o

Expansion of airbases at Tindal south of Darwin and Garbutt at Townsville.

o

The development of Lavarack Barracks Army Base in Townsville and Robertson Army
Barracks in Darwin.

o

The development of naval patrol boat bases at Cairns and Darwin.
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Over the years, defence presence has been expanded through:

o

Expansion of Lavarack Barracks in Townsville to now take a Brigade size force.

o

Expansion of Cairns Naval Base to take the Navy’s hydrographic survey vessels.

o

Establishment of fly-in/fly-out airbases at Derby (Curtin) and Weipa (Scherger).

o

Regular joint military exercises with the United States in Central Queensland.

Additional security arrangements affecting the northern cities have been:

o

Establishment of aerial coastal surveillance operations at Cairns and Darwin.

o

Increased presence of immigration, Customs and AQIS officials in the Torres Strait, at
Christmas Island and Darwin.

o

Conversion of Army Reserve Units based in the Cairns/Far North Queensland area, and
in Darwin and the Kimberley region to include a coastal surveillance protection role.

o

Establishment of the Pine Gap facility at Alice Springs and “Over the Horizon” radar at
Jindalee.

Number of defence personnel located in Northern Australia at the time of the 2011 Census
was 10,643 or 8.8 per 1000 population compared with the number in southern Australia at
62,750 or 3.1 per 1000 population. While comparative defence presence in Northern
Australia is high in relation to population at 14% of total, it is low in relation to area and
strategic importance.
The contribution of defence employment in the various cities and regions particularly
contributes to the economies of Darwin, Townsville and to a lesser extent Cairns and their
regions.
Table #11: Number of Persons Employed in Defence per 1000 head of population

Cairns
Townsville

City

Region

6.0

4.0

24.8

19.8

Mackay

0.1

0.1

Rockhampton

0.5

0.4

36.9

24.7

Darwin

Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics Census 2011 data.

Apart from the direct employment of defence personnel, substantial multiplier impacts are
generated. Requirements for maintenance of defence equipment by private contractors has
been of special importance in reinforcing the development of maritime servicing facilities at
Cairns and Darwin.
The Scherger Airbase has recently played a role in meeting needs of detention and
assessment of asylum seeker boat arrivals.
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3.8

Progress in the Services Sector
3.8.1 Relationship to Base Industries
To understand the role and growth of the services in regional Australia, it is first necessary to
understand some of the dynamics of regional development.
It is necessary to understand that there are those economic activities that play a prime role
of ‘locating’ activity in a region and earn income from outside that region (ie. regional
exports) and those that ‘follow’. The size and extent of those that ‘follow’ is heavily related to
the size and extent of the industries that locate activity in the region and earn outside
income.
It is useful to refer to the activities that locate activity in the region as ‘base’ industries.
Typically, in regional Australia, these will be ‘resource’ based and include elements of
agricultural and pastoral industries, fishing, mining and tourism. The ‘follower’ activities
typically include retailing, business and professional services, education, health, police and
local cultural and recreation services. Typically, the ‘base’ industries will pioneer an activity
in the area, but the ‘follower’ service industry structure will often develop to a point where it
accounts for more employment than the ‘base’ industries.
What is important to clearly recognise is that it is the ‘base’ industries earning outside
incomes that created the growth in the region not the service industry structure that followed.
Although having the service industry structure is vital to the efficient functioning of the ‘base’
industries, it can be expected that if the ‘base’ industries fail and disappear, the ‘service’
industry activity will also disappear. It can also be taken as normal that if the ‘base’
industries expand, the retail, business and professional services, education, health, police
and local recreation activities will follow.
Most people in regions instinctively understand this, with the business community and
services sector very concerned with what is happening in the region’s ‘base’ industries.
Unfortunately, at times, people will be confused and misled by simplistic statistical exercises
that show that the region’s ‘service’ sector employment is larger than direct employment in
the ‘base’ industries leading to a belief that the ‘service’ structure is all important rather than
pursuit of expanded earnings of outside income. (See further discussion, Section 6.1
Getting the Concepts Right.)
3.8.2 Changing Hierarchies of Service Towns
It is also important to understand that a region’s ‘service’ sector will be located in a hierarchy
of local townships, of district centres, and a regional hub city, which in turn will face
competition from major metropolitan centres.
Typically, the regional hub city will have a capital city relationship to the area it services
accounting for about half or more of the region’s population.
By and large, across Northern Australia, as across southern Australia and indeed around the
world, the structure of this hierarchy is changing with ‘local towns’ tending to shrink and at
times disappear with more services delivered from ‘district centres’, which in turn will lose out
to the ‘regional hub cities’, which in turn often lose out to the larger ‘metropolitan cities’.
The process has been going on for a long time.
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It is caused by a combination of; improving transport and communication reducing costs of
delivering goods and services from more distant centres, efficiencies of agglomeration and
economies of scale in the larger centres, and as on-farm/boat/mine/resort labour efficiencies
are achieved through application of capital, machinery and outsourcing of specialised
services.
If a region’s outside earnings (the income of the ‘base’ industries), is static, it soon becomes
evident in a decline on-farm/boat/mine/resort employment, declining local townships and
stagnant district centres, but often counter-balanced to some extent by growth in the regional
hub city. This pattern is evident in many of the regional areas of southern Australia. In the
northern regions, by and large, solid increases have been taking place in regional
populations outside the regional capitals.
Table #12: Growth in Regional Population, Locations Outside of the Regional Capitals, 1991 to 2011
Northern Australia

Number

Percent

Cairns/Far North Region

24359

+26%

Mackay/Mackay Region

18610

+41%

Darwin/Northern Territory

23304

+30%

Rockhampton & Gladstone/Fitzroy

19683

+28%

Townsville/Northern /North West

(-835)

(-1%)

Kimberley Region

14298

+61%

Pilbara Region

14186

+35%

Note: The fall in the Townsville hinterland has been due in large part to a decline in population in the Mt Isa/North West
and relative slow growth of its surrounding sugar and pastoral areas.
Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics Cat 3218.0.

3.8.3 Retailing and Business Services
Against a background of general economic growth, expansion of wholesaling, retailing and
business services has been strong. The following table gives levels of employment in
business services.
Table #13: Comparative Employment in Wholesale, Retail & Business Services,
(rate per 1000 population), Cities and Regional Areas of Northern Australia,
Wholesale
trade

Retail
trade

Financial &
insurance

Rental &
real estate

Professional
& scientific

Administration
& support

Far North

31.4

129.0

16.7

20.0

48.7

40.3

Fitzroy

33.1

108.1

15.5

17.6

49.9

26.9

Townsville

33.6

126.4

18.4

17.3

51.4

33.3

Mackay

40.0

103.2

13.3

19.2

43.0

30.0

North west

20.9

68.9

7.3

10.8

16.4

23.9

Central West

27.2

89.5

9.3

5.9

17.8

12.4

Kimberley

11.9

73.7

6.9

13.9

22.4

34.5

Pilbara

11.1

31.1

3.1

12.7

19.8

22.7

Northern Territory

21.2

80.4

14.5

12.8

48.8

30.0

Northern Australia total

41.9

108.3

14.0

16.4

43.7

30.9

Southern Australia total

41.2

107.8

39.9

16.2

76.2

33.0

Region (a)

Note(a): Regions are based on ASGS 2011. Some areas have been renamed to distinguish the different levels of
geography
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Census of Population and Housing, 2011.
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By and large, ratio of employment to population in the North is similar to those in the South in
wholesaling, retailing, rental and real estate but very low in finance and insurance,
professional and scientific, and a bit lower in administration and support services.
Among the major regions, the Cairns/Far North has highest in retail, rental and real estate,
and administration and support and Townsville region in finance and insurance, professional
and scientific and Mackay region in wholesaling.
3.8.4 Non-Defence Government Services
Growth in national government services excluding defence has tended to favour Darwin and
Townsville.
Table #14: Major Areas of National Government Employment per 1000 head of population
Cairns

Townsville

Mackay

Rockhampton

Darwin

11.8

19.8

4.1

11.5

23.9

Education & training
Public administration
(excluding defence)
Professional & scientific

3.3

8.8

0.9

7.2

7.5

6.9

7.7

1.2

1.9

4.4

1.6

1.5

0.5

0.6

2.8

Transport & postal

1.6

1.2

1.0

1.3

0.1

Total

 Denotes two highest in that category.
Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011 Census.

The major influence of university campus development is covered further in Section 3.11 on
Human Resource development. Townsville and Darwin lead.
For growth in employment in State Government services (shown per 1000 population), as
might be expected, Darwin leads with State Government head offices located in the city.
However Rockhampton comes up to Townsville and both are above Cairns with Mackay last.
Table #15: State Government Employment by Major Industry Types per 1000 head of population
Cairns

Townsville

Mackay

Rockhampton

Darwin

Total

54.0

61.0

44.0

60.0

79.0

Education

15.8

14.1

15.5

15.0

17.9

Health

21.1

23.6

12.5

18.8

13.2

Public administration

15.3

15.2

8.0

15.1

52.9

Electricity, gas & water

3.3

5.0

2.5

7.0

3.2

Transport & postal

2.0

4.9

8.3

9.9

0.8

Professional & scientific

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.4

0.6

Arts & recreation

0.2

0.3

0.1

0.4

0.5

 Denotes two highest in that category.
Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011 Census.

By and large local government employment in the Queensland cities is similar but the
Northern Territory almost double.
Thus overall, government services have come to play a substantially larger role in supporting
the Northern Territory’s economy and the Townsville regional economy and have had a very
low role in the Mackay region.
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3.9

Progress in Manufacturing
Manufacturing across Northern Australia can be classed as three types:
1. Primary product and mineral processing;
2. Manufacturing to service local markets;
3. Manufacturing that because of location or special skills has broken out of local
markets to service wider markets.
Most manufacturing in the regions of Northern Australia is of the first or second types. There
is very little of the third group.
The first type is very heavily oriented to the location of the primary industries and mining.
While the sugar crop has expanded in size, the trend has been for major efficiencies to have
been achieved in sugar mills and rationalisations to have taken place. Only two new mills
have been built - one on the Tablelands at Mareeba (which is currently being upgraded from
juice to crystal sugar production) and one on the Ord (which failed). Along the Queensland
coast, the number of mills has fallen.
Increased transport efficiencies and eventually the swing to live cattle trade would mean a
reduction in number of employment in meatworks. Meatworks at Darwin, Mareeba, Innisfail
and Bowen would go. However, on the Tablelands, the Rocky Creek Abattoir would remain
and a chicken processing works be established by Steggles at Mareeba. Dairy factories
would shrink back to an expanded facility at Malanda on the Tablelands.
However, associated with the expansion of the tropical fruit and other agricultural industries
would be the setting up of tea factories and coffee works in the Cairns region, packing
sheds, wineries and various mini production of jams, sauces, sweets and chocolates
especially in the Cairns/Far North region. The Tablelands especially would see an
expansion of cleaning and processing of peanuts, pasture seeds and potatoes.
Major mineral processing works in the north are associated with the bauxite at Gove
(alumina plant), copper, lead and zinc smelter at Mt Isa, copper cathodes at Red Hill and
Lady Annie, and the copper refinery, zinc refinery and nickel refinery at Townsville. More
recently, LNG plants have been established in the Pilbara and Darwin. Substantial
development at Gladstone is just south of the tropic. Most other mining activity would
involve minor processing and grading activity at many locations across the North.
However as indicated in earlier sections, manufacturing for local markets would prove to be
constantly under siege from larger units in the southern metropolitan areas as transport
costs fell with improved infrastructure and transport equipment.
The regional breweries would disappear from Rockhampton and Townsville with the last
closed in Cairns, a victim of the 1990 “recession we had to have”.
Regional clay brick works near Townsville and Cairns would also disappear under the
combined pressure from locally manufactured concrete blocks and larger establishments
producing a wider range of clay bricks in Bundaberg and Brisbane. Townsville’s cement
works would also close with cement being supplied especially from expanded production
facilities in the Rockhampton/Gladstone area.
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However, based on expansion of outside earnings from primary industries, mining and
tourism, the region’s population and economy were coping with this ‘hollowing out’ of the
local market oriented manufacturing sector.
Population was expanding strongly,
construction activity was high and new opportunities were developing to expand local service
manufacturing activity.
Much was associated with construction including production of concrete blocks, roof frames,
roof iron rolling and steel fabrication. An expanding consumer market helped stimulate
bakeries and catering companies with enlarged tourism numbers creating a special market
for speciality foodstuffs. Expanded tourism operations required expanded laundries and
printing of promotional and guiding material. Growing agricultural activity resulted in
increasing demand for fertiliser mixing and local engineering and equipment servicing
workshops. Growing mining activity had a major impact on demand for steel fabrication and
other types of engineering and equipment servicing.
A growing fleet of small vessels in the North – a fishing fleet, a tourism ‘reef fleet’, small
coastal shipping fleet along with government vessels such as Customs and Immigration and
the 1960s’ decision to establish Cairns and Darwin as naval bases for patrol boat activity, led
to an expanded requirement for ships maintenance, especially in Cairns and Darwin.
A growing fleet of small to medium sized aircraft operating in the North would see a need for
expanded aircraft maintenance facilities especially at Cairns and to a lesser extent Darwin.
By the early 2000s, the northern Queensland aviation sector had hit a point where it had
drawn up with South Australia in activity.
In fact, the clusters of servicing activity built around the needs of marine and aviation sectors
would go through to being one of the few sectors in which the North would break out of
dependence on local markets to achieve wider national and international markets. Both
have all the hallmarks of classic Porter type ‘clusters’; a group of competing and
collaborating and inter-related firms that have built up nationally and internationally
competitive skills.
By the 1950s, Cairns was already established as a base for marine servicing activity with a
long history of shipbuilding and maintenance stretching back to the early days of beche-demer, pearling and trochus fleets, nascent reef tourism operations and coastal trading
vessels. In the 1960s, local engineering firm, NQEA (North Queensland Engineers and
Agents), (originally set up by Dick Fry CBE, OBE, under his Queenslander house after being
‘demobbed’ at the end of the war), tendered for and succeeded in winning the contract to
build a number of assault barges for the Australian defence forces. A highly skilled local
workforce with a highly competitive wage structure under excellent management went on to
win contract after contract Australia wide and internationally (see Box 10 for vessels built).
The Australian Navy’s decision to establish their north eastern naval base in Cairns in the
1960s was a mixture of the strategic position of Cairns in the Far North and the city’s backup marine engineering servicing capacity which in turn depended on the city’s ability to hold
its workforce and attract workforce.
With NQEA, the navy and a growing fishing, tourism and trading fleet, the ‘cluster’ kept
expanding.
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Today it consists of three slipways - Tropical Reef Slipways (capable of slipping vessels of
up to about 3000 tonnes), Cairns Slipways (vessels up to 1500 tonnes) and Norship Marine
(with a travel lift capacity of up to 400 tonnes). The slipways are backed up by wide ranging
capacity in boiler making, marine engineering, hydraulics, electrics and electronics, cabinet
making, paints and finishes and the like. While based on servicing local shipping, the
sector’s clients come from other regions in Australia, out into the Pacific and up into Papua
New Guinea and the Asia Pacific region. The sector competes with slipways in other parts
of Australia, with Auckland, new facilities in Port Moresby, the Philippines and Singapore.
Norship Marine services Australia’s fleet of Custom vessels and the Pacific Patrol boats.
While other centres will be cheaper for simple work like sand blasting and painting, the
Cairns slipways competitive position is built on its high level of skills in being able to refit and
recondition in high skill areas like engines, electrics and electronics.
The sector has seen through NQEA’s setbacks and the blow dealt by the global financial
crisis to its previously burgeoning luxury superyacht business. (Cairns is a major port of call.)
The cluster’s most recent expansion has been the development of an education and training
element. The Great Barrier Reef International Marine College attracts students from around
Australia and overseas. Recently the high level of skilled workforce capacity in the city has
led to a role in servicing the marine elements of Australia’s mining boom with local Cairns
owned and based shipping company “Seaswift” providing vessel capacity and crew for the
LNG plant construction in Gladstone and specialists and crew on fly-in/fly-out employment to
projects in the North West.
A 2008 study provided the following profile of the sector estimating that between the various
elements of ships’ operation, repair and maintenance, port and other services, the sector
had a turnover of over $800m and was employing over 4000.
Table #16: Estimated Turnover & Employment, Marine Services Sector, Far North Qld, 2007/2008
Est Turnover

Est Employment

$200 m

900

Trading & Other Work Vessels

$75 m

360

Reef Fleet & Tourism

$190 m

750

Government, Navy & Pilot Vessels

$146 m

960

Slipways Repair & Maintenance

$105 m

700

Fishing Commercial & Recreation

Other Marine Industry Services

$122 m

620

Total Far North

$838 m

4,290

Source: Cummings Economics’ FNQ Marine Industries Capability Study, 2008, for Qld Department of
Employment, Economic Development and Innovation.

The story of Cairns’ aviation servicing cluster including its engineering component is similar.
Cairns airport has a large number of aircraft based at it including substantial numbers
involved in regular passenger transport to remote communities in Cape York, the Gulf and
North West and up into Papua New Guinea. There is a larger amount of charter business
including regular FIFO charters to mining operations. There is a substantial tourism
component of fixed wing and helicopter flights.
Cattle stations are heavy users of helicopters for mustering. There are a substantial number
of emergency aircraft including the Royal Flying Doctor Service base, Emergency
Queensland helicopters and police.
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Australia’s North Eastern Air Surveillance operations are based in Cairns and the Navy has
an aircraft used in hydrographic survey work. Added to this are pilot training operations.
Adjacent regions across the North have substantial aviation sectors and Papua New Guinea
and the Pacific Islands are heavily dependent on air transport. Apart from, at times, having
aircraft being serviced in Cairns, airline crew for these areas can be based in Cairns.
As with the marine sector, there is a wide range of competing and collaborative firms that
offer a wide range of specialist services. Regional operator, Skytrans, is based in Cairns,
along with important offices of Hevilift operating in Papua New Guinea. At the heart of the
engineering capacity is Hawker Pacific that employs over 100 servicing aircraft from across
the Asia Pacific region. As with the marine sector, a specialist education and training
capacity in the form of Cairns Aviation Skills Centre has been established. Latest research
indicates that the sector has a turnover in 2007/08 of the order of $322m and employment of
about 2270.
Other firms in manufacturing that have developed wider national markets include the North’s
major foundry at Innisfail. Northern Iron and Brass employs 85. It is located in the heart of
the far northern sugar milling belt from Ingham to Mossman that supplies much of the scrap
metal it uses for casting. Nearby is a silica sand deposit that provides a first class moulding
medium. The firm was established by a German migrant and today sells casting throughout
Australia with a degree of specialisation in the needs of local authorities for sewerage and
drainage.
Clusters of manufacturing industry relating to the mining sector have been developing at
Mackay and Townsville with Townsville based Donhad breaking into exports to Papua New
Guinea for grinding balls. Darwin has a group of firms developing around the servicing of
LNG.
The following table gives an overview of manufacturing in the northern regions, of the
number of firms, employment and sales of goods and services
Table #17: Manufacturing in Northern Australia, 2006/07

Kimberley/Pilbara

Number of
locations
197

851

Sales of
goods & services
na

Northern Territory

506

3508

na

Cairns/Far North

962

6382

$3286 m

Townsville/North

653

7137

$4260 m

Mackay

585

4836

$1648 m

Employment

Rockhampton/Fitzroy

586

8110

$3600 m

Total

3489

30824

$17294 m
(plus NT, Kimberley & Pilbara)

Cf Tasmania

1742

16552

$8011 m

 Denotes highest recorded.

Note: Comparison with Tasmania which has a population about 40% of that of the North indicates that the North
has a lower number of establishments per head of population and employment in manufacturing than Tasmania.
Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics Cat. 82210DO010.
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While the biggest employment numbers are in the Townville and Rockhampton regions,
reflecting mainly primary product and mineral processing, highest number of manufacturing
firms are in the Cairns/Far North region reflecting population and numbers of local service
firms, but also the high level of skilled based activity associated with the marine and aviation
clusters and the impacts of a higher level of agricultural and tourism activity.

Box 10 – The NQEA Story and its Lessons for the North
NQEA built vessels have included:
o

The 14 Fremantle Class Patrol boats for the Australian Navy.

o

The CSIRO research vessel “Franklin”.

o

The two Navy hydrographic ships, HMAS Leeuwin and Melville.

o

A fast passenger catamaran for Japan.

o

Workboats for Iraq.

o

Large bulk transfer barge for McArthur River mine.

Unfortunately NQEA’s shipbuilding has declined in recent years. The Navy’s submarine
contracts were directed to South Australia and NQEA did not win the contract for the next
series of patrol boats.
NQEA won the right to be part of the Airwarfare Destroyer contract but lost it when the
Queensland State Government refused to assist it with some financial guarantees; financial
guarantees of a type that had enabled it to win the contract to build the Fremantle Class Patrol
boats in the early 1980s.
The firm’s basic problem has been a lack of support in recent years from the Queensland
Government equivalent to the state government support provided to the shipbuilding sector
by the Victorian, South Australian and Western Australian state governments.
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3.10 Growing Domestic & International Transport Links and Communication
From the 1960s onward, major advances have been made in transport infrastructure that
have laid the foundation for much of the North’s economic progress over the intervening
period.
The “Beef Roads” program of the 1960s and early 1970s was critical and did much more
than improve beef exports. It played a critical role in providing access for the development of
mines, fisheries, agriculture and tourism. The progressive improvement of the Bruce
Highway was to have major impacts on tourism and in developing agricultural industries in
northern Queensland as well as lowering transport costs for input of goods. The national
roads program of linking capital cities has put excellent roads from Brisbane, Adelaide and
Perth north to Darwin, Brisbane to Cairns and Townsville to Mt Isa with widespread
economic impacts.
However compared with regional areas of southern Australia, there are still major
deficiencies (see Sections 4.2 and 6.4), and .impact of capital investment in roads has been
uneven across the regions. The following table gives lengths of National and State highways
in the Queensland regions indicating low levels to area in the Far North Queensland region.
Cape York Peninsula is a major deficiency area.
Examination of the situation in the Northern Territory and Kimberley regions indicates a basic
framework of national highway funded sealed roads but still large areas without sealed
roads.
Table #18: Lengths of National and State Main Roads by Regions, by Area & Population
Ratio km of roads to
1000 sq km of area

Ratio of km of roads to
1000 population

Far North

11.56

11.88

Northern

13.49

20.12

Mackay/Whitsunday

29.58

15.60

Central Queensland

15.38

34.48

District

Source: Cummings Economics from Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads data.

In rail transport, mineral developments have seen the construction of new lines in central
Queensland and the Pilbara to tap coal and iron ore resources and the Townsville Mt Isa line
was upgraded. The Darwin to Larrimah line fell into disuse but the Howard Government
provided the funding to establish a new link between Alice Springs and Darwin. Much of the
Far Northern hinterland line out of Cairns to Forsayth fell into disuse. As will be indicated in
Section 6.4, major areas of tropical Australia remain un-serviced by rail with major
consequences for the importance of road construction to provide heavy freight routes.
By the 1960s, the North had long established coastal sea links, especially from Cairns to the
Torres Strait and Gulf of Carpentaria and south via other coast ports to Brisbane and
Sydney. Darwin had coastal routes to Gove and the Gulf and the offshore islands with
coastal services coming out of Perth via Pilbara and Kimberley ports. Regular international
general cargo shipping calls were made to northern ports linking to Asian ports to pick up
bagged sugar and beef. The following decades were to see a mixture of positive and
negative impacts.
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The movement to bulk cargo shipping would have a major impact on the cost reduction that
would help move the sugar industry out of its protected/subsidised status. Major market
opportunities would open up for the bulk export of northern minerals. These effects would
lead to major expansion of Gladstone and building of new overseas bulk ports at Hay Point,
Abbott Point, Lucinda, Mourilyan, Cape Flattery, Weipa, Karumba, McArthur River (Bing
Bong), Gove, Port Hedland and Dampier.
On the other hand, cargo containerisation would see most of the North’s ports lose general
cargo shipping opportunities to southern ports and overseas. A State Government
subsidised coastal route to Darwin from Perth would remain. However in Queensland, under
pressure from the alternative of rail transport, ANL would finally withdraw from a coastal
route from Brisbane to northern ports in the 1980s.
While a need to ship copper from the refinery at Townsville would see general cargo
shipping continue to call at Townsville, connections to overseas ports were limited and
sporadic. Most general cargo trade to and from northern Queensland centres would come to
be shipped via Brisbane. Townsville lost its limited wool trade and its meat export trade. In
more recent years, Townsville would increase its general cargo trade based on the nickel
refinery built in the 1970s and the zinc refinery more recently leading to the recent
development of direct container import trade from Asia and New Zealand and delivery of
vehicles from Japan.
Development of mining across the North and in Papua New Guinea and Papua Indonesia
would see coastal shipping out of Cairns, Darwin and Townsville continue. In the case of
Darwin, local shipping company, Perkins, would continue coastal services to the Northern
Territory, Gulf and offshore islands and expand small shipping services to Indonesia and
Singapore. Services out of Cairns to the Torres Strait would extend to Weipa (serviced for a
time by a coastal service out of Karumba). For a time, services were extended to Gove and
Port Moresby but were lost with the collapse of highly unionised John Burke Shipping about
1990.
After a few years based in Darwin, Freeport shifted their Australian buying base to Cairns in
1974 and have been operating a regular service ex Cairns to their giant mine in Papua
Indonesia now for forty years, generally using a 100-container vessel on a ten-day to twoweeks cycle. With the collapse of John Burke, PNG shipping company, Consort,
commenced a service linking Lae and Port Moresby with Townsville, mainly to meet the
needs of the Porgera mine in the PNG Highlands.
Between coastal services out of Cairns and Darwin across to northern centres within
Australia and the transhipment trade out of Townsville, Cairns and Darwin to the near north,
goods valued of the order of $1bn are being shipped each year.
Tonnages of cargoes now being shipped through northern ports in the various regions are
shown in the following table.
By 2009/10, over 60% of all cargoes through Australian ports would be through northern
ports, especially those in the Pilbara, Mackay and Fitzroy regions. However, the Cairns/Far
North and Northern Territory ports would each be shipping almost as much as the ports of
South Australia.
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Table #19: Tonnages Shipped Through Northern Ports by Regions
Region

Ports

Tonnages (million tonnes)

Fitzroy

83.7
Gladstone

83.7

Hay Point

99.4

Abbott Point

16.9

Townsville

10.4

Mackay

116.3

Townsville/North
Lucinda

11.0

0.6

Cairns/Far North

21.7
Cairns
Mourilyan
Weipa
Karumba

1.1
0.6
20.4
0.6

Northern Territory

21.6
Darwin

21.6

Broome

0.8

Wyndham

0.2

Yampi Sound

3.2

Port Hedland

129.3

Dampier
Cape Lambert

171.1
78.7

Kimberley

4.2

Pilbara

379.1

Total North

626.6

Source: Australian Seafreight 2009/10, Bureau of Industry, Transport & Regional Economics.

But it would be in air transport that one of the most dramatic impacts in breaking down the
North’s major barrier of remoteness would take place. The North would move it from back
door to front door status. Not only would developing air transport links result in a major
increase in tourism, it would have an impact on opening up export markets for high value
fishery and horticultural products.
There would also be increasing impacts on transporting workforce to remote mining
developments. But at a fundamental level, improved air services would make the prospects
for people from southern Australia shifting north away from family and friends less daunting.
From being a 48-hour train trip from Brisbane in the 1950s, Cairns would become a two-hour
flight.
What was a major expedition by rail and road from Adelaide to Darwin in the 1950s would
become a comfortable three-hour flight. Emergency cases could be flown into the regional
hospitals. Complicated cases beyond the capacity for the regional hospitals to deal with
could be flown to metropolitan centres for treatment.
Darwin had long been important in the development of air links between Australia via South
East Asia to Europe in the years up until the 1950s as an important stop on the old imperial
flying boat service and the developing Flying Kangaroo route. The route had benefited from
successive improvements in aircraft.
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However, for some time, improved aircraft would prove a negative for Darwin’s role.
Services from the southern metropolitan centres could increasingly overfly to major South
East Asian hubs in Singapore and today through to the Middle East. Today Darwin has
direct international links with Dili, Bali, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Manila and Tokyo.
In Queensland, Cairns airport had emerged as the largest passenger airport in the North by
1979. Cairns airport had long provided a link for domestic flights coming up the east coast to
continue on to Port Moresby. On Independence in 1974, a Bush Pilot aircraft out of Cairns
was the first international flight to land in Port Moresby. The aircraft of the newly
independent nation’s flag carrier, Air Niugini, replaced the Australian domestic carriers on the
route. When Cairns airport was upgraded in 1984, Cairns went out of its way to provide the
first opportunity to use its new international terminal to an Air Niugini flight. A Qantas 747SP
took off for Honolulu a few days later.
Cairns was to lose its Honolulu flights but over the next fourteen years, other flights were to
open up to Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Guam, Hong Kong, Bangkok, Bali, Kuala Lumpur and
Singapore. The 1998 Asian financial crisis delivered a blow to a number of these services.
On the Japanese route, Qantas and JAL would be replaced by Australian Airlines based in
Cairns and then Jet Star with flights now to Tokyo and Osaka..
Today, direct regular larger jet services operate to Port Moresby, Rabaul, Auckland, Guam.
Tokyo, Osaka, Hong Kong and via Darwin to Singapore. Recent Queensland subsidised
direct services to Shanghai and Guangzhou in China have not been sustained.
Today, smaller aircraft also operate international direct services to Mt Hagen, Moro and
Tabubil in Papua New Guinea and Timika (Freeport’s airport) in Papua Indonesia.
The following Map 22 shows major international links relating to the North’s international
airports.
The following table shows volumes of passenger movements at the various airports
illustrating the leading position of Cairns and Darwin followed by Townsville, Mackay and
Karatha.
Table #20: Comparative Passenger Movements – Leading Airports
(above 400,000 pax movements), Northern Australia, 2012/13
Domestic
‘000

Regional
‘000

International
‘000

Total
‘000

Cairns

3270

370

516

4156

Darwin

1414

153

313

1925

Townsville

1280

289

-

1570

Mackay

952

164

-

1116

Karatha

728

88

-

816

Rockhampton

497

214

-

711

Alice Springs

596

-

-

596

Gladstone

263

194

-

458

Hamilton I

428

18

-

447

Newman

431

88

-

440

Broome

330

80

-

416

Source: Bureau of Industry, Transport & Regional Economics.
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Map 22 – Regular International Air Services
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3.11

Progress in Human Resource Development
3.11.1 The Starting Point
As Section 2.4 outlines, by the 1960s, tropical Australian population consisted of a majority
frontier European origin population up the Queensland’s coast up to about 16° south and in
the west up to about 20 south plus pockets of European majority population at towns like
Thursday Island, Cooktown, Mt Isa, Cloncurry, Tennant Creek and the centres of Darwin,
Alice Springs, Derby and Broome.
This frontier population was generally composed of graziers, farmers, some miners and
fishermen, town businessmen and what one sociologist described as ‘spiralists’ - the young
teaches, nurses, policemen and bank managers on transfer to the State’s small centres
‘spiralling’ their way up the ladder with their next posting being to a larger town.
A major Aboriginal and Islander population over the remaining areas was mainly located in
church-controlled missions or town fringe camps or working as stockmen on cattle stations.
The network of hospital, schools and police stations maintained by State Governments in
Queensland and Western Australia and the Northern Territory Government ensured that
basic standards of education were available at primary school level and in the larger centres
at secondary school and trade college level. Many of the remote European population
availed themselves of boarding school education, located at the old mining towns of
Herberton in the Far North of Queensland, Charters Towers and the larger centres like
Townsville and Rockhampton. University level education required long trips to southern
metropolitan centres.
Queensland’s basic network of free hospitals funded by the “Golden Casket” (a State run
lottery), ensured that basic medical treatment was available to all, with growing use of radios
and aircraft extending the safety net to very remote areas.
The police station network was extensive and staffed by experienced and practical men who
by and large knew how to crack down hard when needed but also to not notice what was at
the time, unimportant in the local circumstances.
The network of health, education and law and order services may have been basic but it was
solid and probably better than existed in most other tropical regions around the world with
the exception of places like Hawaii.
The following decades have seen these services, fundamental to the development of human
‘capital’ and workforce efficiency, expand as population increased four-fold.
3.11.2 Inward Migration
Over the decades since the 1960s, most of the inward migration needed to quadruple the
population came from southern Australians migrating north.
In a nation with a highly mobile workforce, part of this was transitory rather than representing
long term settlement.
The highest proportion of long-term residents attached to specific areas has been the
indigenous population. In fact, unwillingness to move from traditional homelands and family
has been one of the major issues for indigenous population finding work.
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The most mobile were the Torres Strait Islanders. A strong physique and a willingness to
work hard found a special niche in railway building right across the North to Western
Australia. Island leader, George Mye of Darnley I (Erub), would advance a solution to the
costly remoteness of the Torres Strait, “Why don’t they let us build a railway line right up the
Peninsula?” Substantial numbers of Islanders shifted to Cairns and Townsville. A suburb of
Cairns is jokingly referred to as “Mooraboigu” a variation of its real name, Mooroobool.
Boigu is one of the low sand and mangrove islands just off the Papua coast. Edie Mabo
from Murray Island was working at James Cook University in Townsville when activists took
up his case.
The following table gives proportions of 2006 Census population counts in the northern cities
that had not been there one year and five years beforehand compared with a number of
cities in the South. The cities of Darwin and Townsville with large economic sectors in
defence, the public service and large company branch offices particularly exhibited large
proportions of population on short term transfers.
Table #21A: Percent Same Address or Same Statistical Local Area, One & Five Years Ago,
Population by Place of Usual Residence, Census 2006

(a)

(b)

% Resident
Population Growth
(2001-2006)
(c)

Greater Hobart

91%

75%

4%

79%

Sydney

90%

71%

4%

75%

Melbourne

90%

69%

8%

77%

Rockhampton

89%

72%

9%

81%

Adelaide

88%

69%

3%

72%

Perth

87%

66%

9%

75%

Brisbane

84%

57%

12%

69%

Cairns

82%

56%

16%

72%

Gold Coast

81%

50%

20%

70%

Townsville

79%

50%

15%

65%

Darwin

77%

49%

7%

56%

1 Year Ago

5 Years Ago

Net Non-Transient
Proportion
(d)

Source: Cummings Economics from ABS 2006 Census data.

Based on this, Table 20B sets out the percent of net transient population for the cities,
highest to lowest.
Table #21B: Percent Net Transient Population Measure
Darwin

44%

Townsville

35%

Brisbane

31%

Gold Coast

30%

Cairns

28%

Adelaide

28%

Perth

25%

Sydney

25%

Melbourne

23%

Greater Hobart

21%

Rockhampton

19%

Source: Cummings Economics from Table 21A.
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However substantial longer-term inward migration was taking place from the South including
much in some regions from interstate.
While most of this included families and skilled workforce, there was a proportion fleeing
marriage breakups and job setbacks in the South, to make a new life in the North including a
‘hippie’ alternative lifestyle element in the 1960s and 70s. Against this background, there are
relatively high levels of divorced, separate and never married recorded in demographics of
some of the cities. Absorbing large inflows of population from southern Australia has at
times posed some stresses and strains between values and approaches of the old northern
population and the newcomers.
After the big waves of direct migration before the 1960s that brought in large numbers of
migrants from Italy, the Balkans and other European countries, direct migration from
overseas over the 1960s to present has been generally lower than for the rest of Australia.
An interesting overseas migration wave came in the 50s and 60s as colonial Europeans from
around the globe who had lived their lives in the tropics, sought a place to shift to in the
tropics following independence. The first wave, of Dutch, came from Indonesia. A
smattering, mainly English speaking, came from Africa, and some from the Caribbean and
South America, at times making a substantial contribution by bringing valuable tropical
agricultural experience with them. A further substantial wave came from nearby Papua New
Guinea following Independence in the 1970s, again bringing valuable contacts and
experience in that country. Substantial numbers of Timorese fled to Darwin and Cairns.
Contrary to what might have been expected, the major wave of migration from Vietnam after
the Vietnam War did not come to the North, although climatic conditions in Queensland’s Far
North are very similar to Vietnam. The Vietnamese preferred to settle in the metropolitan
areas with one exception being a small community of Hmong people who settled in the Far
North.
However, tourism would bring a further wave to those areas heavily involved in the industry.
Some backpackers from England and Europe would come to like the area and stay. A
requirement for Japanese speakers would lead to an upsurge of residents from Japan in
Cairns. (The substantial Japanese population in the Cairns and Torres Strait area prior to
World War II had been interned and repatriated to Japan after the war.) A similar wave of
tourism workers becoming resident is now taking place from China.
In comparison with most other non-metropolitan cities around Australia, the northern cities,
especially the far northern gateway cities of Cairns and Darwin, are multicultural with, in the
case of Cairns, large international visitor elements adding to an international city
atmosphere.
3.11.3 Education – Achieving Higher Education Facilities
In the education field, the major deficiency in lack of higher education facilities commenced
being filled, when after a number of years of agitation, a College of Queensland University
was established in Townsville that would develop into a full independent James Cook
University, now one of the leading universities in non-metropolitan Australia.
The Martin Report led to the establishment in the 1970s of a new system of Colleges of
Advanced Education with campuses being set up at Darwin and Rockhampton that would
translate over time into the independent Charles Darwin University and Central Queensland
University, but not Cairns.
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After much agitation and lobbying, the Minister would instruct James Cook University to set
up a campus in Cairns in 1984, but it was not until 1991 that the Smithfield Campus of
James Cook University would be acquired. Cairns now with the largest regional population
in the North and the leading centre for delivery of non-university international education,
(especially in the form of English language schools), remains underserviced with university
courses and student numbers per head of population well below national regional averages.
The following table gives employment in higher education per 1000 head of population for
the 2011 Census.
Table #22: Employment in Higher Education per 1000 head of population, 2011 Census
Toowoomba

11.4

Ballarat

9.4

Townsville

9.0

Hobart

9.0

Rockhampton

8.8

Launceston

8.6

Geelong

8.4

Darwin

8.4

Bendigo

5.2

Cairns

3.6

Mackay

1.2

Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011 Census data.

3.11.4 Health Services
As set out in previous sections, major progress had been made by the 1950s in overcoming
some of the tropical diseases that had been a challenge to early settlement, especially
Malaria, and among canecutters, Weil’s disease.
In the following decades, growing populations would underpin increasing size of hospital and
health services including support for a greater range of specialist services.
As recorded in Section 3.10, availability of aircraft, more recently including helicopters, would
extend the safety net in remote areas with Royal Flying Doctor Bases being set up across
the North and now in Derby, Port Hedland, Alice Springs, Tennant Creek, Cairns, Mt Isa,
Townsville, Longreach and Rockhampton.
Townsville General Hospital was upgraded to top category in company with major Brisbane
hospitals. Especially during the Timor intervention, Darwin Hospital would be upgraded.
A recent $400m extension of Cairns Base Hospital with a State Government undertaking to
lift service provision to levels equivalent to those in Townsville and Brisbane, is seeing a
major improvement taking place in services in that region.
In an indication of possibilities in years to come, a major research effort is being made based
around the James Cook University Campus in Cairns to Eliminate Dengue with the target not
just Australia’s tropical regions but the world’s tropical regions (see Box 11).
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Box 11 – Wolbachia and the Eliminate Dengue Project
Just as Cairns played a role in the development of measures to control Malaria before the
1950s (see Section 1.3), it is today playing a special role in efforts to Eliminate Dengue
worldwide.
Dengue fever still remains a minor problem in the Cairns area for two reasons:
1) The dengue mosquito vector (Aedes egyptai) breeds mainly around houses and
buildings in receptacles holding stagnant water. Its control requires private
householder effort which is not easy to organise whereas the Malarial mosquito
vector breeds in swamps that public effort can control through fogging programs and
the like.
2) The Cairns area has a high exposure to international travel making it more prone to
reinfection occurring.
With funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (Microsoft), a major program has
been launched at the James Cook University Cairns Campus with Monash and other
universities that has involved:
a)

First researching the effectiveness of a bacteria naturally occurring in insects called
Wolbachia to reduce the vector capacities of dengue mosquitoes.

b) The controlled introduction of the Wolbachia carrying mosquito into suburbs to test

effectiveness in spreading the bacteria to and its effects on the dengue mosquito
population.
Apart from the scientific research, substantial social research has been involved in gauging
awareness of dengue, its threats and the willingness of the community to accept such a
biological control method.

Analysis of life expectancies by regions of Australia indicates that patterns are similar in
tropical Australia to southern Australia. Throughout Australia, there is a big difference in life
expectancies for indigenous and non-indigenous. Also, life expectancies tend to be higher in
high income areas of the metropolitan centres and lower in remote areas.
The following Charts #23 & #24 indicate that any apparent difference in life expectancies in
tropical Australia is due to the higher proportion of indigenous population in the tropical
regions. For the non-indigenous population, life expectancies at birth are about the same
level as non-metropolitan regions in southern Australia, only the higher income areas of the
metropolitan regions tend to be higher.
The figures underline however, the problems with indigenous health10, problems that are
paralleled by statistics of low levels of education, high rates of unemployment, high levels of
violence (often alcohol fuelled), high levels of offences recorded by police and high levels of
incarceration in prisons. Standing behind these figures, are also low levels of home
ownership, high levels of renting and as a result, very low levels of capital resources to
support small business creation.
From the 1960s a number of major changes started taking place, especially affecting the
remote Aboriginal and Islander communities. The referendum of 1967 saw an archaic
provision in the Federal constitution that excluded a need to count Aboriginal people
removed.
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Chart #23

Estimated Life Expectancies at Birth 2009-2011 Non Indigenous Male Populations
Northern Regions
by Medibank Regions
84.00

Metropolitan

82.00
80.00
78.00
76.00
74.00
72.00
70.00

Source: Cummings Economics, Cairns. Based on data published by the National Health Performance Authority for Medibank Regions and ABS data on indigenous life
expectancies by remote areas.
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Chart #24

Estimated Life Expectancies at Birth 2009-2011 Non Indigenous Female
Northern Regions
Populations by Medibank Regions
Metropolitan
Regions
Non Metropolitan
Regions

87.00
86.00

85.00
84.00
83.00
82.00

81.00
80.00
79.00
78.00

Source: Cummings Economics, Cairns. Based on data published by the National Health Performance Authority for Medibank Regions and ABS data on indigenous life
expectancies by remote areas.
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3.11.5 Progress in Indigenous Communities
It is important to recognise that there is a wide variety of backgrounds for the indigenous
communities in the North.
Aboriginal groups in the Cape were still only coming in to live in permanent centres in the
1930s (eg. Mitchell River Mission now Kowanyama). In the Western Desert, this went on
until the late 1940s and early 1950s when use of the area for the Woomera rocket range, led
to a special effort to contact groups and remove them from any danger. By the 1960s/70s, it
had become clear that churches with funding based on private donations could not meet the
cost of providing upgraded housing and services in the mission settlements dotted across
the North. State Government administration replaced mission governance with moves
progressing through to instituting local government through community councils. The
Commonwealth Government started to provide substantial funding assistance following the
referendum.
Although this brought with it improved provision of education services, health facilities and
police services, the results were not always positive. The mainly benign and altruistic
mission administrations had kept a control on alcohol and had strongly moralistic themes in
education. Because of limited financial resources, they sought to reduce costs by being as
self-sufficient as possible in food stuffs and this meant setting up gardens to grow fruit and
vegetables. The move to government funding was accompanied by increased alcoholism
and violence. Welfare dependency grew. Communities comprised of a mix of people from
different traditional tribal groups became prone to violence between families.
Attempts to break welfare dependency by special funding to create local employment and
through introduction of work for the dole had limited success. Apart from problems of
business and workforce skills, much of the effort to create jobs in the communities was
defeated by negative economics of remote locations. The only viable activity in many of the
areas, cattle operations, could, at the best, support only a fraction of the populations in the
relevant communities.
There was a trend for indigenous population to relocate into bigger centres where services
and employment opportunities were better. but it was not large. Even in the urban areas,
indigenous unemployment rates, while being lower than the ‘real’ unemployment rate in the
remote communities, remained much higher than community averages.
However gradually over the period, attention to education and training and special support
and experience in local government has seen a new capable leadership developing. This
plus a growing appreciation of the importance of land tenure and real employment, bodes
well for the future, as is addressed in the following sections.
3.11.6 Internet Usage
Finally as an indication of overall workforce capability, it is useful to look at census data on
internet connections.
When account is taken of a likely lower internet connection in the larger proportion of
indigenous persons in the population of the North’s cities, it can be seen that connectivity
with the internet is not particularly low in the North.
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Table #25: % of Households With No Internet Connection, Selected Local Government Areas, 2011
Region*
Melbourne (C)
Perth (C)

Percent with no
internet connection
7.3%
8.3%

Adelaide (C)

10.0%

Sydney (C)

10.1%

Australian Capital Territory

10.7%

Port Hedland (T)

11.4%

Brisbane (C)

12.6%

Hobart (C)

15.3%

Townsville (C)

15.5%

Cairns (R)

16.0%

Ipswich (C)

17.0%

Mount Isa (C)

17.4%

Mackay (R)

17.5%

Greater Geelong (C)

19.4%

Wollongong (C)

20.5%

Rockhampton (R)

20.5%

Lake Macquarie (C)

20.9%

Newcastle (C)

21.0%

Greater Bendigo (C)

21.1%

Broome (S)

21.8%

Longreach (R)

22.4%

Greater Dandenong (C)

23.2%

 Denotes Local Authority Areas in Northern Australia.

Note: *Regions are based on ASGS 2011. Some areas have been renamed to distinguish the different levels of
geography.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Census of Population and Housing, 2011.
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3.12 From Hardship Posting to Desired Place to Live
Apart from advances in health services, from the 1960s on, a range of new technological
advances have made the North a much more comfortable and civilised place in which to live
– technological advances that have helped overcome some of the disadvantages of living in
the tropics and exposing its strong advantages.
Just as the development of the chimney and grate in the 12th century had greatly improved
the liveability of northern Europe through its long winter months (see Section 1.3), the
development of efficient air-conditioning to cope with hot and humid conditions has changed
living and working conditions in the area. Northerners have joined the South in meeting an
annual expense of seeing through unfavourable weather conditions. In the South, it’s the oil
heaters and other devices to keep warm in winter months. In the North, it is air-conditioning
in summer months.
Although air-conditioners have been important, until recently they are still relatively
expensive to install and run. An even simpler and cheaper device was to have a major
impact - the very cheap ceiling fans coming out of Asia. Ceiling fans have meant that
generations who grew up sleeping under mosquito nets, have been followed by generations
who have grown up under ceiling fans that apart from cooling, create air movements in which
mosquitos cannot fly. Add to that the superior insecticides, mosquito coils and other more
involved devices, the previous insect problems have been reduced tremendously. Indeed,
because of an absence of house flies in large numbers, it can be argued that there are now
less insect problems in the North.
Mould and mildew growth during the wet season provided a further nuisance requiring an
annual ‘spring clean’ after the wet season. A combination of anti mould additives to paints,
new detergents and jet sprays and other devices has made the problems in this field a thing
of the past.
In an environment in which bathing and regular change of clothing is important, bathtubs
gave way to showers. Household washing machines and driers have brought a further major
advance.
Refrigeration has transformed household and industrial food storage.
The variety of beautiful plants that can be grown in the tropics year round can make tropical
gardens some of the most stunningly beautiful in the world. Development of public botanic
gardens and parks, outstanding gardens around the new resorts and public buildings and
advances in home gardening have made the ambience of the North’s leading cities, with
their many new buildings, among the most pleasant in Australia.
Although cyclones are a threat and can cause heart rending destruction, today’s early
warning systems facilitate preparation. New building codes were adopted after the disaster
of cyclones Tracy in Darwin and Althea in Townsville in the early 1970s with the cyclone
research centre of James Cook University in Townsville playing a leading role. Superior
emergency services, means that even major cyclones are being coped with, with minimal
structural damage and without any loss of life. In a tropical climate, vegetation destruction is
soon replaced by new growth.
The old concept of the tropics being a “hardship posting” that required extra pay and long
leave periods back in a cooler climate has largely passed. The North’s major centres,
especially those based on tourism, have become for many, a desired place to live.
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3.13 The Resulting Scale & Pattern of Development
The following table gives population growth that has occurred in Northern Australia
compared with southern Australia in more recent decades.
The year 1976 is used as a base reference point because it was in that year that the
Australian Bureau of Statistics started publishing “estimated residential populations’ rather
than ‘census counts’ that could be confused by including visitor numbers and not counting
residents away that seasonally fluctuate.
Table #26: Population1 Growth of Northern Australia Compared
Est 1954-2011

1976-2011

North

2.3% pa

1.7% pa

South

1.6% pa

1.3% pa

Percent North of Australia
Est 19542

1

2

4.0%

1976

5.0%

2011

5.6%

Note: Estimated residential population 1976 to 2011 Census count 1954.
Note: Estimated to include full blood Aboriginal population.

Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics data.

Despite all the negatives and centralising forces and heavy price paid from being
underdeveloped, Northern Australia’s population growth has outpaced that of southern
Australia. It has particularly grown much faster than the regional areas outside the
metropolitan and metropolitan fringe areas of southern Australia.
While Northern Australia’s population remains only a small fraction of Australia’s total
population at about 5.6% (up from about 4% in 1954), it is important to recognise first that it
has grown from being little more than the population of Tasmania in 1954 to being over 2½
times that of Tasmania today. The Cairns and Townsville regions together now exceed the
population of Tasmania.
The population of Northern Australia is now past that of Adelaide and rapidly overtaking that
of non-metropolitan Victoria.
As the following Table #27 indicates, the fastest growing of the North’s cities, Cairns, has
passed seven other regional cities since 1976. Table #28 records that over the 20 years
1991 to 2011, the Cairns/Far North Queensland region has added as much population as the
combined totals of Tasmania and non-metropolitan South Australia. Tropical Australia in
total has increased population by more than the combined total of the States of Tasmania
and South Australia.
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Table #27: Cairns’ Position on List of Australia's Main Cities
City Stat Sub Divisions

Estimated residential
Population, 2010

15

Darwin

127,532

14

Cairns

150,920

13

Townsville

172,316

12

Geelong

178,650

11

Hobart

214,705
Census count (total including
visitors), 2006

15

Darwin

117,332

14

Cairns

143,436

13

Townsville

148,414

12

Geelong

159,254

11

Hobart

198,945
cf. Population (Estimated
Residential), 1976

Cairns

49,590

Rockhampton

53,660 *

Bendigo

55,152 *

Orange/Bathurst

55,933 *

Albury Wodonga

63,409 *

Ballarat

68,450 *

Toowoomba

69,390 *

Launceston

81,636 *

Townsville

90,540

* Cities then larger than Cairns in population now with less population than Cairns.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Regional Population Growth, Australia, 2012 (Cat No. 3218.0).
Table #28: Comparative Growth in Population, 1991 to 2011, Estimated Residential Population
Northern Australia

Number

Cairns Region/Far North

85,006

Townsville/North and North West

71,909

Northern Territory

65,779

Mackay/Whitsundays

47,771

Rockhampton/Fitzroy

48,755

Kimberley/Pilbara

30,484

Total Increase

349,704

Southern Australia
Tasmania

44,657

South Australia

193,315

Total increase Tasmania & South Australia

237,966

Non metropolitan Victoria

164,767

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Regional Population Growth, Australia, 2012 (Cat No. 3218.0).
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The following Tables #29 & #30 show long term growth of northern cities and regions. The
figures indicate two major trends. In the first place, the figures illustrate how, over more
recent decades, the regional structure in Queensland has consolidated more and more into a
four-region structure with fastest growth taking place in the higher rainfall regions based on
the cities of Mackay and Cairns as opposed to the old pastoral ports in the drier coastal
zones of Rockhampton and Townsville. The second trend is epitomised in Williamson’s
song, “I get a little further north each year”. The more tropical and previously less developed
far northern regions based on Cairns and Darwin have been growing faster from their
previously very small size relative to regional resource base. Cairns has moved from being
about half the size of Rockhampton in 1947 to now approaching twice its size. Cairns has
moved from half the size of Townsville in 1947 to approaching the same size. Mackay has
passed Rockhampton in size.
The fastest growth has been across the previously under developed far northern areas with
Cairns and Darwin leading growth and the Cairns/Far North, Northern Territory and
Kimberley area more than doubling population 1976 to 2011.
Table #29: Long Term Growth, Northern Australia’s Major Regional Capitals, 1976 to 2011 (Est Res Pop’n)
Northern Australia

1

1976

2011

Growth
No.

%

Cairns (SSD)

48,753

146,477

98,724

+202%

Darwin

46,655

129,062

82,407

+177%

Townsville

88,401

167,626

79,225

+90%

Mackay

39,500

83,350

43,850

+111%

Rockhampton

51,669

75,648

23,979

+46%1

Note: Much of the city growth in the Central Queensland area during this period occurred in Gladstone.

Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics Cat 3218.0.
Table #30: Long Term Growth, Northern Australia’s Regions, 1976 to 2011 (Est Res Pop’n)
Northern Australia

1976

2011

Growth
No.

%

Cairns/Far North Region SD

125,210

265,945

+140,735

+112%

Darwin/Northern Territory

101,400

231,331

+129,931

+128%

Townsville/North Region

137,740

225,137

+87,397

+63%

Rockhampton/Fitzroy Region

129,970

217,161

+87,191

+67%

Mackay/Mackay Region

89,300

171,297

+81,797

+92%

Pilbara/Kimberley Area

55,550

100,409

+44,859

+81%

Queensland North & Central West

56,400

47,302

(-9,098)

(-16%)

695,570

1,258,582

+563,012

+81%

Total

Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics Cat 3218.0.

It is important to recognise that development has not always been smooth or uniform across
the North. A great deal has depended on what has been happening in national and world
markets affecting the outside earnings of the major ‘base’ industries.
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The following charts show changes in population growth rates for the major northern cities.
Chart #31: Growth in Residential Population, Numbers, Cairns and Townsville

6000
5000
4000
Cairns

3000

Townsville

2000
1000
0
1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010
Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics Cat 3218.0.
Chart #32: Growth in Residential Population, Numbers, Cairns and Darwin
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Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics Cat 3218.0.
Chart #33: Growth in Residential Population, Numbers, Mackay and Rockhampton
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Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics Cat 3218.0.
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The 1960s saw Townsville and Darwin regions move ahead due to defence spending on
army bases and a period of high prices for cattle. The Rockhampton/Fitzroy region also
accelerated due to high cattle prices, the construction of the alumina plant at Gladstone and
commencement of the coal trade.
In the 1970s, the Cairns/Far North region moved ahead under the influence of expanding
tourism and fishing with the Rockhampton/Fitzroy region starting to feel the impacts of
additional coal development.
In the 1980s and 1990s, the Cairns/Far North region continued to lead, due to strong growth
in tourism, the marine industries and agricultural expansion into tropical fruit production.
However, in the late 1990s, Cairns was much more heavily affected by the Asian crisis
impact on tourism.
A very strong uplift in each of the cities (except Darwin) in the early 2000s peaked in 2006
and a very sharp drop off recorded from 2009 on, except for Townsville, where heavy
government expenditure was taking place expanding Lavarack Army Barracks. It was not
just the global financial crisis affecting the other cities, it was the very high dollar, in part,
driven by Australian interest rates being held at levels higher than overseas.
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3.14 Impacts on the National Economy and Impacts of
National Economic Settings on the Northern Regions
3.14.1 Impacts on the National Economy
The regions of the North have developed in recent decades mainly as a result of increased
outside earnings from mining, primary industries and tourism. Added to this has been an
increased role in defence and security, plus a growing general cargo trade and provision of
services in fields like marine and aviation industries, health and education to the near north
in Papua New Guinea, Indonesia and the Pacific.
There are difficulties of tracking through northern export earnings that pass through southern
ports (especially Brisbane). However best estimates as given in Table #34 indicate that of
Australia’s total exports, almost a half now go through ports in Northern Australia.
Table #34: Merchandise Exports Through Ports Located in Northern Australia, 2011/12
$ bn
Queensland

$41 bn

Northern Territory

$5 bn

Western Australia

$71 bn

Total

$116 bn

Australia

$236 bn

Percent North of Australia

49%

Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics data.

The indications are that of Australia’s real growth in overseas exports since 1998/99, about
60% has come out of the North.
Table #35: Estimated Exports from Northern Australia Ports as a Percent of Total
1961/62

1998/99

2001/02

Northern Australia

$201 m

$22,644 m

$115 bn

Southern Australia

$1,954 m

$63,356 m

$121 bn

Total

$2,155 m

$86,000 m

$236 bn

9%

26%

49%

Percent North of Total

Percent of total Growth in Australia’s exports out of North
1961/62 to 1998/99
27%
1998/99 to 2011/12

61%

Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics data.

It is not possible to construct easily an estimate of the amount of income generated in
southern Australia from Northern Australia. But in general, the trade flows generated are
dominated by a pattern of.
a) the North exports overseas (mainly mineral and agricultural commodities and
tourism), and
b) the North imports very little direct from overseas but imports large amounts of goods
and services from southern Australia.
Thus, southern Australia supplies large amounts of manufactured goods, foodstuffs and
higher order services to the North including government services and more recently FIFO
mining workforce services.
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The only substantial areas in which the North exports output to southern Australia is in
tourism, tropical fruits (this trade dominated by the Cairns region) and supply of government
services in defence, surveillance and special indigenous programs – mainly in the Townsville
and Cairns regions, Darwin and Kimberley area.
The following diagram illustrates major trade flows.
DIAGRAM – TRADE FLOWS

   
EXPORTS OVERSEAS
APPROX $116 BN

NORTHERN AUSTRALIA

   
EXPORTS TO NORTHERN AUSTRALIA
GOODS & SERVICES

SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA
It is clear that the amount of goods and services southern Australia exports to the North is
massive with a very much larger impact on economic activity in southern Australia than the
North’s 5.6% of population would suggest.
It is likely that the value of goods and services supplied into the North is worth more to
southern Australia as a source of income than the value southern Australia exports to any
single overseas country. Importantly, much of the goods and services supplied into the
North, are the higher value manufactured goods and services that southern Australia has
been so keen to build up.
The massive growth in exports out of tropical Australia has had a major impact on Australia’s
national economic policy options.
From Federation through to the 1960s, Australia adopted a policy of ‘tariff protection’ based
on rules set down by UKATA, the United Kingdom Australia Trade Agreement, that
protection would be limited to “infant industries with sound prospects of success”. Up until
the 1950s, imports had largely come from the ‘mother country’ that was also Australia’s
major export market. Most of this tariff protection was aimed at stimulating the growth of
local manufacturing, mainly located in southern Australia. However, the many ‘infant’
industries that had not grown up, were becoming a major drain on national productivity and
standards of living by the 1950s.
A major watershed occurred in the early 1960s when the Menzies Government, fresh from
near defeat in the 1961 elections, set up the Vernon Committee of Economic Inquiry into the
Australian economy and future economic policy.
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The major recommendation of the report tabled in parliament in 1965 was to point to
Australia’s balance of payments’ problems and recommend further restraints on imports. In
a mis-appreciation of the dynamics of economic development, they also recommended
actions to curb the growth of a rising proportion of ‘services’ sector employment.
The Menzies Government rejected the report on the advice of Treasury. Treasury and with
support of key business bodies like the Associated Chambers of Commerce of Australia
argued that in a “Lucky Country” things turn up and that exports were likely to grow12.
As it turned out, ‘things did turn up’, especially in the North. They turned up on a scale that
allowed Australia to progressively turn its back on the protectionist policies of the past and
progressively open up its economy with major benefits to national productivity and standards
of living.
At a time when local inventiveness and enterprise was moving the sugar industry from being
protected to being internationally competitive, the North overall was progressively benefiting
from the removal of impacts on its high cost structure of supporting a whole range of highly
protected manufacturing industries in southern Australia.
3.14.2 The Impact of National Economic Policy Settings on the North
The North’s regional economies are generally highly international trade exposed. Their
progress can be heavily affected by national policy settings especially as they affect the
value of the Australian dollar.
On balance, the economic reforms of the 1980s and 1990s including the floating of the
dollar, deregulation of the financial system, airline deregulation, and the dismantling of the
extremes of tariff protection, had a positive effect on the northern regions over the 1980s and
1990s. The process of airline deregulation had its bad moments when pre-deregulation
attempts by Ansett to reign in workforce costs led to the pilots’ dispute. The overnight
cessation of air services and the struggle to return services into operation impacted
disproportionately on tourism in the North’s regions. But the effect was temporary. The
subsequent fall in airline costs in the early 1990s allowed the rapid growth in tourism that
had followed the fall in the dollar in 1986, to continue well into the 1990s.
In the late 1990s however, the Asian crisis had a major impact on a trade exposed North
affecting prices for minerals, agricultural products and tourism demand. National policy
settings saw the Australian dollar fall. This played a significant role in helping the now fully
trade exposed sugar industry see through the impacts of the post Asian crisis devaluation of
Brazil’s currency which lowered sugar prices to levels that that would be unsustainable for
the Australian industry. With the dollar low, a quick recovery took place in tourism from Asia.
But from about 2005, national economic policy settings would have an increasingly negative
impact. While regions of the North would be major beneficiaries of the Chinese minerals
boom, some of the worst effects of unnecessary large increases in the value of the
Australian dollar would be felt by the North’s other trade exposed industries; especially
tourism, but also the agricultural and pastoral industries and marginal mining operations.
Cries from the North to recognise the effects of interest rates higher than the rest of the
world on the Australian dollar, fell on deaf ears. It was not until the drop in commodity prices
in 2011, and the failure of the dollar to respond with a strong downward movement, that the
link became patently obvious.
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As the following table indicates, between 2006 and 2011, the rate of population growth in the
Queensland coastal regions compared with the previous inter-censal period 2001 to 2006
actually fell off, as negative impacts of the very high dollar on their comparatively large
tourism and agricultural sectors set in, along with impacts on more marginal mining
operations13.
Table #36: Inter-censal Residential Population Growth, Northern Regions, 2001-2006 & 2006-2011
Region

2001 to 2006

2006 to 2011

Far North

+10.3%

+7.5%

North

+10.3%

+7.3%

Mackay/Fitzroy

+16.2%

+7.2%

Northern Territory

+6.5%

+9.8%

Kimberley

(-2.1%)

+18.0%

Pilbara

+11.7%

+42.2%

Queensland

Western Australia

Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau of Statistics Cat 3218.0.

Overall the net result of the massive mining boom was to lift the population growth rate much less
than would have been expected.
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3.15 The Wider Global Context
3.15.1 General
Many of the underlying factors leading to progress in tropical Australia were also evident in
other areas around the globe.
From the 1960s on, major changes would take place in the geography of the global
economy. While the situation in the tropical areas was gradually turning around, some of the
biggest changes were still taking place outside the tropics.
3.15.2 The Late Rise of Temperate Zone Asia
The great bulk of the creation of high levels of economic activity and industrialisation that
had taken place around the temperate zone by the 1950s had been in Europe and as a
product of colonial migration from Europe; in North America, Southern Australia, South
Africa, Chile and Argentina in South America.
The dense relatively advanced and well organised populations of temperate zone eastern
Asia went through a torturous relationship with the advancing economic power of Europe.
Japan, after a ‘closed door’ period, opened its doors to the west in the 1860s. Meiji
Restoration led to a period of rapid industrialisation. In the 1950s, Japan was in the throes of
recovery from the disaster of the Pacific War. Under an imposed structure of democratic
institutions and a market economy, it was to make stellar progress. By the 1990s, it was
clear it had achieved ‘developed world’ status. Under open market economic regimes,
similar advances were made in Korea and Taiwan.
After centuries of humiliation and turmoil, China, followed the Russian model and became
communist in 1949. The door was closed on the West. Thirty years later by the late 1970s,
it was obvious that central planning was not working and China was falling behind its Asian
neighbours with open market economies. Following Deng Xiaoping’s famous comment, “It
doesn’t matter if it is a black cat or a white cat, so long as it catches mice” (in other words
let’s do something practical) and with Deng’s accession to power, from 1978, China while
remaining under the control of a single party government, commenced developing a market
economy. The results have been spectacular.
3.15.3 The Sub-Tropical Sunbelt Phenomenon
While a turnaround was starting to occur in the tropics, the strongest manifestations of the
underlying factors leading to progress in the tropics, were taking place in the sub-tropical
areas around the globe. While much of the sub-tropics lie in the desert zone of continental
west coasts, there are substantial higher rainfall sub-tropical areas on the eastern frontages
of the continents.
By and large, previous development of these areas, although generally more advanced than
in the tropics, had been slower than in the cooler temperate zone areas. During the 1960s
and 1970s, the ‘sunbelt’ phenomenon burst on the scene in the United States. The much
maligned and put down ‘deep south’ was suddenly observed to be on the move with
population, business and cities growing strongly, while the old previously dominant ‘north’
stagnated, becoming unkindly dubbed ‘the rust belt’.
This phenomenon was also obvious in Australia in the rise of northern New South Wales and
South East Queensland since the 1960s. Sydney is about the same latitude as Atlanta and
Brisbane about the same latitude as Miami.
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But if you look at China, the same thing has been happening. It was in China’s sub-tropical
south that the strongest advances have taken place. The north, the old cradle of China, was
lagging with ‘rust belt’ connotations being applied. Hong Kong and Guangzhou lie on the
Tropic of Cancer. In South Africa, the sunbelt phenomenon saw the rise of sub-tropical
Johannesburg compared with Cape Town.
However, the phenomenon was also there in South America. Much of Brazil’s early
progress was in the tropical north east. In recent decades, the fastest growth has been the
States of Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina and Parana and in Brazil’s two great cities lying
close to the Tropic of Capricorn, Sao Paulo and Rio di Janeiro.
Influences and themes are similar. Air-conditioning, a wish to escape the worst rigours of
winter, the interchange of plants and animal breeds, have all played a role. Importantly
advances starting to take place in still tributary tropical areas to the south and the north
would benefit the sub-tropical cities. Miami would become a major service centre for Latin
America. Hong Kong would reap the benefits of developments in South East Asia. Brisbane
would benefit from progress in the North. Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro would benefit from
the development of Brasilia and the Amazon.
3.15.4 Progress in the Tropics
The progress in the sub-tropics can be regarded as something of the precursor to an age in
which high levels of economic development will surge into the tropical zones. Against this
background, the progress in tropical areas around the globe since the 1960s, as in Northern
Australia, can be regarded as a ‘turnaround’ phase; a phase that has started laying the
foundations for accelerating progress.
While development of tropical Australia has been hindered by a need to develop suitable
technology and overcome past deficiencies in infrastructure and limited population, it has
had the benefit of a sound foundation of government services in education, health and law
and order and a market economy. Not so in many of the tropical countries. As development
in temperate zone Asia has illustrated, a necessary precondition of development has been
suitable government structures that provide stability, education and health services and
economic policies that unleash the power of the market.
Apart from development of suitable technology, the basic pre requisites of government
structures and economic policies have often not been present. ‘Much of the population in
the large tropical countries have been coming out of backgrounds of dominance of
subsistence farming and traditionally low levels of education and skills. Not surprisingly,
progress has been patchy.
At its best, progress in Singapore right on the Equator, a modern creation of overseas
Chinese, has been brilliant. At its worst, is the lack of progress in much of tropical sub
Saharan Africa.
3.15.5 The Green Revolution
By the 1960s, there was a dawning realisation that the tropical areas in general faced a
developmental ‘paradox’ not dissimilar to that identified in Section 2.4 for tropical Australia.
By the 1960s, there was a realisation in the Indian Government that the crash program of
‘industrialisation’ in post-independence India, was not working.
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There was a realisation that India’s economy was too dependent on agriculture, not because
there had been a failure to develop industry, but because there had been a failure to invest
resources in lifting agricultural productivity. There was a need to release manpower and
resources from the agricultural sector and raise incomes in that sector to stimulate demand
for manufactured products. India needed its own version of the agricultural revolution that
had preceded Britain’s and Europe’s industrial revolution14.
Basic to much of the progress that has taken place in India, South East Asia and Mexico,
has been the “Green Revolution”. With the application of modern plant breeding techniques,
work funded by the Rockefeller Foundation in Mexico, the Philippines and India in the 1960s,
high yielding maize, rice and wheat varieties suited to the tropics were developed. The new
varieties could take advantages of application of modern fertilisers to create yields similar to
those being achieved in temperate zones.
In 1970, the Asian Development Bank was reporting on the significance of what had
happened (see Box 12).
However, although the foundation for progress had been laid in India by the “Green
Revolution”, It was not until the election of a government that would move India away from
strongly socialist and protectionist policies towards an open market economy, that rapid
progress would start to occur.
While the “Green Revolution” was helping underpin the growth in tropical areas with
relatively large populations, like India, Thailand, the Philippines, Java and Mexico, the
growing realisation of the ‘plant growth potential’, in tropical and especially the lowland
equatorial forest areas, was to take another form. Large areas of forests started to be
cleared in Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, in Central America and the Amazon basin for
crops like high yielding ‘oil palm’, sugar, soya bean and for cattle production.
The de-afforestation that had taken place in Europe, North America and Southern Australia
in past centuries to make way for farming was extending into the tropical zone including into
tropical Australia. Cries by conservationists in countries and areas that had long ago cut
down forests to make way for farming were to be seen by many in developing countries as
hypocritical.
3.15.6 Resulting Growth
Table #37 sets out the growth in Gross Domestic Product that has taken place in tropical
countries compared with the Temperate Zone showing the mainly tropical countries / areas
growing substantially faster than the mainly temperate zone countries / areas.
Significantly two of the developing countries with large populations included in the BRIC
classification are tropical. Temperate zone Russia and China have been joined by the two
largely tropical countries of Brazil and India. Indonesia, one of the South East Asian ‘tiger’
economies, is in the process of joining this category.
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Table #37: Growth in Gross Domestic Product, Tropical Zone & Temperate Zone (10 years 20022012)
GDP
2002

GDP
2012

Average
annual growth

$46,584 bn

$61,400 bn

2.8% pa

Tropical Zone
South East Asia
South Asia
South America
Central America
Caribbean
Tropical Africa
Tropical Australia & Pacific

$1,419 bn
$1,515 bn
$2,394 bn
$1,091 bn
$248 bn
$296 bn
$73 bn

$2,356 bn
$2,871 bn
$3,410 bn
$1,370 bn
$308 bn
$560 bn
$112 bn

5.2% pa
6.6% pa
3.6% pa
2.3% pa
2.2% pa
6.6% pa
4.4% pa

Total Tropical Zone

$7,036 bn

$10,987 bn

4.6% pa

Zone
Temperate Zone

Source: Cummings Economics from United Nations Statistics (see also Table #38 giving growth rates over
12 years 2000-2012).

Box 12 – The Green Revolution
Fundamental to the tropical turnaround in many areas has been the movement commenced in the
1960s and dubbed the "Green Revolution".
The green revolution focussed on the problem of developing high yielding varieties of food plants
for the tropics. Initial work commenced under the auspices of the Rockefeller Foundation in
Mexico where the concentration was on developing high yielding tropical wheats and at Los
Banos in the Philippines where the concentration was on developing high yielding rice varieties.
With the application of modern plant breeding techniques, breakthroughs were quick and
spectacular, although some initial problems were experienced with the quality of the rice grains
developed.
Thus, the Asian Development Bank was able to state in its 1970 Annual Report, "Recent
experience in the region has underlined the imbalances of concentration that earlier underlay the
philosophy and practice of economic planning in the region. Important among such imbalances
of concentration were (and, from place to place or time to time, may still be);
(1) relative neglect of agriculture as a sector and imbalanced emphasis on industrialisation
and/or on infrastructure development per se; ---"
The report goes on further to say, "On no other field has the impact of change in recent years been
so pronounced as on the priority accorded to agriculture. Several factors seem to have
contributed to this change. The pressure of increasing population on the food resources of several
developing countries, the greater dependence on imported food and the consequent further
deterioration of balance of payments situations already under strain, the lower availability of food
surpluses on liberal terms from outside, the break-through in the technologies of tropical
agriculture (connected in particular with the high yielding varieties developed in rice and wheat
and more generally with improved agricultural practices, the realisation that retardation of
agriculture was in fact a drag on total economic development (rather than conducive to
advancement of industrialisation) ---"
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Notes and References – Chapter 3
1.

"Northern Australia - Task
Robertson, Sydney 1954.

2.

J Macdonald Holmes, Emeritus Professor of Geography – “Australia's Open North - A Study of
Northern Australia Bearing on the Urgency of the Times", University of Sydney, Angus &
Robertson, Sydney 1963.

3.

Interestingly if you go to Hawaii, about the same latitude as Mackay, the once prosperous sugar
industry on Kauai has gone. After a period in which it experimented with bulk uprooting and
grabbing of cane, the industry failed to mechanise. Much of their sugar cane was growing on
sloping hilly volcanic country posing difficulties for mechanical harvesters. It illustrates how much
agricultural technology can be very site specific not only to climate but to other local conditions.

4.

J H Kelly, “Beef in Northern Australia”, ANU Press, 1971. Townsville stylo was a plant from South
America that had been accidentally introduced in hay landed in Townsville.

5.

A collapse of beef prices in the mid-1970s took away incentives to invest in pasture improvement
and necessary associated improvements in fencing and water points.

6.

It is of interest that subsequent improved cotton varieties developed in Australia’s sub-tropical
areas are now being reported as being used in the United States.

7.

This low level of value of crop production does not take into account that much of the plantings in
the area at present are of sandalwood that has not yet matured. Once it matures, value of
production could be expected to rise.

8.

“Gulf Shires’ Tourism Development Study”, February 1983, Pannell Kerr Forster & W S Cummings
Economic Research Services.

9.

See Hooper, Colin, “Angor to Zillmanton:- Stories of North Queensland’s Deserted Towns”, 2002.

10.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics’ figures indicate indigenous life expectancy in metropolitan
areas and near metropolitan areas is lower than in the regional and remote areas. However in the
metropolitan and near metropolitan areas, life expectancy is still much lower than the life
expectancy of the non-indigenous community.

11.

The figures in the charts are based on Life Expectancies for Medibank Regions for the total
population modified to take account of the Australian Bureau of Statistics life expectancies of
indigenous persons in the Remoteness classification appropriate to that region and the proportion
of indigenous persons in the population of that region.

12.

Western Australian Rhodes Scholar, John Stone, subsequently secretary of the Treasury, was the
major author of a Treasury Information Bulletin that set out the arguments against the policy
directions canvassed in the report.

13.

The very high dollar would see visitor numbers from Japan to the Cairns region plunge from over
200,000 to a low of 87,000 in a space of a few years. Fortunately a surge in sugar prices over that
period protected the sugar industry from extreme effects. Hundreds of jobs were lost in 2012
when Kagara’s copper and zinc operations at Mt Garnet closed under the influence of a high dollar
and other factors.

14.

According to articles in the Far Eastern Economic Review at the time, a main driver of this thinking
in the Indian Government was Madras (Chennai) educated C. Subramaniam, Minister for Food
and Agriculture in the Indian Government during the 1960s.

for a Nation", Australian Institute of Political Science, Angus &
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4.
4.1

UNDERLYING FACTORS LIKELY TO AFFECT FUTURE PROGRESS
The Past Continuing into the Future
In looking back over the period from the 1960s to the present, four underlying factors were
identified as being conducive to the progressive realisation of the North/tropical Australia’s
potential:

o A growing global economy, especially in eastern Asia, reaching out for previously
marginal resources;

o Transport and communication developments that have broken down old barriers of
being a remote area in a country remote from major markets;

o The development of technology suited to the area;
o Success breeds success factors as the population, industries and infrastructure build up.
A number of these trends are recognised in the recent CSIRO paper on mega trends
(CSIRO 2012)1. However, it should be noted that tropical Australia’s development will take
place against a backdrop of a number of other important trends.
In a world of heavily exploited resources in the developed temperate zone countries, the
previously underdeveloped biological, mineral and natural tourism resources of the tropics
will be more attractive. The region’s late and more limited development has left it with a
much greater stock of social, as well as biological diversity, allowing new approaches and a
new type of Australia to develop.
The development of the North is taking place, in an age, when technological advances have
allowed a new social structure to develop of more females in the workforce, longer life
expectancies including longer working lives, more recreation opportunities and higher levels
of education, bringing with them, a need for higher allocation of resources to health and
education.
Before looking at the potential for Australia’s northern economy to expand, the following
sections look at how some of these underlying factors and trends might be in greater detail.

4.2

The Global Economy
The scale and location of world economic growth is very promising for tropical Australia. But
there will be a need to change and adapt over a period of time to respond to changing
patterns of demand.
Japan’s growth has obviously settled down to incremental advances typical of developed
countries. Reunification of Korea could see growth opportunities. However it is clear that
unless instability occurs at a political level, China’s catch up economy can be expected to
grow, generating major increases in demand for a range of products and services tropical
Australia is well positioned to supply.
Future growth in per capita incomes can be expected in Eastern Europe and Russia along
with Central Asia and the Middle East. Once this happens, scope for rapid ‘catch up’ type
development in Eurasia’s temperate zone will be exhausted. Increasingly it can be expected
that the major increase in economic development will pass to the tropics.
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Of greatest significance for tropical Australia, it can be expected that around the tropical
areas, South and South East Asia will be a leader, including the very large populations of
Indonesia and India.
The following table seeks to provide an indication of the scale of economic growth that might
be expected if the growth trajectories of the past decade in the world economy are projected
forward over the next 20 years.
Table #38: World Economic Growth Trajectories Projected

Temperate Zone
North
North America
Northern Europe
Western Europe
Southern Europe
Eastern Europe
Eastern Asia
(China)
North Africa
Western Asia
Central Asia
South
Australia/New
Zealand
Southern Africa
Argentina
Chile

GDP Per
Capita 2012
$

GDP
2012
$bn

GDP Growth
(av annual)
2000-2012

Est 2032
$bn

Increase
$bn

$51,270

$18,074

1.8% pa

$25,823

$7,749

$43,933

$4,375

1.6% pa

$6,010

$1,635

$43,313

$8,383

1.2% pa

$10,642

$2,259

$25,716

$4,000

0.7% pa

$4,599

$599

$11,525

$3,399

4.1% pa

$7,592

$4,193

$10,084

$16,254

4.1% pa

$36,305

$20,051

($6,076)

($8,358)

(10.1% pa)

(na)

(na)

$3,643

$750

3.9% pa

$1,612

$862

$12,608

$3,038

4.8% pa

$7,759

$4,721

$4,753

$301

7.6% pa

$1,302

$1,001

$63,092

$1,663

3.0% pa

$3,003

$1,340

$6,972

$418

3.5% pa

$831

$413

$11,610

$477

4.5% pa

$1,150

$673

$15,363

Total

$368
$61,400

(85%)

4.3% pa

$622

2.8% pa

$107,250

$354
(78%)

$45,850

(71%)

Tropical Zone
Micronesia

$3,600

$1

1.1% pa

$1

-

Melanesia

$3,440

$31

3.5% pa

$62

$31

Polynesia

$14,452

$7

2.0% pa

$10

$3

South East Asia

$3,852

$2,356

5.2% pa

$6,494

$4,138

South Asia

$1,663

$2,871

6.6% pa

$10,380

$7,509

1

$10,070

$3,410

3.6% pa

$6,917

$3,507

Central America

$8,298

$1,370

2.3% pa

$2,158

$788

Caribbean

$7,477

$308

2.2% pa

$578

$270

$1,110

$560

6.6% pa

$3,087

$2,527

South America

Other Africa

2

Tropical Australia

Est $60,000

Total
Overall Total

$73
$10,987

(15%)

$72,387

(100%)

5.0% pa

$194

5.1% pa

$29,881

(22%)

$18,894

$121
(29%)

$137,131

(100%)

$64,744

(100%)

1

Note: Excluding Argentina and Chile.
Note: Excluding South and North Africa.

2

Source: Cummings Economics from United Nations Statistics.

Statistical Note: The Eastern Asia average growth of 4.1% per annum, 2000-2012, is composed of China
10.1%, but offset by very low growth in the past dominantly high income economies of Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan and Hong Kong. By projecting forward at 4.1%, there is an implicit assumption that China will
assume a growing proportion of the Eastern Asian economy, but its growth rate will fall. It has already fallen
from the average of 10.1% over the 2000-2012 period to 7.7% in 2013.
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The table indicates that at a continuation of growth rates, 2000-2012, increases in GDP ($US
2012 values) would be as follows over a 20-year period.
(USD)
Eastern Asia ...................................................... $20.1 trillion
South & South East Asia.................................... $11.6 trillion
North America ...................................................... $7.7 trillion
Latin America ....................................................... $5.6 trillion
Western Asia ....................................................... $4.7 trillion
Eastern Europe .................................................... $4.2 trillion
Other Europe ....................................................... $4.5 trillion
Total ................................................................. $104.7 trillion

The table indicates that on the 2000 to 2012 growth trajectory, about a third of all world
growth in GDP over the next 20 years would take place on tropical Australia’s global
doorstep in Eastern, South East and South Asia.
The table indicates that almost 30% of growth would take place in tropical areas around the
globe that over the next 20 years seem set to increase their percentage of total global GDP
from 15% to 22%.
However, it is important to recognise that, as incomes rise in the temperate zone ‘catch up’
areas (especially like China), the pattern of demand will change over time.
It can be expected that the increased demand from Eastern Asia (ie. mainly from China), will
follow a path similar to Japan with high growth in demand for minerals and energy and other
industrial inputs in early growth phases translating through to strong growth in demand at
higher incomes for protein food, education and tourism. Northern Australia will need to
adjust to this process as it did in relation to the Japanese market.
One of the challenges for Northern Australia will also be to recognise its potential role in the
growth of the tropical countries.
Tropical Australia has built its mineral, primary industry and tourism exports mainly on
supplying temperate zone countries, including Southern Australia. How does it need to
adapt to take advantage of growing markets in tropical areas with similar climatic conditions?
Clearly, countries like India, with its large population, highly developed use of resources, but
low in income, will go through similar phases to China. This is already evident in the current
demand for minerals and energy from India. However, how will the fact that India is tropical
affect eventual long-term demand for food products and tourism?
The large population of Indonesia is already exhibiting a demand for protein in the form of
the live cattle trade.
However, for many of the tropical countries, apart from low incomes, they have also low
penetration of their underlying resource base (eg. Papua New Guinea, Africa, the Amazon,
etc.). Clearly as they achieve more efficient economies, they will become competitors for
supply of minerals and energy and basic tropical agricultural products. There is evidence of
this happening already.
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Northern Australia’s only experience with these areas at present is with the near north in
Papua New Guinea and eastern Indonesia where the North acts as a supply point for
general cargo and services including the types of services a relatively highly skilled, high
income, workforce can provide. However much of the general cargo trade currently involves
transhipment of products from the south.
There is also a question about how tropical Australia can relate to the development of the
major growth areas in South America, Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean and the
likely growth of tropical Africa.
Obviously, southern Australia and New Zealand will continue to be significant markets, along
with the North’s special role in the development of the currently under developed economies
in Papua New Guinea and the Pacific areas.
In essence, tropical Australia’s future as a supplier to temperate zone countries including the
massively growing market of China and southern Australia is clear. It is more of the same
with the demand out of China following Japan, Korea and Taiwan with growth in demand
switching from basic commodities to higher protein foodstuffs and tourism. Tropical
Australia’s future in relation to the gathering wave of development in the globe’s tropical
areas is not so clear. However, as the following sections indicate, given the right policies,
building a relationship between tropical Australia and other tropical countries around the
world could be ‘transformational’, not just for tropical Australia but for Australia overall.
These questions are considered in greater detail when prospects for the various industry
sectors are looked at in Chapter 5, “Prospects for Development”.

4.3

Transport & Communication Developments
As set out in previous sections, much of tropical Australia’s development since the 1960s
has been stimulated by major improvements in transport technology that have broken down
former barriers of remoteness. These improvements have included the advent of large bulk
carriers, improved roads and long-distance road transport vehicles and aircraft.
While rising fuel costs have posed a threat to this process, the recent arrival at Cairns airport
of the new highly fuel-efficient new generation Boeing Dreamliners to commence services to
Japan is an indication that the process is still going on.
The increasing incidence of FIFO services to mines means it is still going on. In fact, the
FIFO phenomenon is spreading to other industries like marine services, road and other
construction workforce, and there have even been recent reports of FIFO workforce being
used in the pastoral industry.
Larger new generation cruise ships being built means advances in transport technology are
still going on. Recent commencement of direct container ship services from China to Darwin
and Townsville means the process is still going on.
However, it would seem at this point in time that the rate of technological advance in some of
these fields is slowing. It would seem that the emphasis in the future will be an intensifying
the extent of direct transport linkages to markets in southern Australia, Asia and the Pacific.
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This is likely to take the form of more direct road links within Australia, more direct general
cargo shipping links and more direct air services to centres within this wider major market
area. If advantage is to be taken however of developments in tropical Americas and Africa,
the current lack of shipping and air-links is going to be a hard slog to overcome.
Over time, one of the most important developments for tropical Australia and for
development of technology in the tropics may well come from advances in communications.
The internet, broadband and telecommunication revolution holds prospects of breaking down
the contact gap around the world’s tropical areas. This will open up new possibilities for
accelerating the interchange of tropical knowledge, expertise and technology around the
tropics.

4.4

Technology Suited to the Area
Although there has been a tendency of late to emphasise what tropical Australia might teach
the world in this field, the reality is that tropical Australia still faces challenges in the
development of a body of technology that makes it a more productive and comfortable place
in which to live. These include:

o

Development of well adapted high yielding varieties of a wide range of crops suited
to both natural rainfall and irrigation.

o

Development of improved pastures.

o

Development of better ways to control regrowth in the higher rainfall areas.

o

Technology to reduce evaporation rates in water storage.

o

Improved mechanisation of some of the horticultural crops to reduce labour costs.

o

Housing design advances to reduce dependence on air-conditioning.

o

Reduction of vulnerability to cyclone damage and high insurance costs through
certification systems that encourage insurance savings through better design and
maintenance.

o

Better road design and building systems to reduce heavy rainfall damage.

o

Use of technological advances to reduce costs of tourism operations.

o

Solutions to the control of some tropical health risks including Dengue fever.

The area’s comparatively high levels of basic education and technical skills, along with
business conditions conducive to experimentation and adoption of new ways of doing things
has, in the past, helped the area adopt or adapt new technology suited to the area and
where necessary pioneer it.
It is absolutely necessary that these basic conditions are maintained and business conditions
do not become over regulated. Indeed, at times in the past, it has seemed advantageous to
be ‘out of sight and out of mind’ to more extreme cases of ‘bureaucratic’ interference.
“Part A – Looking Back” clearly identifies that a mix of institutions have been involved in the
local development and adoption of new technology; that this has mainly been through
businesses and industry initiatives.
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However, Part A also indicates there can be a definite role for government research
institutions including universities, provided the research is closely aligned with industry
needs.
One of the fundamental positive factors for the future is that there are good prospects of
levels of technological advance in other tropical countries will rise that will flow into the
Australian tropics, just as Australia’s tropical areas will play a role in helping other tropical
countries.

4.5

Growing Population & Infrastructure
The same factors of “success breeds success” that have applied in the past can be expected
to accelerate in the future, especially if policies more conducive to the North’s progress are
adopted.
If the North’s growth trajectory since 1991 is sustained over the next 36 years, ie. to 2050,
the population of the North’s major cities and regions will look as set out in the following
table.
Table #39: Projections of Population of North’s Cities and Regions to 2050
( at 1991 to 2011 av. annual growth rates)

Region (1)

City

Av annual growth
1991 - 2011
percent per annum
+2.66%(2)

Cairns
Far North
Townsville

145,986
+1.90%

+1.94%

Rockhampton/Gladstone

+1.64%

Fitzroy
QLD Central & NW
Darwin

354,096

83,600

+1.32%

550,887

224,678

(2)

Mackay

406,400

167,371

+2.17%

Projected residential
population 2050

264,405

+1.43%(2)

North
Mackay

2011 residential
population

390,886
193,116

171,564
126,083

323,555
210,266

+1.30%

217,123

359,314

(-0.46%)

46,914

39,193

+2.50%

129,106

338,203

Northern Territory

+1.69%

231,292

444,644

Pilbara, Kimberley

+1.74%

98,568

193,158

1,254,544

2,301,637

Total North Australia
(1)

Note: Statistical Divisions.

(2)

Note: Adjusted for boundary changes.
Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Bureau Statistics Cat 3218.0.

As seen in earlier Section 3.12, the northern cities have been passing regional cities in the
South in size, and the process seems set to continue with Cairns, Townsville and Darwin
especially overtaking and passing cities like Geelong, Hobart, Wollongong and rising to the
current size of Canberra in the coming decades.
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On their continuing growth trajectory, population of the Cairns/Far North Queensland region
will be up with the current State of Tasmania within a 40-year time frame. Total for tropical
Australia will be the equivalent of the current South Australia in about a 20-year time frame
and about four times the current size of Tasmania in about a 30-year time frame.
This will provide a base upon which to sustain a whole range of higher order and specialist
services in health, education, cultural and sporting facilities. While still being inferior to those
available in the major metropolitan centres, they will be potentially superior to those available
in most regional cities in southern Australia.
This factor, plus improving technology relating to everyday living, is likely to continue
improving the attractiveness of the tropical cities and regions as a place to live. Importantly,
this then lowers the costs of attracting and holding workforce and this, in turn, affects the
general costs of operating businesses in the area.

Notes and References – Chapter 4
1.

“Our Future World : Global Mega Trends That Will Change the Way We Live” – Dr Stefan
Hajkowicz, Hannah Cook, Anna Littleboy, CSIRO 2012.
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5.
5.1

PROSPECTS FOR DEVELOPMENT
General
In an economy like that of Northern Australia, most of the impetus for growth will come from
growing ‘outside earnings’, ie. exports overseas and regional exports to the rest of Australia.
Importantly in the context of the economic opportunities for Northern Australia, most of the
opportunities for growth will come from the region’s previously under exploited ‘natural
resources’ including those related to plant growth (agricultural, pastoral and forest), marine
industries, mining and natural tourism resources (attractions).
There will also be increasing opportunities for exports of ‘skills based’ activities, especially in
relation to the currently relatively under developed near north, in the Pacific/Asia area, the
wider Asia area and to other tropical countries.
However, while the industry sectors earning ‘outside income’ will be the drivers of growth,
most of the increase in employment will be in ‘follower’ activities in the services, in
construction and in manufacturing to service local markets. Most of this will be located in the
regional capitals and to a lesser extent in the district service towns.
The following looks at each of the major prospective sectors earning outside income before
looking at the extent and location of ‘flow-on’ or following activities in the various sectors.
In appreciating the impact on the North’s economy of the major ‘driver’ sectors, it is important
to recognise that they differ in the extent of ‘flow-on’ activity generated. As Box 13 indicates,
mining generally has much lower ‘flow-on’ effects on regional economies than agriculture
and tourism.
Each of these sectors also has different spatial dimensions. Mining and pastoral industries
are mainly located in remote areas, agriculture spatially spread over farming areas with large
impacts on district towns, and tourism spatially dispersed but more concentrated in its effects
on the regional capitals.
Given the strong growth of the northern regions in recent decades, there has been an
element of a lag in a number of services, especially those provided by government in fields
like health and higher education. There will be a need for a catch up to deliver equivalent
services on a per head of population basis to those available in the South.
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Box 13 – Regional Impacts of Different Industry Sectors
It is important to recognise the different impacts of the different industry sectors on regional
economies.
The following table taken from “Australian National Accounts Input Output Tables” gives
different composition of expenditure by different industry types in terms of purchased inputs,
wages and salaries and gross operating surpluses.
Table: Proportions of Australian Production for Selected Industries Accounted for
by Different Inputs for Selected Industries
Intermediate
use

Compensation
of employees

Gross operating
surplus &
mixed income

Taxes less
subsidies

(ie. Buy in of
goods & services)

(Wage &
salaries)

(Profit)

(Total)

Other agriculture

43%

12%

44%

1%

Coal mining

50%

11%

39%

1%

Oil & gas extraction

30%

9%

61%

0%

42%

13%

43%

1%

74%

16%

9%

1%

72%

18%

9%

1%

58%

31%

9%

2%

Industry

Non-ferrous metal ore
mining
Meat & meat product
manufacturing
Sugar & confectionary
manufacturing
Bakery product
manufacturing
Accommodation

44%

27%

24%

5%

Food & beverage services

52%

31%

12%

5%

Finance

22%

25%

49%

3%

Primary & secondary
education services

20%

71%

7%

2%

Source: Cummings Economics from ABS Australian National Accounts Input Output Tables.

The regional impact of the ‘buy in of goods and services’ will depend much on their composition.
For instance, the high ‘buy in’ of meat and meat product manufacturing will be mainly from
regional beef producers. However for some like ‘coal mining’, it will include substantial
machinery, fuel, chemicals, etc., imported into the region. Some of the services like finance and
education will have low levels of ‘buy in’.
By and large, employee remuneration will be spent locally within a region unless the workforce is
FIFO. However there can be very large differences of where gross operating surpluses are spent.
For agriculture, where most of the farming is carried out by small businesses, the expenditure
within the region will be high. For mining however, most will accrue outside the region to
metropolitan centres.
It is important to recognise that for mining, with fairly large ‘buy in’ of machinery, fuel and
chemical inputs, etc., from outside the region, FIFO workforce and gross operating surpluses
accruing outside the region, for a given value of output, the local economic impact can be quite
small.
On the other hand, for output from agriculture, most stays within the region.
Gross operating surpluses from large accommodation establishments may accrue outside the
region, but much of the accommodation provided is by small businesses with gross operating
surpluses likely to be spent within the region.
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5.2

Primary Industries
5.2.1 General
A growing world economy has been leading in recent years to a growing demand for primary
industry products and growing world prices.

Source: UN Food & Agriculture Organisation.
An FAO report predicts that, “Changes in demand will drive the need for significant increases
in production of all major food and feed crops”. “The food price spike of 2008 and the surge
in food prices to record levels early in 2011, portend rising and more frequent threats to
world food security.”
Against this background, an FAO report is predicting that world agricultural output will need
to grow by 70% to meet demand by the middle of this century1.
A recent estimate produced by the Australian Bureau of Agricultural & Resource Economics2
predicts that Australia will continue to play a substantial role in meeting increased world
demand with its agricultural exports, estimated to increase by 140% by 2050.
While world population is projected to grow by 33%, as living standards rise, per capita
consumption of food and fibre products is expected to rise also. Further need is being
generated by a demand for production of biofuels to replace fossil fuels.
Prices for sugar in recent years have been at record levels (see chart3).
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As indicated in earlier sections, tropical Australia’s underlying agricultural potential remains
comparatively underdeveloped, mainly due to technological challenges in the context of a
high labour cost economy.
Water runoff in the North represents about 60% of Australia’s total. Achievement of a rate of
agricultural production to water runoff to levels currently achieved in southern Australia
would see value of agricultural production increase from $5.2bn in 2011/12 to $61.2bn, a 12fold increase.
However, water runoff does not take into account effects of temperatures, evaporation rates,
rainfall variability, soil qualities and other influences on plant growth. On the basis of
comparative plant growth potential as measured by satellite data on the absorption of carbon
into plants (see previous Map 15A), it is estimated that average NPP (Net Primary
Productivity) over the North is about the same as the South and potential would be for
agricultural output to increase to 67% of that of southern Australia, ie. $27bn representing a
5-fold increase. Based on CSIRO estimates of NPP (see previous Map 15B), the indications
are that average NPP across the North is higher than across the South and that the potential
based on comparative NPP would be for the North to equal the South involving a 7-fold
increase on current levels.
A look at the satellite and other maps however indicates that there is a wide variation in the
potential between the different regions. The Fitzroy, Pioneer and Burdekin basins in
Queensland are relatively well developed compared to water runoff and indications of plant
growth potential. The Fairbairn dam on the Fitzroy and the Burdekin dam on the Burdekin
command substantial irrigation projects.
The basins are serviced by good road
developments, rail and nearby ports.
The high rainfall areas of the Far North tropical coast and Tablelands, immediately around
Cairns, represent some of the areas of greatest plant growth potential in Australia. This area
already has substantial farming and leads Northern Australia in value and diversity of crops
produced. The trend in this area has been to higher value crops. Its water resources are
extended by Tinaroo dam into one of the North’s major irrigation areas, the MDIA “Mareeba
Dimbulah Irrigation Area”.
The only other areas across the North currently of any major significance for crops, as
opposed to cattle production, are around Katherine where mango production has been
established and the Ord which is based on irrigation.
The major stand-out areas where there is a major mismatch between agricultural production
and plant growth potential is Cape York Peninsula and the Northern Territory Top
End/Arnhem Land where there is a reliable strong wet season but almost no agricultural
production. Both areas are characterised by poor infrastructure of roads and electricity
supply, high indigenous populations and unfavourable land tenures.
While the development of additional cropping over most of tropical Australia would depend
on irrigation development, the strength and reliability of the wet season in the Cape York
Peninsula and the Top End/Arnhem Land is such that broad acre crops grown under natural
rainfall are potentially viable
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5.2.2 The Cattle Industry
Like the wool industry, the cattle industry uses extensive plant growth potential over a large
area to produce a high value product that will stand the cost of shipment to distant markets.
Just as, in southern Australia, where development rode on the sheep’s back especially
Spanish origin Merinos, development over much of Northern Australia now rides on the back
of South Asian origin Bos indicus.
The cattle industry is the largest primary industry in tropical Australia. Box 14 gives its value
to the Northern and Australian economy. By the 1960s, there was a great deal of optimism
about the ability of Northern Australia to produce beef, particularly with pasture improvement.
J H Kelly in his 1971 “Beef in Northern Australia”4 made the following estimates of beef cattle
carrying capacity of Northern Australia.
Table #40: Beef Cattle Capacity of Northern Australia
Cattle number
m. head
1.2
5.0
0.6
2.3
2.7
0.4
0.6
0.8
14.9
28.5

Region
Kimberley
Arnhem-Victoria-NT.Gulf
Barkly
Peninsula
Qld Gulf
Centre
Channel
Qld West
Brigalow-Qld Coast
Total

Turn-off
m. head
0.2
1.0
0.2
0.5
0.6
0.1
0.3
0.2
6.0
9.1

Note: Average annual turn-off of total cattle numbers – 31.5 percent.
Source: Cummings Economics from “Beef Potential”.

Much of Australia’s exports at the time were based on ‘hamburger’ grade exports to the USA
and a growing trade with Japan. Unfortunately rising cattle numbers led to an oversupply
and world beef prices collapsed by the mid-1970s. As a result, for some time, there was little
incentive for graziers to invest in improvements in water points, fencing and improved
pastures to achieve higher carrying capacity entailed.
Current cattle numbers are now up to about a half of Kelly’s estimates. A combination of
proximity to growing Asian markets, improved breeds, investment in management, and the
past development of specialised livestock carriers, has made the northern cattle industry a
success story.
From a situation in the early 1990s when beef cattle numbers in the North were about half
those in the South (34% of total Australia), numbers of beef cattle in Northern Australia had
almost drawn up to being 82% of the South by 2010/11. At 45% of total for Australia, beef
cattle per hectare of area in Northern Australia now exceeds numbers in southern Australia.
Table #41: Numbers of Beef Cattle
Aust

Av 19921994
2010 –
2011

Non Tropical

Tropical
Bal
WA

Sub
total

Qld

NT

WA

Sub
total

Tropical
% of
total

NSW

Vic

SA

Tas

Bal
Qld

24573

6459

3819

1162

621

3065

993

16119

6304

1430

720

8454

34%

25938

5384

2366

1110

467

3870

1128

14325

8500

2197

836

11613

45%

% growth +5.6% (-16.6%) (-38.0%)

(-4.5%)

(-24.8%) +26.3%

+13.6% (-11.1%) +36.0% +53.6% +16.1% +37.4%

Source: Cummings Economics from ABS Cat 7111.0 Principal Agricultural Commodities Australia.
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Box 14 – Economic Importance of the Cattle Industry in Northern Australia(1)
The cattle industry is the largest primary industry in Northern Australia
ABS Gross Value of Production figures for 2009/10 indicated the cattle industry:

▪
▪
▪
▪

Had a farm gate value of $3 billion;
Accounted for 57% of all agricultural production in Northern Australia;
In that year had four times the farm gate value of sugarcane production;
In that year, was three times the value of all agricultural production in the state of
Tasmania two thirds that of South Australia and 36% of New South Wales.

The cattle industry is the largest source of non-government income over more than 80% of the
area of Northern Australia (see map).
The cattle industry has important “Post farm gate” employment and “Flow on” impacts on
suppliers throughout the North's regional economies.
A study of the Contribution of the Primary Industries to the Northern Queensland Regional
Economies of Far North, North and North West in 2009/10 (2) indicated:
▪ Direct employment in cattle production of about 3800 in that area
▪ Post farm gate activity in terms of transport and processing added an extra third more jobs
to take the total to approximately 5000 jobs in that area
▪ “Flow on” effects through jobs provided by suppliers of inputs, added a further estimated
3300 jobs to take the total to 8300 job in that area.
▪ If these figures for three statistical divisions in northern Queensland are extrapolated across
the North, estimated employment created by the industry across the North is of the order of
20,000 jobs.
Notes:
(1)
Northern Australia includes statistical divisions based on Rockhampton Longreach, Alice Springs and
Pilbara and further north.
(2)
Cummings Economics: September 2010, www.cummings.net.au
http://www.cummings.net.au/pdf/recent/J2315CEAginvestreport.pdf
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Clearly growing Asian economies, demand for proteins and Northern Australia’s proximity to
those markets are very favourable to continuing expansion of the cattle industry, either by
way of live cattle trade or for meatworks’ output.
If markets are there, then capacity to increase cattle numbers and output is there, especially
in the currently underdeveloped areas of Cape York Peninsula, the Gulf area and the Top
End/Arnhem Land area.
What level of production the cattle industry could potentially rise to, would, no doubt, be
subject to debate. However, if Kelly’s assessment is right, there is a potential to double the
numbers carried.
The potential carrying capacity of the higher rainfall areas can be very substantial but it
requires investment in clearing, establishment of improved pastures, regrowth control and
management through fencing and water points to achieve higher carrying capacities.
There have been barriers to this. An easy fix to Australia’s ‘green house’ gas emissions
record in 2004 was for the Commonwealth and Queensland Governments to agree to ban
tree clearing, moves which fell disproportionately on the northern regions. It is a policy that
the current Queensland Government has been moving away from5.
However, also, current tenure over much of the North is not conducive to encouraging
investment in improvements for more intensive cattle production and production of feed
supplements.
Both of these factors (tenure and tree clearing laws), apply also to other broad acre cropping
and are further addressed in Section 6.
5.2.3 Current Narrow Range of Crops
To date, the range of crops grown in tropical Australia has been very narrow compared with
the range of tropical crops grown around the globe.
Table #42 sets out a note prepared in 1997 giving an indication of the range of crops
produced in other countries in similar latitudes (10° to 20° south or north) compared with the
Cairns/Far North Queensland region, the largest and most diversified agricultural region in
tropical Australia. The table is not comprehensive and is indicative only. However it
illustrates the narrow range of crops grown and even narrower range exported, mainly due to
technological and economic factors.
Tropical Australia has very large areas in which tropical food staple crops could be grown
such as rice, manioc (cassava), various beans and pulses that are not grown at present.
Maize growing is for stockfeed only. Acreages under sorghum are very limited north of
Central Queensland.
While the range of tropical fruits and vegetables grown has been expanding, it has been for
local and domestic markets only, and only occasional air export shipments have been made
out of Cairns airport. While tea and coffee are now grown, it is for very limited local markets.
Only very small amounts of the spices are grown. Of the major fibre crops, cotton is grown
on any scale only in the Central Queensland highlands area located on the Tropic of
Capricorn, but not further north. However, no fibre crops like kenaf, sisal and jute are grown.
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Table #42: Notes on Agricultural Crops in Tropical Areas 10° to 20° South or North
(Note: This table is not comprehensive. It is to serve only as a guide.)
Staple Foods
Grains

Staple Foods
Beans & Pulses

Staple Foods
Tubers

Vegetables

Tropical Fruits

Sugar

Rice, Maize

Soya Beans

Manioc, Sweet Potatoes

Various

Sugar

Rice, Wheat, Maize,
Millet
Rice, Maize, sorghum,
Wheat, Millet, Barley

Soya Beans

Various

Chick Peas

Potatoes, Sweet Potatoes,
Manioc (Cassava Tapioca)
Potatoes, Sweet Potatoes

Mangoes, Bananas coconuts,
Other
Mangoes, Bananas, coconuts,
Pineapples, Other
Mangoes, Bananas, Coconuts,
Other

Wheat, Barley, Maize

-

-

Various

Citrus, Other

-

Malagassy

Rice

-

Manioc

Various

-

-

Mozambique

Rice, Sorghum, Maize,
Wheat
Wheat, Sorghum

-

-

Various

Citrus, Bananas, Other

Sugar

-

-

Various

-

Sugar

Pacific
Fiji

-

-

-

Various

Coconut, Other

Sugar

Americas
Caribbean

Maize, Rice

Various Beans

Arrowroot

Various

Sugar

Mexico/Central America

Maize, Rice, Wheat

Various Beans

Various

Brazil

Maize, Wheat, Barley,
Oats, Rye, sorghum

Various Beans

Manioc, Potatoes, Sweet
Potatoes
Manioc, Sweet potatoes

Various

Citrus, Bananas, Coconuts,
Other
Bananas, Citrus, Pineapples,
Other
Bananas, Citrus, Other

Maize, sorghum
(stockfeed only)

Navy Beans

Potatoes, Sweet potatoes

Various

Bananas, Citrus, Other

Sugar

Asia
Philippines
Indo China/Thailand
India
Africa
Ethiopia/Yemen

Zimbabwe/Malawi

Various

Sugar
Sugar

Sugar
Sugar

Far North Q’ld
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Table #42: Notes on Agricultural Crops in Tropical Areas 10° to 20° South or North (cont’d)
(Note: This table is not comprehensive. It is to serve only as a guide.)

Asia
Philippines

Spices

Fibre Crops

Oil Crops

Narcotics, etc

Nuts

Other

-

Copra, Peanuts

Tobacco

Cashews

-

Sesame, Peanuts

Tobacco, Opium
Poppies
Tobacco

Cashews

Rubber, Sandalwood

Indo China/Thailand

-

Cotton,
Ramie,
Manilla Hemp
Cotton, Jute, Kenaf

India

Pepper, Cinnamon,
Nutmeg

Cotton, Jute, Hemp,
Silkworms

Sesame, Rape, Castor,
Peanuts

-

Agave (Sisal), Cotton

Oilseeds

Tobacco

-

-

Malagassy

Vanilla, Cloves

-

Peanuts

-

-

-

Mozambique

-

Cotton

Peanuts, Sunflowers

Tobacco

-

-

Zimbabwe/Malawi

-

Cotton, Sisal, Silk

Peanuts

Tobacco

-

-

Pacific
Fiji

-

-

Copra

-

-

-

Americas
Caribbean

Pepper, Nutmeg

Tobacco

-

-

Chicle, Tobacco

Cashews

Rubber, Tequila

Tobacco

Brazil Nuts

Rubber

-

Cashews,
Macadamia

-

Africa
Ethiopia/Yemen

Mexico/Central America

-

Cotton, Sisal Cotton,
Manilla
Hemp, Sisal,

Brazil

-

-

Patchouli oil (perfumes),
copra oil
Peanuts, Linseed, Palm
oil, Copra
Peanuts

Pepper (small)

-

Peanuts

Cashews

Far North Q’ld
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The following table gives production of crops in Tamil Nadu State in Peninsula India - an
area in similar latitudes to Cape York Peninsula and with similar levels of rainfall and water
runoff (see Map 16, Section 2.2.1).
Table #43: Agricultural Production Tamil Nadu – Main Crops, 2005-06
Crop
Rice
Jowar (Sorghum)
Bajra (Pearl Millett)
Ragi (Finger Millett)
Maize
Bengalgram
Redgram
Greengram
Blackgram
Horsegram
Sugarcane (Cane)
Chillies
Turmeric
Coriander
Tamarind
Onion
Tapioca (Cassava)
Sweet Potato
Potato
Banana
Cotton (lint)
Castor
Groundnut
Gingelly
Sunflower
Tobacco
Total

Production in Tonnes
5,209,433
231,449
94,799
132,172
241,217
4,007
20,400
45,881
70,758
22,023
35,113,269
31,830
143,358
6,424
67,524
233,796
4,857,440
29,555
74,593
4,647,635
168,154
2,777
1,097,592
30,772
21,148
7,792
52,605,798

tonnes

Source: Government of Tamil Nadu, Dept of Economics and Statistics, Season & Crop Report, 2005-06.

Cropping is now moving into the Cooktown district in the southern part of the Cape, but
otherwise, there is currently almost no crop production in Cape York Peninsula despite large
areas of suitable soils estimated to be over 2 million hectares (see Map 23). (See further
comment next section.)

5.2.4 Back-up Services and Infrastructure Needed
While the cattle industry is geared to be able to operate in remote areas, one of the
important things to realise about cropping industries and more intensive livestock industries,
is that a fairly sophisticated service industry structure back-up is needed along with cheap
transport access to markets including ports to ship to overseas markets.
From this perspective, the most favourable areas for expansion of cropping lie close by the
existing cropping areas in Queensland where there are well developed agricultural service
towns and facilities, some amount of local markets, transport connections to the South and
developed ports for potential export.
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The opening up of the Cooktown district for agricultural production is a classic example. It
followed the development of sealed road access linking the area to the established
agricultural service centre of Mareeba and the national road transport network. The trials
and tribulations of the Ord as outlined in Section 4.4 are a classic example of difficulties of
development in super remote areas. Latest Australian Bureau of Statistics’ figures for the
Ord’s gross value of crop production stands at about $30m6. Latest information from
Queensland Department of Agriculture and Forestry indicates annual crop production in the
Cooktown district has now climbed past $40m.
Because of these factors, expansion of production such as that proposed in the Dimbulah
area west of Mareeba with the building of the proposed Nullinga dam for joint agricultural
and residential water supply and hydro electricity generation, or the proposed I.F.E.D.
Etheridge Gilbert developments, two and a half hours’ drive west of the Tablelands, or the
Flinders River scheme on the rail line west of Charters Towers, are well placed to be
successful. (Box 15 gives some further details.) Similarly, expansion such as those for the
proposed Connors River and Urannah dams in Central Queensland and expansion around
Darwin and Katherine would be reasonably well placed.
Because of these factors, the economics of the Ord will only improve with increased scale,
that will help support lower cost services, port and export shipping. An improved direct road
transport route into the Kimberley area from major centres of south eastern Australia via
Alice Springs and the Tanami Road would also contribute to lowering cost of inputs but also
potential transport of product to southern markets.
The establishment of broad acre crops under natural rainfall in Cape York Peninsula and
Arnhem Land presents a much tougher proposition. It is unlikely to be able to be
contemplated unless sealed roads are constructed into the area and towns like Gove and
Weipa are developed as agricultural service towns.
The rewards in terms of increased production could be substantial. A report by Queensland
Department of Primary Industries officers in the 1990s indicated there were over two million
hectares of land in the Weipa area where soil conditions and rainfall were suitable for a
range of cropping7. Map 23 illustrates. This production would be close to an existing deep
water port at Weipa. However given economic factors, it is likely that development will depend on
one single successful pioneering crop highly suited to the area that can be established to supply
overseas markets - like sugar but not necessarily sugar.

5.2.5 Prospective Irrigation Development
Apart from the remote areas in the Far North extremities in Cape York Peninsula and Top
End/Arnhem Land and some areas along the Far North Queensland coast including in the Tully
and Herbert Valleys, most expansion of cropping in the North would depend on water storage
and irrigation.
Fears of over exploitation of water resources just do not apply to tropical Australia. The potential
water resource is immense and currently under exploited. Map 24 shows the number of dams in
Southern Australia compared with the number in the North.
As noted in Section 2.1, the Mitchell River basin behind Cairns and running west into the Gulf of
Carpentaria has a total water runoff just a fraction below that of the whole Murray Darling system.
The rainfall in the area tends to come intensively during the wet season and to be successfully
used for cropping, water storage is vital as it is for most of the Murray/Darling basin.
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Box 15 - Some Major Proposed Irrigation Developments – Queensland Peninsula & Gulf Region
Nullinga Dam
This dam, located on the upper reaches of the west flowing Walsh River in the Mitchell Basin just
west of Mareeba, is proposed to have a triple role.
At present, the Tinaroo dam on the east flowing Barron River provides irrigation water for one of
the North’s four major irrigation areas, the Mareeba Dimbulah Irrigation Area (MDIA).
Apart from providing water for irrigation around Mareeba, channels currently take water through
the Great Divide into the Walsh River catchment area.
The first role of the Nullinga dam would be to provide an expansion of water available for farming
in the MDIA.
The second would be to provide water for the growing city of Cairns, that now has consumption
levels reaching up to limits of current supplies from local Freshwater and Behana Creeks. This
water supply would perform a third purpose of passing through the existing Barron Falls Hydro
Electricity Scheme to provide a renewable peak load power source.
It is estimated that there is 45,000 ha of land suitable for irrigation cropping in the MDIA area of
which about 14,000 ha is being cropped at present and a further 7,000 ha already cleared.
Etheridge Integrated Agriculture Project
This is a proposed private enterprise development by IFED (Integrated Food and Energy
Developments).
The Gilbert River Basin, including its major tributaries the Einasleigh and Etheridge Rivers, have
a water runoff of 4375GL (cf Ord 3870GL), with a current diversion of 7GL (cf Ord 84GL). The
development will entail construction of off-stream storage from the Einasleigh replenished by wet
season flood diversion, with irrigation of farms through to the Gilbert River. Total capital cost is
put at $1.9bn including water storage, farms, sugar mill cogeneration, gum plant and meat
processing plant.
Output of sugar, ethanol, electricity, guar gum, stockfeeds and meat products is estimated to
generate revenue of the order of $894 million per annum.
(Note: Guar is a tropical crop long grown in countries like India and will produce a gum
substance currently heavily in demand for the ‘fracking’ process in oil and gas extraction.)
Gilbert River Irrigation Area Assessment
There is already a small amount of irrigation farming on the Gilbert River.
A recent CSIRO report(1) has assessed the viability of irrigation based on in-stream storages on
the Gilbert and Etheridge Rivers and concluded, of the large amount of suitable agricultural soils,
some 20 – 30,000 ha’s could be developed for irrigated cropping on the Gilbert, ie. larger than
areas currently being irrigated in the MDIA (14,000 ha’s) and the current Ord scheme.
Flinders River Irrigation Area Assessment
There are small amounts of irrigation taking place at present along the Flinders River, ,mainly for
stock feed production, but with past trials of cotton.
The recent CSIRO Assessment(2) of an off-stream storage at Connors Creek near Richmond and
in-stream dam at Cave Hill near Cloncurry had a potential to irrigate 10 – 20,000 ha’s of soils
suitable for agriculture, ie. of a size about the existing MDIA.
(1)
(2)

Note: “Agricultural Resource Assessment for the Gilbert Catchment”, CSIRO, Dec 2013.
Note: “Agricultural Resource Assessment for the Flinders”, CSIRO, Dec 2013.
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Map 23 – Cape York Peninsula Soils with Horticultural & Broadacre Cropping Values
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Map 24 – Major Water Storages in Australia
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The following table shows the comparative degree to which water run off from the Murray Darling
Basin is being diverted (51.1%) compared with the Mitchell River Basin (0.04%) and other
northern drainage divisions and basins. Yet when building water storages is raised in the North,
the absurd cry goes up that, “We don’t want to repeat the mistakes of the Murray Darling”.
Table #44: Water Runoff & Volumes Diverted, Selected River Basins & Drainage Divisions
River Basin/
Drainage Division

Mean
Annual runoff
(GL)

Volume
diverted
(GL)

Volume diverted as % of
Mean annual runoff
%

Murray Darling DD

23,850

12,051

50.53%

Mitchell RB

22,951

10

0.04%

North East DD (Fitzroy basin North)

42,294

996

2.35%

Gulf of Carpentaria DD

95,615

52

0.05%

Timor Sea DD

83,320

48

0.06%

Source: Cummings Economics from Australian Land and Water Resources Atlas.

5.2.6 Importance of Research, Markets and Transport
From the foregoing, four further elements should be noted if agricultural potential of tropical
Australia is to be developed.
The first relates to research and development. If the Achilles heel of northern development has
been agriculture, the Achilles heel of the development of successful agriculture has been
technology; technology relating to tropical agriculture in general and technology to overcome high
costs of labour and production.
The development of high yielding plants and animal varieties suitable to local climatic and
economic conditions has been critical.
It was a setback for tropical Australia when the CSIRO, right in the middle of an era when the
‘Green Revolution’ was taking place elsewhere in the tropical world, decided to switch out of
agricultural research into other fields. It was a decision typical of the self-absorbed and isolated
thinking common in southern Australia. The structure of the economy and prospects in southern
Australia might have justified the switch. The economy and prospects in tropical Australia at the
time almost certainly did not. Some of the current changes happening in this field in Queensland
at present are a matter for concern.
Research is needed at a fundamental scientific level such as in plant and animal breeding. The
current trend for CSIRO to enter fields of economic, social and project assessment work seems
to be duplicating what others can do and seems to be continuing the organisation’s record of
failures in the North.
Very important in the development of tropical Australia has to be a continuing effort to reduce
labour costs through mechanisation. Young British, European and other backpackers have been
a boon to the burgeoning tropical fruit industry in the North in helping keep costs down. However,
unless these now relatively large industries can continue mechanising and reducing labour costs,
they will be vulnerable if import conditions change and quarantine restraints were removed.
The second factor relates to markets. Clearly the major stimulus to demand for agricultural
products from Northern Australia is likely to come out of Asia. There is going to be a need for
very careful appraisal of what those markets are going to need but also what these countries are
going to accept from overseas. Protectionism is still present in agricultural products in some of
the Asian countries.
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Thirdly, the importance of transport technology and infrastructure needs to be appreciated. If
exports of products like fruits and vegetables are going to be achieved, general cargo container
services to Asia are going to be needed. The integration of needs for export shipment of other
products such as minerals, seafood, beef and for direct importation via ports close to producing
areas will be important.
A fourth factor needs to be recognised. A great deal of the primary product output of southern
Australia is consumed by the comparatively large population in southern Australia. As population
in the North’s regions and cities grow, local markets will help sustain and diversify production.
This includes a comparatively large visitor population. Indeed, the distinctive range of tropical
food stuffs available, especially in the Cairns region, are like Tasmania, providing the basis for an
element of food tourism, under the brand name “Taste Paradise”.
5.2.7 Fishing
Australia is a major importer of seafood products - 70% of total consumption. Harvest of its own
very substantial resources is relatively low especially across the North (see Map 25). Evidence
from Commonwealth managed fisheries indicates Australia is not overfished and if overfishing
starts to occur of some species, Australia’s track record has demonstrated appropriate action is
taken to bring stocks back to a sustainable basis. The Northern Prawn Fishery is an example.
In the past in the North, high costs of remoteness has led to targeting high value species only.
However the build-up of population, infrastructure and transport links has seen a process of
diversification taking place with extension of the range of species involved. With advances in
population and infrastructure taking place, this trend is likely to continue.
Scientists in the field, believe there is a spectacular opportunity to participate in being part of the
harvesting of the massive Pacific Tuna resource in the Coral Sea area. The resource is so large
and sustainable that Papua New Guinea is catching 700,000 tonnes per annum, ie. more than
five times Australia’s current total capture of edible fish. Kearney 2012 has estimated that if
Australia only partially exploited this resource in its Economic Exclusion Zone, it would be the
equivalent of its total current catch8.
Environmental restrictions not based on science however have caused major checks to fisheries
expansion. The most important factor, if this sector is to reach its potential to play a role in the
diversified development of tropical Australia, will be to keep restrictions not based on science
under control, and in fact in a number of cases, wound back.
The range of aquaculture operations in the North has expanded, although not without some
failures (eg. turtles, clams).
Prawn and barramundi farming are now well established in Queensland and a project to grow
2000 tonnes of barramundi per annum is underway in the Kimberley area. New feed
developments are reported for freshwater redclaw. Breakthroughs have been reported in
breeding the much sought after and highly priced northern crayfish, opening up possibilities for
aquaculture operations.
The North’s position in crocodile farming is currently reported to be attracting investment interest
from international fashion leather companies. Algae production has been established in the
Pilbara and James Cook University trials in algae production based on coal fired power plant CO2
sequestration are looking promising.
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5.2.8 Forestry
Like fisheries, forestry has a potential role to play in the diversified development of tropical
Australia’s economy.
Like fisheries, if it is to play that role, there is a need to keep environmental restrictions not based
on science in check.
Outside the Queensland higher rainfall east coast areas, the major natural resources are in Cape
York and the Top End. Exploitation of these resources could play a role in diversified
development of these areas but would need better sealed road access to be viable.
Reafforestation plantings in the Cairns and Mackay regions have suffered technological problems
of selection of suitable varieties, especially in the light of the recent devastation from cyclone Yasi
of some species.
High value Sandalwood has become a major crop in the Ord and plantings have been made in
the Cooktown district.

5.3

Prospects for Mining
Australia’s most recent mining boom has been primarily fuelled by major investment in and
expansion of coal, iron ore and gas (in the west LNG from undersea resources, in the east
from coal seam gas).
Garnaut (“Dog Days” 20139), has characterised the period and its impact on the Australian
economy as being in three phases:

o The terms of trade impact period, as prices of existing exports of these commodities
and others rose. This finished in 2011 with a moderate drop in prices.

o The investment phase as an expansion of supply took place. This is now tapering
off.

o The expanded export volumes phase. This is now commencing and is expected to
peak by 2018.
Although there is evidence that supply has been catching up with demand resulting
especially in some closure of marginal coal mines in the Bowen basin, there is still ‘some
sting left in the tail’. Moves are still rolling through to develop the Galilee Basin with
construction of a railway line and upgrading of port capacity at Abbott Point, especially aimed
at increasing demand out of India.
While the LNG plants at Gladstone are well on their way and the Arrow project will not
proceed, construction of pipelines to feed the LNG plants has some way to go. Further
offshore gas development in the North West still has some way to go.
To the near north in Papua New Guinea, the PNG LNG project is nearing completion, but
Interoil’s Elk and Antelope reserves are still to be developed.
In the North West Queensland province, the super-rich long-term Mt Isa mines are reaching the
end of a long life with the time approaching for a final ‘superpit’ development that will see the
deposit exhausted. Announcements have recently been made that the Mt Isa smelters will close
in 2017.
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The Century Zinc deposit is reaching exhaustion but is to be replaced by Dugald River. A further
negative has been the decision by Rio Tinto to mothball the alumina processing plant at Gove
and to put on hold the major $1.2bn South of Embley port expansion in the face of lower world
aluminium prices and development in Indonesia aimed at increasing ‘in-country’ processing.
On the other hand, the period of damage from an excessively high exchange rate and wildly
escalating costs of labour and other inputs appear to be passing. Mining companies themselves
have been seeking to contain costs.
An element of this is substitution of local unionised workforce with fly-in/fly-out workforce such as
is occurring from Brisbane and Cairns for the new BMA Cavill Ridge project. The lower dollar
and more subdued demand for workforce from some of the major growth sectors is a major
positive for more marginal mining projects.
The big question for the North’s major regional cities is whether a more subdued period will see
them able to offset some of the losses from reduced mining activities by being able to capture a
larger share of the benefits.
As set out in Section 3.5, the 1990s Fringe Benefit Tax decision stimulating the growth of flyin/fly-out workforce and the sheer scale of the upsurge has seen most of the benefits, especially
of the Central Queensland and Pilbara developments, flow south. The regional cities and towns
have not benefited to anywhere near the degree that might have been expected. Australia’s high
cost structure has also been seeing large amounts of engineering work lost overseas.
“Royalties to Regions” in Western Australia and Queensland have been helping regional local
authorities cope with the development that has occurred. Slower development, the lower dollar
and reducing cost pressures should help the North’s regional communities position themselves to
achieve a greater servicing role for the sector.
However, despite the recent setbacks, the prospects of continuing strong mining activity in the
North seems sound.
Behind the expansion of demand for minerals, has been a scale of rapid industrialisation not seen
since the period of rapid industrialisation that took place in Europe and North America in the late
1800s and early 1900s. As Niall Ferguson has so clearly set out in a number of his books 10, this
age came to a close, as a result of the disaster of the First World War, the Depression and the
Second World War. The obvious question is, will history repeat itself.
There are grounds for optimism. This time, the rapid industrialisation is mainly taking place in
Asia as China and India with their vast populations, start to catch up and move into ‘first’ world
levels of industrial and economic development. Barring an economic disaster similar to the First
World War, the prospects are that the retreat in mining in the North that occurred following the
1920s will not reoccur in the foreseeable future. While the ‘mad scramble’ of the past decade is
coming to a close, the prospects are for a continuing but more subdued expansion in demand
with patterns, in terms of demand for different types of minerals, changing.
As with the rest of Australia, the challenge will be for the North to take the opportunity to get costs
down and for the northern cities to be able to consolidate their servicing and support role.
Of importance in this, will be the continuing prospective expansion of mining activity in Papua
New Guinea and Indonesia and the potential support and servicing role of the North’s far northern
gateway cities. Major prospective new developments include Mt Freida copper on the north side
of PNG, Wafi Golpu’s major gold development near Lae, the undersea Solwara copper project off
Rabaul, the reopening of the Bougainville copper mine and the Antelope and Elk LNG projects.
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5.4

Prospects for Tourism
The national economic policies that saw the Australian dollar rise to extreme levels up until
2013 played havoc with the North’s tourism growth, affecting especially the Cairns,
Whitsunday and Red Centre regions where tourism makes a disproportionately high
contribution to the economy.
However, this period is now passing and the major challenge is to get the industry back to a
growth path. All the indications from the past are that the sector can and will respond if the
Australian dollar is competitive.
The history of the industry in the North has been one of adding new markets and market
segments as transport developments have brought down old cost barriers of remoteness.
Although much of the major advances in transport technology seem to have been made, as
recorded in Section 4.3, the much-delayed arrival of the Boeing Dreamliners 787 on the
Cairns Japan route is signalling that transport technological advances are still in play as a
factor stimulating growth.
Lack of business ’front of aircraft’ traffic lessens the profitability of aircraft operations on
routes based mainly on tourism flows. The North’s growing population, business sectors and
airfreight are gradually whittling away at this negative factor.
The expansion of markets and market segments has also very much been in response to
growth in travel propensity in different source areas. This, with the transport cost factor, has
seen the area reaching further afield over time: from local markets to major domestic and
New Zealand markets, to the distant high-income countries in the USA and Europe.
While travel from these distant sources is likely to become easier in the future, in more
recent years, the spread of higher incomes to other countries has been important. The rise
of incomes in relatively close Japan, Korea and Taiwan, provided further market segments
over recent decades. Largely unnoticed however, has been the spread in European
visitation from the traditional UK, Germany, Switzerland and Scandinavian sources to
southern and central Europe. Potential advances in the future also seem likely to come from
Eastern Europe, Russia and the Middle East. But, as is widely recognised, the big advances
are likely to come from China and progressively from rising incomes in other nearby Asian
countries including India.
The following gives three tables on growth in the Chinese GDP per Capita, on growth in
Chinese outbound travel and growth in Chinese visitor numbers to Australia and to Cairns.
The tables indicate there are prospects for a major continuing growth in visitation from China
that could become very large as incomes in China rise. The more recent Chinese
Government policy of allowing its currency to rise moderately against the US dollar has also
been encouraging.
At its peak, with good air services and a more competitive dollar, Japanese visitors to the
Cairns region rose to over 200,000 a year. Population of China is about ten times that of
Japan and although average per capita incomes are still much lower, as incomes rise, the
current level of visitation from China of 140,000 is likely to continue climbing. Eventually if
incomes rise up to Japanese levels, and with appropriate exchange rate settings and air
services, on the Japanese experience, visitor numbers would potentially rise to two million,
yielding at current international visitor spending, expenditure of about $2bn.
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The critical factor is the establishment of direct flights from major Chinese mainland centres.
Chinese government restrictions on official travel and restrictions on shopping tours have
caused some problems with the continuation of direct flights from Shanghai and Guangzhou.
However, Cathay, who have a domestic alliance in China with Dragon Air, have expanded
services.
Growth in Chinese Tourism Market
Table #45: Growth Chinese Economy 2002 to 2012
GDP US dollars
trillion

Years

% GDP ‘real’ growth

GDP per capita (Int $
PPP)

Growth
GDP per capita

2002

1453

9.1%

2891

8.4

2003

1641

10.0%

3227

9.3

2004

1932

10.1%

3625

9.4

2005

2258

11.3%

4115

10.7

2006
2007

2713
3496

12.7%
14.3%

4759
5562

12.0
13.6

2008

4522

9.6%

6201

9.1

2009

4991

9.2%

6798

8.7

2010

5931

10.4%

7571

9.9

2011

7325

9.3%

8411

8.8

2012

8227

7.8%

9185

7.2

Source: Travel China Guide.
Table #46: China’s Outbound Visitor Numbers (1)
Growth
%

2006

Number
Millions
34.5 m

2007

41.0 m

18.6%

2008

45.8 m

11.9%

2009
2010

47.7 m
57.4 m

4.0%
20.4%

2011

70.2 m

Total increase

35.7 m

(GFC)

22.4%
Av annual growth

15.3%

pa.

(1)

Note: Includes travel to Hong Kong, Macau & Taiwan.
Source: Travel China Guide.
Table #47: Growth in Chinese Visitor Numbers to Cairns and Australia
Cairns

Australia

2000

6,682

106,807

2001

14,936

145,134

2002

10,789

168,032

2003

11,970

161,116

2004

26,360

227,394

2005
2006

33,325
34,184

268,442
289,779

2007

55,276

329,813

2008

47,022

347,319

2009

38,503

343,821

2010

62,734

408,327

2011
2012

73,757
102,075

490,427
573,071

Average annual growth

26% pa.

15% pa.

Source: Cummings Economics from TRA – International Visitor Survey.
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The potential economic impact of the opening up of the Chinese market is evident from the
proposals by the $4.2bn Aquis Great Barrier Reef resort proposal that plans to increase hotel
rooms in the region by over 30%, directly employing up to about 5000 during the
construction period and 10,000 when operational (see Box 16).
While at time of writing the project has not been given a go ahead, it illustrates the potential
scale of the impact of China moving through to levels of income that will result in large
volumes of overseas travel. As covered in Section 6.8, this will happen sooner rather than
later if Australia has appropriate national economic policy settings, especially in relation to
interest rates compared with the rest of the world and exchange rates.
Box 16 – The $4.2bn Aquis Resort Project
The Great Barrier Reef Aquis Resort project proposed to be developed on the coast at Yorkey’s
Knob, just north of Cairns airport, will involve a projected $8bn investment over two phases in
an integrated resort.
Construction workforce is projected to peak at about 5000 direct, and with ‘flow-on’ effects, generate
substantial additional employment.
Unlike many mining and energy resource projects, where subsequent operational workforce can be
quite small, the projected on-going workforce is expected to be about 10,000 after Phase 1 and with
‘flow-on’ effects and Stage 2, generate substantial additional employment to support an increased
regional population of the order of 66,000, ie. about a 25% increase over about a 12–year period.
The project will compete with the more than 30 casinos that have been established in Macau and major
integrated resorts that are being established in South East Asia.
While the construction of 4000 hotel rooms in Phase 1 over about a 4 to 5-year period presents a
challenge, this number of rooms is of a similar scale to the increase in rooms that took place in the
Cairns/Port Douglas region between 1986 to 2000 when the city and regional workforce was
substantially smaller than it is today.

While the core of the development of the Chinese market is likely to focus on Cairns, if the
Japanese experience is anything to go by, wider linkages will develop, especially with the
Gold Coast and Sydney, but also to some extent with the Whitsundays. However, over time,
much of the traffic will become mono destinational.
The growing trend towards an increased Asian component in visitor patterns presents a
challenge for the rest of the North. The current visitation patterns by USA and European
visitors to Australia include substantial visitation to the Red Centre and other northern
destinations. While there is some penetration of the Japanese market by the Whitsundays
and Red Centre, there has been little elsewhere. The industry elsewhere across the North
will need to think hard about its product offerings and how it might tap into the growing Asian
markets.
Tapping growing Indian and other tropical Asian markets will provide a further challenge for
the North. These markets are nearby, but the major propensity in the past has been for
these visitors to travel to the southern capitals and the Gold Coast.
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Some heavy thinking is going to be necessary in the future about how the North uses its
proximity, and shapes its attractions to cater for the needs of these potentially large future
markets coming out of tropical countries. For most areas across the North, a growing
domestic market and European/US markets are likely to remain the most important.
Air links with the core tourism area of Cairns are already important for other tourism areas in
tapping into the European/US market of visitors. Over 60% of international visitors to the
Alice Springs area also visit Cairns. The hub links with Cairns are likely to be even more
important if the north east Asian markets are to be tapped. Because of its position, Darwin
and the Northern Territory/Kimberley area will be in a special position to tap into nearby
South East Asian markets.
In the core tourism area around Cairns, there will continue to be an opportunity for resort
type development up and down the coast, for domestic and other resort type international
visitors. As Cairns ‘citifies’, it will continue to grow as a dual regional capital and base for
shorter stay sightseeing traffic, especially from overseas.
A further major tourism dimension in the North is coming from cruise shipping. Cruise
shipping companies have discovered Australia and Australians have discovered cruising in a
big way.
Cairns has long been established as a major port of call outside of the capital cities and as a
base for small vessels cruise shipping operations. However right around the North, in
centres like the Whitsundays, Townsville, Port Douglas, Thursday Island, Darwin, the
Kimberley area and Broome, the benefits of increased cruise ship visitation is being
experienced.
One of the major challenges however has come from a propensity for cruise ships to
become larger requiring investment in deepening of cruise ship ports.
The whole area of North Australia, the Great Barrier Reef, the Coral Sea, Papua New
Guinea and the Pacific, the Kimberley area and Indonesia, provides a very attractive range
for cruising. One of the opportunities will be to develop suitable ports such as Cairns and
Darwin as bases for larger cruise vessels, to maximise the opportunities in the area.
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5.5

Prospects for Manufacturing and Services
5.5.1 General
Although as in the past, tropical Australia’s growth will be led by further extending its outside
earnings from its previously underdeveloped resource base industries (the primary
industries, mining and tourism), a great deal of ‘follower’ development will continue to take
place in services and manufacturing. There are strong prospects that growing population
levels will lead to increasing depth and sophistication of its manufacturing and service
capacity and for some manufacturing and services to earn income from wider national and
international markets.
5.5.2 Manufacturing and Industrial Services
The reality is that the northern regions are off-centre from major population centres in
Australia. Most manufacturing in the northern regions is either primary product and mineral
processing or manufacturing that is restricted to servicing local markets. The scope for
manufacturing servicing wider national and international markets has been limited.
In the field of primary industry and mineral processing, the gas hubs in Darwin and
Gladstone are an advance but if anything, the combination of a high dollar, high labour costs
and escalating energy costs, has done damage, especially to mineral processing (see
Section 5.3).
Potentially the North has an abundance of sources of energy. But where it is needed is often
remote from those sources. Getting cheaper energy to where it is needed will have an
important bearing on primary product and mineral processing development in the future.
Growing ‘economies of scale’ from larger populations will help combat the impacts of a
continuing fall in relative transport costs that result in competition from larger units in the
South.
What is of great importance however, will be the expansion of those manufacturing/industrial
servicing sectors where special skills have been developed that find markets further afield
outside the immediate region at national and international levels. Examples of this occurring
in the past have been:

o The marine servicing sector and the aviation sector in Cairns finding wider markets in
Australia and north into the Asia Pacific area;

o The foundry at Innisfail specialising in local government needs around Australia;
o Mining sector servicing based in Townsville including the Donhad Ball Mill supplying
north into Papua New Guinea mines via regular shipping and

o The Reliners based in Cairns utilising Cairns airport’s facilities and links to service
overseas as well as Australian markets.
One of the features working against the development of these types of activities is the
fragmentation of markets faced by northern manufacturing.
There are three different state administrations involved across the North and often transport
links between the North’s major regions are weaker than the links with the South and
overseas.
To the near north, the market is fragmented by international boundaries of Indonesia, East
Timor, Papua New Guinea and the Pacific Islands.
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Development of the North’s manufacturing and higher order servicing will depend
substantially on overcoming these market fragmentation problems through development of
better transport links but also reducing barriers of State and National boundaries. This
subject is covered further in Section 6.8.
5.5.3 Tropical Expertise
A great deal of enthusiasm has developed around the prospect of exporting into other
tropical countries ‘expertise’, developed in tropical Australia. The “Cairns 2020/2050
Business Research Manual”11 pointed to this potential longer term role for the northern cities
in 2005. Clearly the development of technology and expertise suited to the tropics is vital
both to tropical Australia and on a global basis.
Income in this field can be expected to come from:
1) Persons based in tropical Australia, with high technical skills, working in other tropical
countries overseas.
This is already happening to a significant extent out of Cairns into Papua New
Guinea in mining and in other fields, and with small numbers in mining in Africa and
South America.
2) Consultants providing a wide range of services.
Some of this is taking place to a limited extent out of the northern capitals,
particularly Cairns into Papua New Guinea and Darwin into Indonesia. Landscape
design services have recently been provided into southern China.
3) Actual export of goods and services with a high degree of technology suited to the
tropics.
Past examples have been semi-submersible reef viewers. A recent example was
export of electrical services to a sugar mill project in Pakistan.
4) Provision of education and research services.
This is taking place, again, especially in relation to Papua New Guinea at TAFE level
in Cairns and Townsville. However very few of the international students at James
Cook University and English language schools are from other tropical countries at
present, but this can be expected to expand.
5) Research and development with wider applicability around the tropics.
The major initiative at present is that funded by the Bill Gates Foundation into
dengue control based at the Cairns Campus of James Cook University (see previous
Box 11). Some work on social aspects in underdeveloped tropical countries is being
carried out at the Cairns Institute of JCU.
Major fields in which the concept may earn income include health and medicine, building
design, landscaping, plant and animal breeds, crop mechanisation, tourism and
environmental management.
However, the North’s atypical cost structure means that much of the expertise and
technology developed is of limited applicability in the wage and cost structure framework of
other tropical countries.
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Although cane harvesters were developed in tropical Australia and the whole Australian
industry is mechanised today, a scan of other sugar producing countries indicates that the
bulk of the world’s sugar crop is still harvested by hand. A quick research of web sites failed
to pick up examples of other tropical countries using helicopters for cattle mustering.
The special role tropical Australia might play, relates to information exchange.
As observed in earlier sections, geographical separation of the tropical areas around the
globe has been an historic barrier to the interflow of technological advances. This situation
continues to this day. Information flows continue to be dominated by flows between the
tropical areas and the temperate zone economies to the south and north to which they are
tributary.
One of the most important things that can happen is for tropical Australia to play a critical
role in changing this situation by becoming a centre for interchange of information around the
tropical zone, something that will also yield benefits for the development of technological
capacity in Australia’s tropical areas.
Clearly tropical Australia’s potential role in this field needs to be regarded as very important.
Many aspects of it are still ‘aspirational’ with major employment advances in the future rather
than in the short term.
It is an initiative that is ‘symbiotic’ with the progressive development of tropical Australia’s
resource-based industries of agriculture, mining and tourism, and the general growth of
service industries such as health and education. The growth and diversification of these
industries and activities will strengthen tropical Australia’s technological expertise and the
“Tropical Expertise” earnings will help deepen and extend the North’s economy.

5.6

Prospects for Defence and Security
The relative underdevelopment of the North has long posed a security problem for Australia.
It was a problem that came to a head in the dark days of early 1942 when a strategic reality
was being faced that Australia, by itself, could not defend its northern extremities and the
‘Brisbane line’ concept was being canvassed.
In the early 1970s, public opinion would be shocked when Minister Doug Anthony plainly
spelt out at the height of the Cold War tensions and tumults in Asia that if Australia didn’t
develop the North, it had no moral claim to it and eventually others would come and take it.
Although the period of the “Arc of Instability”, when trouble was brewing in Indonesia, Timor,
Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands, has passed, and although there is some
lingering insular thinking in southern Australia, there is a widespread recognition that it
makes strategic sense to have a strong presence of defence, surveillance and border
services in the North.
Australia’s northern regions have benefited from the increased defence, surveillance and
border services presence, especially Darwin (army, airforce, navy, surveillance, border
services), Townsville (army and airforce), and Cairns (navy, surveillance and border
services).
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Location of defence, surveillance and border services in the North plays two roles. It
improves Australia’s response capability. It has a wider developmental benefit in supporting
the economies of other previously underdeveloped industry sectors. Commercial servicing,
especially of naval and border services vessels and to a lesser extent surveillance aircraft,
has played a role in supporting the development of maritime and aviation servicing capability
with wider regional economic benefits.
The Fleet Base Sydney obviously has constraints to development. Shifting major elements
north to the existing base at Cairns would have major benefits in strategic positioning as well
as contributing to the build-up of a maritime servicing capacity that will also be positioned to
earn export income from the wider Asia/Pacific area. Similar arguments can be mounted for
establishing improved naval facilities in Darwin and in the Pilbara/Kimberley area and lifting
the role of the current fly-in/fly-out bases at Weipa and Derby to a new status.
There are two other considerations.
The northern positioning of these facilities increases interaction between defence and
surveillance and border services. It increases Australia’s presence in the area. It
strengthens potential interaction with defence forces in neighbouring countries like Papua
New Guinea, the Pacific Islands, East Timor and Indonesia. It increases Australia’s capacity
to deal with any threats, but also to deal with emergencies such as caused by volcanic
eruptions, tsunamis and cyclone damage in those countries as well as Northern Australia.
The presence of defence forces in the northern cities is most welcome and has a long history
of community support and harmony. A further northern development benefit is evident. One
of the past problems of northern development has been an ignorance in the major centres of
southern Australia of the real situation in the North. Tourism has been changing this to some
extent. However, the transfer of large numbers of defence personnel through the northern
cities has had an effect of familiarising many families with the people and climate and
removing some of the wild imaginings.
The northern cities that have had a strong defence presence now include a significant
number of residents who were in the defence services, liked the place and on completion of
service, stayed or came back often bringing with them valuable skills. The contribution of ex
naval personnel to the build-up of Cairns’ maritime servicing sector has been important. This
has worked both ways. It has been good for the city and a stronger maritime servicing
sector has been good for the Navy.
But there is a further fundamental point to be made about the benefits of a growing North in
relation to defence. The “success breeds success” factors outlined in previous sections
have seen real costs of living and doing business in the area coming down. Strategically,
Australia has no alternative to having a strong defence, surveillance and border services in
the North. The more that costs of operating in the area come down, the cheaper it is for the
Government’s budget to meet that strategic need.
Predicted strong growth of Indonesia and Papua New Guinea and the strategic tensions
coming from growing Chinese and Indian economies mean that this need is not likely to
diminish. It is more likely to increase.
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6.
6.1

POLICIES NEEDED TO ASSIST THE
NORTH REACH ITS POTENTIAL
Seven Fields for Attention
As in the past, private enterprise will lead an increasingly successful North, not just through
investment from overseas and southern Australia, but, as a review of the past clearly
demonstrates, through the enterprise of local businesses, families and individuals.
However, governments at all levels have a critical role to play in setting a framework for
private enterprise to play its role.
Seven major fields stand out for attention:
1. Technology - There is a major need for governments to provide a framework in which
further technological breakthroughs related specifically to the tropics can occur and
be adopted, to overcome the technological lag that has so affected the development
of tropical Australia and the tropics generally around the globe.
2. Governance – Past governance structures relating to an underdeveloped tropical
Australia have been proving a major hindrance as progress accelerates. There is an
urgent need to remodel and adapt government structures to meet the needs of a
growing North.
3. Infrastructure – There are major inadequacies in the North’s infrastructure that must
be addressed if the potential new dimensions for the Australian economy are to be
realised.
4. Concepts and Images – There is a need for a better understanding of Northern
Australia in Southern Australia, to correct a whole range of poor economic thinking
and concepts and to help remove some of the old outdated images of the North and
the tropics still prevalent in Southern Australia.
5. Indigenous Progress – With indigenous population representing from 15% to 30% of
total population in the major regions across the Far North and responsible for large
areas of land, it is absolutely vital to the North’s future that real progress is made in
bringing indigenous people through to full economic and social empowerment and
economic participation.
6. National Economic and Industry Policy Settings – National economic policy as it
affects wages, taxation, interest rates, exchange rates and industry support can have
a substantial impact on the North’s progress. If the North’s potential is to be realised,
the setting of these policies needs to take the importance of the North’s future
progress into account.
7. International Engagement – With the North’s regions sharing international
boundaries and growing economic and social links with Asia Pacific areas to its
immediate north, with expanding direct economic links with a developing Asia and in
the future playing a special role in relation to the globe’s tropical areas, there is a
special need for stronger direct Commonwealth engagement with the North’s regions
and its major gateway cities.
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6.2

Technology
As we have seen in looking back into the past, much of the reasons for the North’s
comparative lack of development compared with southern Australia (and a lack of
development in tropical areas in general), has been due to a lack of technology suited to the
tropics. Northern Australia has faced special problems due to its high wage cost structure
and a need to mechanise to be competitive.
While substantial progress has been made in this field, much remains to be achieved.
However, it is important to recognise how technological advances suited to the North
Australia area have taken place.
Clearly a whole range of industries and activities have been influenced by the importation of
technology (some inherent in plants and animal breeds), from other tropical countries. The
evidence is all around in the North’s agricultural and pastoral industries and in the plants
used in local gardens. The old Queenslander design was influenced by experiences in
colonial India verandas. Covered shop footpath awnings seem to have been influenced by
the southern states of America; but earlier moves in this direction can be seen in stone in the
covered footpaths of Mumbai.
On the other hand, the development of cane harvesters seems to have been heavily
influenced by advances, outside the tropics, in hydraulics. The Brahman cattle breeds come
via Texas but picked up and improved on by local stud breeders and graziers. Superior
cane varieties suited to mechanical harvesting were bred at industry and government
supported research stations.
Fast passenger catamaran type vessel designs were developed in Sydney but their great
advantage was recognised by a local reef operator and there was a capacity to build them
locally. On the other hand, the world first underwater observatory seems to have been a
local idea and built locally along with the semi-submersible reef viewers.
Current advances of using effects of bacteria on mosquitos to control Dengue appears to
have come out of university research.
The realisation of the potential of the Texas bred Blue Bonnet rice variety came through the
Department of Primary Industries Research Station in the Burdekin. Dr Maruff started the
tea industry as a result of his childhood in India with DPI technical support from an ex tea
plantation manager from the Netherlands East Indies. Coffee growing in the region was
restarted by the Jaques Brothers from Tanzania. Florida serviceman, George Bransford
realised the potential of the area for big game fishing and brought the game fishing
technology developed in Florida with him.
The lessons from the past for the future seem to be:

o It is vital to have good conditions for local firms and individuals to be enterprising and
take the initiative. However, it is also necessary for locals to have good basic
education and be very aware of technological developments occurring in their sphere
of interest. This comes back to the local basic education system and specialised
technical education being fundamental to success along with a vital, progressive and
well-informed local business environment.
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o Substantial advances can occur from people migrating into the area who have
experience with technology developed elsewhere in tropical areas.

o In the mix are also specialist industry and government funded research organisations
and research programs.
Against this background, the role for the Commonwealth and State Governments would
seem to be:

o Keep funding a first-class education system in the North including bringing higher
education student numbers in all the major regions up to national averages.

o Encourage a vibrant confident local business sector especially by attending to the
governance issues referred to in the next section.

o Play an especially proactive role in research in the tropical areas.
It is important to recognise that in this field, the needs of tropical Australia differ substantially
from those of the South. While it may have been appropriate at the time for CSIRO to move
out of primary industry into other fields of research in southern Australia, it was not
appropriate for the North.
While it may be appropriate at present to redirect primary industry research from government
to industry bodies in the south, there is still a great deal of basic research and development
that needs to take place in tropical Australia itself, aimed at long term results that will only be
carried out with government funding – government funding of a type that has taken place in
southern Australia in the past to support agricultural development in that area.
In this field, government must also be wary of how research funding is allocated. There is a
real need to increase research capacity within the North that is highly attuned to local needs
and conditions. There will be plenty of research institutions in the south that will reach out to
chase money for research relating to the North, only to switch priorities and interest if funding
reduces.
Finally, it is necessary for government institutions and policies in this field to understand the
global position and possibilities of tropical Australia:

o The importance of promoting information flows in technology around the tropics
including inflows to Australia;

o The potential role of tropical Australia as a supplier in this field to other tropical
countries including research and skilled services.
As progress occurs in other tropical countries and labour costs rise, tropical Australia will not
be as alone as it was in the past in its need to mechanise to offset high labour costs. This
has ramifications for the inflow of suitable technology from elsewhere and greater potential
markets for its technological adaptations.
While primary industries are the obvious potential beneficiaries, there are other relevant
fields including a need for new technology to facilitate tourism and keep costs down.
While major advances have been made in early warning systems for cyclones, in building
structures that withstand cyclones and loss of life has become minimal, heavy damage and
disruptions still occur, resulting in heavy costs of insurance that need to be minimised.
There is a major need to cyclone proof the power distribution system.
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There have been recent problems with commercial arrangements leading to accusations that
insurance companies are taking undue profits, but the ultimate solution is the development of
structures, farming and other technology that minimises damage.
Simple importation of building designs from ‘down south’ has been unsatisfactory. Much of
the damage done by cyclone Tracy in Darwin in the early 1970s was due to poor housing
design for tropical areas. In northern Queensland, the move away from the highset old
Queenslanders that were designed for maximum cooling and comfort without air-conditioning
towards concrete block bungalow styles has proved unsatisfactory in an age of rising power
costs. Local architects, engineers and the construction industry are striving to meet a need
to create new designs that maximise ‘green’ outcomes, especially in relation to airconditioning and power costs. Advances in this field are currently being held back by
inappropriate building regulations based on the climatic situation in southern Australia.

6.3

Governance
The current governance structures for Tropical Australia were set in place during a different
era, an era in which Tropical Australia was struggling to cope with its early challenges.
That governance structure has been proving increasingly incapable of looking after the
interests of the people of Northern Australia and providing a framework for the area to reach
its potential. The problems occurring are spelt out in a paper recently presented by Allan
Dale of The Cairns Institute, James Cook University1.
If a northern development policy does nothing else, it needs to set up review processes that
ensures the North is not impacted negatively by government policies aimed at courting
minority groups in the south – government policies that would not be contemplated if
suggested for application in southern Australia, that are not based on science and which do
not have majority support in the North.
What appears to be needed is that a ‘check’ is put in place at Commonwealth and at State
level in Queensland and Western Australia that subjects policy moves with a potential to be
substantially injurious to the existing economy and potential progress in Northern Australia,
that involves:
1) Rigorous identification of economic cost in the short term and long term, and, in
environmental matters, ensures that the moves are ‘science based’;
2) Identification of whether the move is supported by communities in the regions
affected.
If governments then want to proceed with policies and actions that are against the wishes of
people in the North, it is only fair that the northern regions are fully compensated for their
short and long-term losses.
The question is how to put the necessary checks in place.
In the Australian federal system, that check, of meeting the special needs of regions and
protecting the special needs of regions, is catered for by the existence of the State
Governments, and to some extent the structure of the Senate.
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Given realities of areas and distances (as set out in Section 2.1), the situation in the North is
that there are six nascent states, each with a state sized area, each with a distinct regional
capital, with a typical capital city relationship to the area it services. Each of these state
sized regions has a distinct very well-established community of interest. This reality is
accepted in the structure of the Commonwealth funded Regional Development Australia
boards.
The problem simply stated is this. These regions are still too weak to be stand-alone States.
However, their communities of interest are so entrenched and the areas covered are so
large that it would need a federal structure to bring them together as one or two States.
On the other hand, they are so large in area, so distant from southern metropolitan centres
and so economically strong and important to Australia’s future growth, that they cannot be
treated like the rural regions of the southern States.
In this situation, it almost seems to be that the Commonwealth Government needs to play a
special separate and parallel federal role, to the role it plays in southern Australia.
Under this arrangement, the Premiers Conference that mainly coordinates activity across
southern Australia would be paralleled by the proposed Northern Development Ministerial
Forum. However, it is envisaged that this forum would be paralleled by a structure where the
Regional Development Forums would be formed by the Commonwealth Government in each
of the six regions with core representation from local government in each of the regions but
also recognised by and supported by the State/Territory Governments.
It is envisaged the Commonwealth Government would support meetings of representatives
of these regional forums as some form of Northern Australia Forum to advise the Ministerial
Forum on matters of common interest.
Within the States, especially Queensland, it is envisaged that the Regional Forums would
meet periodically together to advise the State Government on matters of common interest.
There will be special areas in which there is a need for checks to be put in place. These will
especially include the wave of environmental dispossession and ill-considered precipitate
actions like the live cattle ban driven by interests outside the North.
There is a major question of land tenure more suitable for rural development to be
addressed. There are also major issues of appropriate land tenure for indigenous
advancement to be addressed (see Box 17)
There is a special need to identify areas in which the North’s industry collaboration is needed
such as identified by Bitomsky, 20012, and where there are new opportunities for investment
(Bitomsky 2001)3.
It is also envisaged that the Northern Australia Forum would promote meetings with nearby
neighbours such as Indonesia, East Timor, Papua New Guinea and Pacific Islands to
discuss matters of wider regional interest (see also Section 6.9).
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Box 17 – Land Tenure
One of the major areas in which government can affect economic development is land
tenure. Much of the current land tenure system across Northern Australia belongs to the
past.
Major adjustments will be needed in land tenure arrangements.
o

As technology and economic conditions improve the prospects for more intensive
primary production, and

o

As the economic aspirations, and prospects of indigenous communities advance.

As an example, in Cape York Peninsula, there are only miniscule areas of freehold land. Almost
all the land is either pastoral leases, indigenous reserves, national parks or other government
reserves. Clearly the proportion of land set aside for national parks and other environmental
reserves is higher than any other equivalent area of Australia. The number of visitors to many of
these areas is miniscule. Government care for these areas often leaves a lot to be desired.
Any rational analysis of benefit to the Australian people against cost would indicate that national
parks and environmental reserves elsewhere in Australia, especially closer to the major population
centres, would provide much higher benefits than those in areas like Cape York Peninsula. Many
National Parks in the Cape were acquired only because lack of other uses made the land cheap to
acquire. There is a clear case for their reduction in time as other uses become viable.
Part of the problem of lack of progress in indigenous communities lies in land tenure. How would
an average Australian town or city look if the Government owned all the land and houses and all
the houses were rented. Lack of freehold house ownership means that almost everyone living in
these communities have no incentive to maintain and improve their property; no capital assets to
stand as backing to start up a business, or eventually see through old age and retirement. Native
title has little commercial relevance. These communities need access to freehold land that has
some commercial value.
The large areas of land under pastoral leases have very clear restrictions that mitigate against
investment in more intensive pastoral production and conversion to cropping. Again there is a real
need for movement towards more extensive free holding.
While these are matters mainly for the State/Northern Territory Governments, the Commonwealth
Government can play a supportive role especially in relation to the indigenous land tenure
question.
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6.4

Infrastructure
If tropical Australia is to progress to its full potential, its need for investment is large.
Given the right investment climate, including confidence that the area will not be subject to
‘sovereign risk’ type extreme negative policies, private enterprise can be expected to provide
most of the investment needed.
Transport Infrastructure
Some critical nation building investment in transport infrastructure is needed under four
broad categories.
North South Links
Although in need of continuous upgrading, by and large north/south links are relatively well
developed. A major commitment has recently been made to upgrade the Bruce Highway in
Queensland and under the National Highways Scheme the Stuart Highway. Western
Australia’s northern highways are relatively well developed.
Two other road links stand out:
a) The need to seal the final unsealed link in the interior north/south route from the
Cairns/Tablelands area direct south through western Queensland and western New
South Wales to Melbourne and Adelaide, the locally named Hann Highway;
b) The upgrading of the Tanami Road to provide a more direct link between the
Kimberley region and south eastern Australia via Alice Springs.
East West Links
A major concentration in land transport development now needs to be east west across the
North to help integrate northern markets in a way that will benefit the development of
manufacturing and service industries in the area.
There have been visions of linking the coal of Queensland with the iron ore of Western
Australia through building a transverse rail link, the “Iron Boomerang”. The costs and
benefits would need to be rigorously assessed. The linking of the rail between Mt Isa and
the Adelaide/Darwin line around Tennant Creek would need to be included in any
assessment.
Of more short-term benefit would appear to be the creation of a transverse third
transcontinental road route across the centre of Australia supplementing those across the
south and across the north. The road link dubbed “The Outback Way” would link existing
sealed routes to Boulia in Queensland via the currently unsealed Plenty Highway to the
Stuart Highway north of Alice Springs to the end of sealed roads near Ayers Rock and then
via the currently unsealed road to Laverton in Western Australia. This transverse route
would more directly link the nation’s major mining operations in Queensland and Western
Australia, link central and northern Queensland direct to Perth via a more direct freight route.
It would also provide a ‘Reef to the Rock” tourism route and a “Perth to the Rock” tourism
route. It would have major local benefits for communities along the route including in
tourism, road servicing and the development of mining. Alice Springs’ current air hub role in
central Australia would be paralleled by a road hub role.
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The upgrading of the “Savannah Way” road link between Normanton in Queensland and
Borroloola in the Northern Territory would make a major saving in travel distances between
the Far Northern regions of Cairns/Tablelands, Darwin and the Kimberley region.
The Developmental Roads
The third major category relates to providing access to the two major underdeveloped areas
of the upper Cape York Peninsula area and Arnhem Land. Because of rainfall levels, both
areas have major potential for increased primary industry outputs. Both have mineral
resources currently being exploited on a high cost basis and others not being exploited
because of high costs. Both have large indigenous populations with poor prospects of
developing viable industries unless cost conditions and market access can be improved.
Both have environmental pressures. Both have some tourism potential but probably not as
strong as the existing nearby Cairns region and Kakadu.
No definitive cost benefit analysis seems to have been carried out, but improving road
access into both can probably be regarded as a nation building project that will yield longer
term as opposed to short term benefits. In the case of the Peninsula Developmental Road,
the shorter-term benefits are more obvious. The sealing of the lower section of the
Peninsula Developmental Road into the Cooktown district clearly illustrates the type and
level of benefits that can be expected (see Section 5.2.4). The proposed South of Embley
$1.2bn port expansion project and the prospects of an increase in population in the Weipa
area means that any full benefit cost analysis is likely to reach a positive conclusion.
The Environmental Roads
There is a further special call on the Commonwealth for road and infrastructure funding, one
highlighted by the Kuranda Range Road situation and echoed to some degree in the Mackay
hinterland, the Peak Downs Highway range road section.
If the Commonwealth wishes to impose through bodies like the Wet Tropics Management
Authority very heavy environmental constraints on projects “in the national interest”, at the
expense of regional economic interests, it should pay for the large extra costs of construction
involved.
In summary, there are special reasons for the Commonwealth to provide road funding on top
of that provided through State/Territory administrations.
a) The cost of the Peninsula and Arnhem Land roads is large and the full benefits
longer term. These are nation building projects.
b) A number of the roads involve cross border and cross regional linkages that are often
difficult to justify under assessments that take a more restricted State benefits view.
c) The Commonwealth should meet costs of meeting environmental constraints it
places on important roads.
It is suggested that apart from the existing national roads programme, that the
Commonwealth Government needs to institute a special Northern Development Roads
Program.
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Energy
The next major infrastructure investment issue in the north relates to the provision of energy.
The core area of underdevelopment in Cape York and the Northern Territory along with the
important population area of Cairns and the Tablelands and the Gulf and Mt Isa area are
energy deficient and subject to high energy costs. There are super deficient areas in Cape
York and Arnhem Land not connected to the main electricity grids. While there is need for
action to address this situation, how it can be addressed is not clear. The area is
surrounded by major energy sources, gas in the North West, Papua New Guinea and
Central Queensland and coal for electricity generation in Central Queensland (see Map 25).
There is a need to look at getting the energy from these sources to this core area cheaply.
Also in the picture are non-fossil fuel alternatives including hydroelectricity (in the Cairns
region), wind, solar and possibly thermal sources. Clearly restarting the alumina plant at
Gove depends to some extent on getting cheaper power to it than imported oil. Electricity
costs are a deterrent to expansion in the Peninsula.
Regional Towns
As indicated elsewhere, there will be a need for special attention to the development of
regional service centres in the currently very underdeveloped Peninsula and Arnhem Land
areas. The port centres of Weipa and Gove are currently in need of special attention due to
recent developments affecting them; the ‘moth balling’ of the Gove alumina plant and wind
down of Scherger Airbase as a refugee processing centre.
Water
As indicated in Section 5.1.3, expanding cropping in the North as in the South involves
irrigation development to harvest the large but strongly seasonal water runoff.
Previous Map 23 illustrates the comparative lack of major water storages in Tropical
Australia and gives details of a number of the schemes currently being looked at in the North
East by private enterprise and as potential government projects.
It is important to recognise in approaches to water policies:
a) That the North has large water resources but strong seasonality of rainfall that makes

water storage works important if potential is to be realised:
b) That the North is at a different stage in the development of its agricultural potential to

southern Australia and that water resources development is as important at this point
in time as it was to southern Australia in times past.
c) That fears of overdevelopment and problems of the type identified in the Murray

Darling system have little applicability to the North. Water diversion levels are
generally below 0.1%. The highest, the tropical section of the North East Division at
2%, compares to the Murray Darling at 51%. (See previous Table #44.)
.On the technological side however, avenues worth exploring are possibilities of:

o Technological solutions to reduce evaporation rates;
o Greater use of and recharge of, in and off-stream aquifers;
o Greater use of off-stream storages that harvest wet season peak flows.
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Map 25 – Energy Sources & Needs in Tropical Australia
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6.5

Getting the Concepts and Images Right
6.5.1 General
Failure to understand the North, its history, stage of development and prospects, has led to
major misconceptions about the Tropical Australia in government, in business and the
general community, that have been injurious to its progress.
There is a major role to be played by the Australian Government in correcting these
misconceptions; a role that has the potential to benefit the North greatly.
6.5.2 Getting the Concepts Right
The first set of these misconceptions relate especially to economic thinking that is often
based on assumptions that have little relevance to economic realities in
Tropical Australia.
The following summarises.
Not Just Another Part of Regional and Rural Australia
It is wrong to treat the regions of Northern Australia as being similar to and sharing the fairly
limited prospects of the non-metropolitan regions of southern Australia.
The underlying factors of lower transport and communication costs, that are leading to poor
growth prospects in non-metropolitan regions in the southern States, have been having
major positive implications for developing Tropical Australia’s previously underdeveloped
primary industries, mining and tourism resources.
Turning the Growth Centre Theory on its Head
The growth centre theory that espouses concentrated development of one or two regional
centres as an alternative to the major metropolitan centres for the location of manufacturing
and higher order services is completely inappropriate in the North’s developmental situation.
The real need in the North is to support resource-based development where it occurs. If this
happens, the North’s network of regional capitals will be major beneficiaries and grow
strongly.
The Services Fallacy
Because the economy is restructuring world-wide, leading the services sector to record a
higher proportion of employment, does not mean that it is the driver of growth. The real
drivers of growth especially in the North are those industries earning expanding outside
(export) income, especially primary industries, minerals and tourism that locate activity into
the area. Most of the service activities are needed but are activities that tend to ‘follow’.
The Tourism Value Fallacy
The Green movement’s anti-environmental modification agendas, including anti-farming,
anti-land clearing, anti-fishing, anti-mining and at times, anti-tourism use, strike at the heart
of the North’s development prospects. Apart from the use of the ‘services fallacy’, there is a
fallacy that massive environmental constraints are needed over vast areas to promote
tourism.
The fact is that the North’s major tourism area is based around Cairns, the North’s most
intensively developed area for farming, fisheries, forestry and with the North’s largest and
densest population.
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In this and other important pockets of tourism activity across the North, there are strong
reasons for sensible environmental constraints. The fact is that the great proportion of the
Great Barrier Reef, of the North’s rainforests, of the North’s coastal areas, of the North’s
Peninsula, Arnhem Land areas, earn no or negligible tourism income.
Getting the Balance Right Between Cities and their Hinterlands
It follows from the foregoing comments about “Growth Centres” and the “Services Fallacy”
that it is important to get the balance right in making investments in the North’s regional
capitals and their hinterlands.
1) The basic need is for governments to keep up with the development of facilities they
are responsible for and not lag behind. This means, being more responsive than has
happened in the past to the patterns of development.
2) The main opportunities to increase outside earnings will almost certainly come from a
range of resource-based industries with manufacturing and service industries playing
a much lesser role in the short run, but progressively increasing in the future.
Against this background, investment in infrastructure and service centres in the
dispersed areas, especially in the Far North, will be critical. If this investment takes
place, the relevant regional capitals will grow.
3) Investment in the regional capitals can take place with a high degree of confidence
that despite short term volatility, they are likely to continue on a strong long term
growth trajectory.
4) The very strong regional structure of the North that has developed out of realities of
areas and distances needs to be recognised and the needs of each region
recognised.
5) The need for major new district centres will be highest in the currently most remote
and underdeveloped areas such as the Upper Peninsula and Arnhem Land.
The Role of Clusters
Porter’s cluster theory of development is a very important concept. Its limited applicability to
Tropical Australia at this point in time mainly relates to increasing the currently very limited
level of development of ‘skills’-based manufacturing and industrial services’ clusters that are
finding national and international markets such as in maritime, aviation and mining services
and international education.
Impacts of High Costs on Range of Potential Exports
The concept that high costs in Northern Australia limits the range of exports the area can
aspire to, to high value goods and services, fails to appreciate where Australia’s and
especially the North’s competitive advantage lies.
Australia’s competitive advantage in producing basic commodities lies first in the scale of its
resources but mostly in its superior ability to apply to productive processes, capital
machinery, excellent management, highly skilled labour and importantly, in relation to quality,
reliable and uniform quality. The same factors apply to tourism where a first world security in
health, safety and service availability are very important.
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Benefit Cost Analysis in a Developing Economy
While underlying principles of benefit cost analysis are the same, the pattern of benefits in
situations in the south where there is already a high level of infrastructure and services
development, can be quite different to the situation in the North where infrastructure projects
can radically change the basic cost structure of underdeveloped regional economies and
result in major secondary and developmental impacts that are difficult to measure. There is
also a need to take into account strong social impacts in remote and indigenous
communities.
6.5.3 A Change of Attitudes
One of the enemies of progress in tropical Australia has been attitudes to tropical Australia in
southern Australia; attitudes of negativity to the climate and prospects of living healthy and
productive lives in the tropics. They say it’s too hot; there’s too many insects; the area is
prone to terrible diseases; the soils are poor; even the rabbits won’t live there; the place is
uncivilised; there’s no culture; and on it goes.
Many of these attitudes come out of past myths and misconceptions about the tropics in
general. While much of the remote North remains a relatively raw frontier, tropical
Australia’s strongly growing regional capital/gateway cities and the more closely settled
districts have become very healthy, modern, progressive places in which to live and set up
businesses.
There needs to be a recognition that the pioneers of modern tropical Australia faced a much
greater challenge than the pioneers of southern Australia and of North America’s west.
The pioneers of North America’s west and of southern Australia faced hardship and
challenges but they could take with them their wheat, apple seeds and rose cuttings, their
traditional clothing and housing styles to cope with winter cold.
In tropical Australia, the pioneers had to learn to forget about wheat, apple seed and rose
cuttings and learn how to grow sugar, mangoes and cultivate orchids. They had to adapt to
new styles of clothing, housing and a different social calendar to cope with a very different
swing of seasons.
Initial progress was predictably slower and harder won.
The winter months in tropical Australia are delightful, with days of fine comfortable weather.
Tourists love it. Just as technology was developed in Europe to overcome the trials of
winter, technology has now been developed in tropical Australia to overcome the trials of a
hot wet summer. In the North’s regional capitals and districts, communities are healthy with
life expectancies similar to other parts of Australia. They are modern with much new building
and infrastructure.
They are progressive with very active business sectors and
organisations.
There is great vitality in cultural activity that comes from a mixing of people of different
origins and the stimulus of living in a new environment. They are communities that are very
proud of their pioneering achievements and confident about the future. They have a history
of being open, egalitarian and accepting of new families.
As population has grown, local education opportunities have been advancing rapidly.
Modern air services make separation from home and family in southern Australia less of a
barrier than it was in the past.
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Australia’s major institutions of government can play a role in getting over a message that
tropical Australia is a great place in which to live, to do business and raise a family.
Australia’s major institutions of government can play a major role in helping get rid of some
of the old incorrect images and perceptions of the tropical areas, and in particular Tropical
Australia, that are still common in southern Australia.

6.6

Indigenous Progress
The delayed European settlement of Tropical Australia meant that much of it occurred in an
atmosphere of late Victorian optimism and a greater social concern for the indigenous
population. Mission settlements were created to protect indigenous people and many more
survived European settlement in the North than in southern Australia.
As churches and charitable giving declined, governments took over with some disastrous
consequences of welfare dependency, alcoholism, rampant violence and high levels of
incarceration.
Despite some of the disastrous effects of some previous policies, progress has been made
in the indigenous communities coming through to higher standards of participation in the
economy, health, education and employment.
However, it remains one of the greatest challenges facing the North to accelerate this
progress, especially in the higher rainfall areas of the Far North where very substantial
opportunities attach to large areas of indigenous community land.
One of the most encouraging things to happen more recently has been the emergence of a
widespread educated leadership within the indigenous communities determined to break the
cycle of welfare dependency, reject the second wave of dispossession in the name of the
environment and achieve economic progress.
It is critical to the progress of Tropical Australia, particularly in the higher rainfall
underdeveloped Far North regions that they succeed.
Critical to success however, will be some hard headed thinking and change of attitudes that
includes:

o A massive improvement in educational opportunities including providing improved
education opportunities away from communities.

o Realising that “Native Title” gives very little by way of rights over land of any value
and recognition of a need to give title over land that has value through being
commercially transferable. This has implications that land could be transferred to
non-indigenous persons in the future leading to the development of mixed more
integrated communities.

o Recognition that the number of jobs that might be viably created in some locations
where there are substantial communities is nowhere the number of jobs that would
be needed to support that sized community, leaving no alternative but:

▪

Either adopting a policy of encouraging relocation to where jobs are
available;

▪

Indefinite on-going government support and welfare dependency.
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6.7

National Economic and Industry Policy Settings
Economic Policy
As covered in Section 4, national economic policy settings have a major influence on the
economic progress of the northern regions.
In the period 2006 to 2011, policy settings that led to interest rates well above the rest of the
world and an excessively high dollar, when combined with the impacts of the global financial
crisis, actually saw population growth moderate strongly at a time of extremely high terms of
trade, brought on by a major minerals boom mainly taking place in Northern Australia.
The high dollar led to major negative impacts on the comparatively large tourism sector and
on other primary industries.
It would seem that the period, in which economic policy settings around the world placed an
undue reliance on interest rates to control the economy, has passed.
The following national economic policy concepts will help maximise tropical Australia’s
potential to add to Australia’s outside earnings and its progress.
1) An outward looking policy that concentrates on the development of export earnings
as a basis for expanding the economy as opposed to inward looking protectionist
policies.
2) Policies that put an emphasis on international competitiveness through keeping the
value of the Australian dollar down including ensuring that policy settings especially
in relation to interest rates are such that they do not put unnecessary upward
pressure on the dollar.
3) A recognition that much of the non-traded services sector including government
services is not open to strong competitive pressures and there is a need for special
efforts to promote efficiency in these sectors and get down cost burdens on
industries that need to complete internationally.
4) A policy of prudent government expenditure and avoidance of large deficits with
negative implications for interest rates and the exchange rate.
5) A policy giving a high priority in government expenditure in meeting infrastructure
needs.
Taxation and Government Services
The North already receives a number of special concessions. The motivation for these
concessions is social rather than economic.
The Zone A and B tax rebates are aimed at offsetting higher costs of living in remote areas.
The Zone B rebate is very small and insignificant as an incentive.
In economic terms, these rebates can be seen in a different way as a reduced rate for nondelivery of a number of Commonwealth Government services that are more easily accessed
and used in the major population areas.
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In addition, there is additional funding to the States and Local Governments under grants
commission policies that recognise the higher cost of delivery of State and Local
Government services in decentralised and remote areas. By and large, the northern regions
are substantial beneficiaries of these policies.
On top of this, there is a great deal of special support for indigenous communities including
unemployment benefits.
Against this background, it is obvious that the Commonwealth Government has a substantial
fiscal interest in breaking down the costs of remoteness and underdevelopment and
targeting expenditure to achieve economic development.
For instance, there can be no real hope of economic opportunities developing in Cape York
and Arnhem Land areas without investment in sealed road access into the area and into the
individual communities.
Which raises a further point. By and large, road development is much more important to
people in remote areas than delivery of many other services. As one local government
representative put it, when asked about delivery of social services into a remote area, “The
best social service you can deliver is to provide them with a better road into the doctor and
the dentist in the nearest town.”
It needs to be recognised that many of the priorities and expectations in relation to delivery
of government services in the North, especially its remoter underdeveloped areas, can be
quite different to those in metropolitan areas. Their greater need for roads expenditure
should not be regarded as subsidisation. Often their taxes are subsidising delivery of
services in the more populated areas, that are not delivered to them.

6.8

International Engagement
A Range of Needs
The northern regions have very special needs for international engagement that come from:

o a sharing of common borders and a need to engage with the Asia Pacific area to the
near north.

o an increasing need for more direct international engagement with a growing East,
South East and South Asia.

o a special need to engage with other tropical countries.
These needs bring with them defence, surveillance and border security issues along with
special needs to develop international transport links across national boundaries.
Nearby Asia Pacific Area
As canvassed in previous sections, one of the factors holding back the development of the
manufacturing and service sectors of the northern regional capitals is the fragmentation of
potential markets, especially the need to deal with different national administrations in
Indonesia, East Timor, Papua New Guinea and the Pacific Islands to the near north.
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Merauke, the main town on the south coast of Papua Indonesia, is only a short distance from
the Far North Queensland regional boundary. As far as any business or social contact is
concerned, it could just as well be on the other side of the planet.
Clearly the Commonwealth Government has a special role to play in helping break down the
current barriers that international boundaries cause for business and social contact. In this
context, the far northern gateway cities of Cairns and Darwin already play a special role that
is likely to increase in the future. These contacts provide a special opportunity for Australia
to deepen its relationship with these countries that are of such importance to Australia.
As covered in an earlier section, the financial resources of Papua New Guinea to provide a
population of six million with adequate health and education services is stretched and there
is a special potential role the northern regions can play in these fields as part of Australia’s
commitment to assisting Papua New Guinea’s development.
Even a relatively short and low cost visit to one of Australia’s prosperous and growing
northern gateway cities by people from Papua New Guinea, especially young people, can
have an important demonstration effect and impact on aspirations.
The northern gateway cities see it very much in their economic interest to have close links
with the areas to the near north and already through their local business institutions have
strong programs to foster those linkages.
There are very strong arguments for the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade to have a
well-functioning presence in the North’s two major gateway cities, Cairns and Darwin, for
contact with the areas to the near north.
Relations with a Growing Asia
It can be expected that much of the market for growing export earnings from Northern
Australia will come from a growing East, South East and South Asia. As these economic ties
strengthen, a need for direct international contact will strengthen.
Apart from a Papua New Guinea Consular presence in Cairns, major tourism links including
an upsurge in the number of Japanese nationals living in Cairns, led to the establishment of
a Japanese Consular presence in the city that has strong ties to an Australia Japan Society.
Inward migration has led to Cairns having an Italian Consular Agent for many years.
Tourism has seen consular agent arrangements established for United Kingdom, Sweden,
Germany and Austria. Rapidly escalating tourism and business links with China will no
doubt lead to stronger official links.
A similar process has been happening in Darwin, especially in relation to links with
Indonesia, East Timor and Brunei.
Special events like the Cairns Group meetings, the coming G20 Finance Ministers and visits
by various heads of state as part of wider Australian tours, indicate a need for stronger ongoing foreign affairs presence in the North’s major gateway cities.
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Special Needs to Engage With Other Tropical Countries
It is suggested that as part of any program to encourage development of tropical Australia’s
role in relation to other tropical countries that a special program be set up by the
Commonwealth Government that might include:

o A review of the role of the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research
especially in relation to tropical underdeveloped countries and its location;

o Special funding be made available to groups in the North seeking to achieve a
stronger contact with and technical cross fertilisation with other tropical countries
such as those currently active in tropical building design, rare fruits, landscaping and
ornamentals, health systems and the Cairns Institute of James Cook University;

o The Department of Foreign Affairs set up a special program to facilitate visits by
representatives in Australia of tropical countries to the North’s major gateway cities
for exploration of possibilities for exchanges relating to technology;

o Special aid funding be made available for visits from underdeveloped tropical
countries to tropical Australia.
International Transport
Further development of international transport links between the North and the Asia Pacific
area will be especially important, especially development of general cargo container export
and import services and air links for the development of tourism and airfreight.
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7.
7.1

POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO AUSTRALIA AS A NATION
Continuing Expansion of Exports
The exports generated out of Tropical Australia have already played a major role in
Australia’s ability to reap the benefits of an economy more closely integrated with the world
economy. Economic efficiency and productivity increases have seen Australia’s living
standards rise strongly in recent decades.
The current easing of the China’s commodity boom as supply catches up with demand and
the rate of increase in demand from China moderating, will see some moderation of impacts
on the Australian economy over the next few years.
There is a need for Australia to switch the source of growth of its exports to other
opportunities. Critical to this will be a continuing moderation of the Australian dollar to
restore competitiveness in primary industry, a variety of minerals, tourism and other services
and manufacturing.
Just as Tropical Australia has played a major role in the recent past in developing exports of
coal, LNG and iron ore, there needs to be a recognition that Tropical Australia, with the right
infrastructure policy framework and attitudes, can play a similar major role over time in
expanding Australia’s outside earnings:

7.2

o

From its pastoral industry to meet growing demand out of Asia for proteins;

o

From a growing world market for sugar;

o

From growing markets especially in Asia for other agricultural and marine products;

o

From a growing market for a diversified range of minerals especially from Asia;

o

From tapping the major increases in tourism likely to occur, especially out of China;

o

From expanding trade in goods and services with the expanding economies of the
nearby Asia/Pacific of Eastern Indonesia, Papua New Guinea and the Pacific.

o

From progressively developing income from the supply of services (research,
information, education, technical advice and specialist devices) related to tropical
technology and expertise to developing tropical countries around the globe.

A Market for Higher Order Manufactured Goods and Services
As is identified in Section 3.14, Northern Australia as a region earns large amounts of export
dollars but imports very large amounts of goods and services from southern Australia or via
southern Australia.
Importantly, the goods and services the area purchases from the south are mainly higher
order manufactured goods and higher order services, sectors that southern Australia has
been very keen to build up.
A much expanded population and economy in Northern Australia will help southern
Australia’s manufacturing and services industries that have long been constrained by the
small size of the Australian market allowing them to achieve economies of scale and greater
international competitiveness.
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7.3

A New Dimension for Australia’s Place in the World
Tropical Australia’s growing special relationship with its near north in Indonesia, East Timor,
Papua New Guinea and the Pacific will help deepen the relationship between Australia and
these countries, not just economically but culturally and socially.
The progressive engagement between Northern Queensland and Papua New Guinea in
sport has led to the recent incorporation of a PNG team in the Queensland based Rugby
League competition, a step of immense social importance for two cultures in which Rugby
League plays an important role.
However even more importantly in the long run, the potential special relationship between
Tropical Australia and much of the currently underdeveloped tropical world promises to add
a major new dimension, and an increasing depth, to Australia’s position and influence in
world affairs.
Box 18 – Background W S (Bill) Cummings
Bill Cummings knows tropical Australia – its history, its diversity of landscape and its regional
economies like few others.
His family roots go back to some of the earliest European settlers in the Cairns region – explorers
and prospectors, pack team operators before the building of the railway, miners, saddlers, steam
engineers, business managers, ships captains and army officers.
He was born and received his schooling in Cairns.
In those days, even to become a corporal in the local school cadets required a 1043 mile train trip
to Brisbane and 1043 mile train trip return. Between growing up as a small child during the
urgency of the war, scout jamborees, school cadets and university in Brisbane, by the time he was
21 years old, he had completed 24,000 miles of rail travel.
He gravitated to economics at university and this was followed by seven years formative
experience in Canberra, first with the tariff policy division of the Department of Trade and then
for five years as the first research officer employed by the Canberra Secretariat of the Associated
Chambers of Commerce of Australia and as secretary of the Chamber’s International Trade
Committee. This role took him to the heart of national policy making processes with extensive
contact with ministerial officers and the parliament, departments, the media, other national
organisations and embassy staff. It involved writing tariff board cases, issues analysis, writing
articles and advice and being at the heart of the national policy debates of the time.
His subsequent role in helping guide development in Northern Australia from the late 1960s to
the present is set out in www.cummings.net.au
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